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Better trust all and be deceived,
And weep that trust and that deceiving,
Than doubt one heart that, if believed,
Had blessed one’s life with true believing.
Oh!

in this mocking world, too [ast

The doubting fiend o’ertakes our youth!

Better be cheated to the'\last

—Mrs, Kemble,

New

of SOR

York

hi

Correspondence.
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York,

YORK

IN

of the year; that ig, opening goods, dusting street noon prayer-meeting, that mivacuand freshetting up, taking account of stock, lous fountain in the desert, and the wonderor tying wp strings, ih extremity, and clos- ful modern system of watering place campIng at sundown. Now-a-days, if I drop ito meetings.
Vibi,
one of those loug-forsakén' scenes—what a
b-bd
Bah
oh oo
queer sense of pre-existence rushes over
Missionary Correspondence.
meé! I find the porter Jeisurely taking down
the shutters between eight and nine, and
the junior clerks dropping in for the commencement of their unhurried round of filling orders, never idle, never excited, and
their work all done and stores deserted at
sunset every day in the year alike, Of
course there are exceptions; but this is the

sort of change that has come

Aug. 19, 1878.
AUGUST,

The activities that turn up gossip for correspondents are all. torpid in July and August; the chief of them, from May to Qctober. All we expect in the city, through the

over New

York wholesale trade in general since (he
latest

old-fashioned

times.

That

it is a

great improvement in the conditions of life,
for pur young men" in business, is too obvious ‘in. every respect [or remark. Their
teniptations, so far as’ the reaction from
overstrained application is coneerned, are
lessened, and their opportunities for healthful living and systematic self-improvement
are greatly increased.

So the

regular’ processes ot wholesale

business and manufacturing go on as steadily and busily at this moment all around me
as ever. Even retail trade suffers very little in its main bulk by the absence of the

extravagant ‘shoppers

of a few

wealthy

streets fron) a few great establishments like
Stewart's, Arnold's or Lord's.

The

evil in-

dustries of the liquor seller and every other

pander to vice, dissipation

full blast; and though
judges

and folly are in

great

are in vacation, the

lawyers

mills

and

of crime

and punishment are grinding away merrily,
to the

demon’s fancy, all

the

summer, and

great cases are accumulating for the fall
calendars. The monster towers and an:
chorages of the East river bridge are go-ing steadily up, the new Post Office piles its
huge mass of interior brick-work high above

of the

the enlarged

aqueduct is getting laid in the upper part
of the city; the grand boulevards on the
ridge of the island are going forward; the
elevated railroad is supposed to be preparing its vast aggregate of iron work to be
suddenly sprurig over its line of streets and
avenues in a very few weeks’ time; the
Beach Underground is in the stibterranean
stage of engineering advisement and finan-

cial negotiation, but doubtless working as

busily as a mole; the Portchester cut-off of
the New Haven railroad is approaching
summer, is to hold our own, to keep up ex- completion, with its boats for dispatching
istence and status, to not forfeit pogsession loaded freight cars, as well as passengers,
or give ground. Of churches, missions, | from Harlem to down-town and
the great
charities, and public enterprises generally, railroad depots on the Jersey shore; Gen.

this is true with

emphasis;

aud it is true of ! Newton's

catacombs

honeycomb

the

sub-

many and large branches of private enter- | marine pillars of Hell Gate, with steady
prise. Everything, indeed, in the shape of | progress by the
power of a hundred men
enterprise, is paralyzed, except it. has got | and numerons air-compressor drills, reportbeyond the stage of organization and fund- }
ing aud info a stage of, material

operation’ |

ing themselves

at

the tide with the
Projects are suspended,
In fact, there is
| discharges; the
only one season for projects; it cau not set hard by as they
in fairly before November, aud it vanishes of a century, in
before

the

spring

breezes

that warn us of

approaching vacation: True, the vacation
is for the most part but a change of follies
and their; scenes. - Still, it is worthy of all
thankful

acceptation, that

city life whirls

shortens
pelled,:

more

as

the round of

swiftly and

madly it

its circuit, and nobody

is com-

ov hardly

allowed,

to whirl

in it

Jonger than the six mouths from November
to April inclusive.
Mind, you may work in the city, as I do,

from January 1st to ‘December 81st; and
there are more than a millionof people who
have to do it, too, counting the dense suburbs in the dity, as they are, all bat organfcally. You come here in this mid-August,

and are told that there is nothing doing and
nobody in town; and then you go into the
streets and find it just as hard to make your

BlmT

MIDNAPORE, INDIA, June 28, 1878.
These are the closing days for the Biblical class for this year. You know that we
have but one term of three months, We
are in the midst of the closing examinations, and thus far they have been very satisfactory indeed. Imay say a few words
here about the studiesof the present term.
They have been Scripture exegesis, Doetrinal Theology, Homiletics, Church History,
and Pastoral Theology. There have been
nine young

men

three of whom

connected

with the class,”

are Santals,

All have

ap-

plied themselves to study, and the progress
of some has it particularly cheering,
_ Four of thdnine pupils are our junior na-

intervals

from

beneath

mufiled roar of their heayy
divers are digging away
have digged for a quarter
the solid conglomerate of

oxydized iron and ballastend sand that has

formed for'a hundred years in the hold of
the sunken British transport Hussar,—digging for the four million dollars in sold
that lie

there;

buried

the

steamers

ocean

of passen-

come and go daily with crowds

gers and holds crammed with. goods, their
busiest season now ; the custom house is all
alive, a vagt

hive

qf bustling’

and

comers

oers ;rthé hotels though not erowded are
Heety and many ; the great Windsor hotel

on Fifth avenue

(near the Grand Central

Depot), so long building, begins to disclose
its internil splendots to curious visitors and

reporters with axes in their ‘éye;’the fiew
tombs site is fixed upon, and the neighbor:
hood ‘of Canal street and the Bowery is in
a commotion ‘over the expected unwelcome addition ; the great newspaper vaults

i"

"

Toyo

pa

Mission,”

fl

£15

{

{

Thank ‘God for this.

Mi

press his hand and give him the apostolic
kiss! The dear Siar of May 14th brings

others of the"
to the printthe other a
son of our

dear brother Mahes Chandra

Rai, who

fell

asleep

ago,

the

in Jesys

two

years

and

LORD.

:

J. LP,

ld
(hh
4B Jb 2 ot

Sf

{enn

that wherever his'mi hty Tofluence can be
made té-Béar religlonsly, with it will go no

small ddvantage. Aff that we ask for (he
lamented man is, that he may stand before

the world whéré ‘his ‘heart and life would
place him.
If he had no confidence in
Christianity, there can be nothing gained by
every way,

especially

is it a gross injustice’ to his honored memory to set him down as an infidel. And
yet this is the very work that npbelievers

are trying to accomplish.

=

The Index and similar papers say
his reported expressions of

that

faith in Chris-

in heart he was alwaysa, theist.

the same

have walked

back,

before

and

day,

sometimes

reaching

rising

here

long

by eight

o’clock, A. M., in season for the class. I have

tried to teach these mev that self-sacrifice
and devotion to the good of their poor benighted countrymen are the very high-

est marks they can get on the scale of seryice, and that scholarship is at best a poor

gain withoat consecration to. Christ's holy
work. I hope these young men are loving
labor more, and growing more eager for
patient, arduous, heroic effort for the salyation of souls, Now for the nine months to
cothe they will,

have

ample scope for earry-

ing out their good intentiovs, and illustrating the principles that haye been inculcated.
I hope they may do more work and better
than before, and do it more cheerfully.
The

Santal

teachers,

upwards

of fify,

have béen here the whole month, engaged
in-special studies; something like a teachers’ institute at home, Last year I promised a month for this
was selected, but then

purpose, and August
I lay on that fearful

fever-bed, with but faint hopes of recovery.
They came, the poor jungle men, looked at
my shaved head covered with, ice, gazed a
moment,

into my sunken

eyes, and without

a murmur walked back again to the jungle
schools and went to work,
This month they have been making good
use of their time, and I expect to see much
improvement in their schools, Bat it is
not

the wisest

thing

Santals to bring

to

do

with

these

them into Midnapore for

such a special drill, Far better would it be
for us to hold sugh an instityte in their own
country... My heart ‘has asked so many

religious sentiments

of the

country, while

And La-

mon’s Life of Liacoln takes the'same ground,

and was evidently, written in the interests
of infidelity. Rev. J. A. Reed, pastorof

the first Presbyterian church in Springfield,
T11., has furnished

an

article

for

the

July

number of Scribner's Monthly, on * The
Later Life and Religious Sentiments of Abraham Lincoln,” in which he exposes the
skepticism of this biography, and ‘it would
seem has put the question of Lincoln's in-

fidelity forever at rest.

The length of the

article prevents our laying

it entire before

our readers, but we give the following extracts without reference to the omissions
over which we pass:
The

latest

biography

of

ublished under the name

Mr.

Lincoln,

of Col, Wm. H.

amon, bat with the. large co-operation of

Mr. W. H.

Herndon,

concerns

itself with

hight of the business and

social! season.

The fact is, that the people who are depend-

ed on for their wealth and influence to give
life to enterprise, to society, to the interests
of art, of taste, of literature, of ‘science, of

benevolence, and even of religion, are such
a mall number relatively to the hum dram

millions who do the plain work of the world,

is 'indefatigably pounding the Herald, the

Tribune, the mayor and his man Friday

Matsell, Com. Vanderbilt and
Charlick, While the Herald
usual In puffing itself; the
building18 burrowing deep

commissioner
is absorbed as
new Z'ribune
underground;
éontiie

where enormous platform bloeks

that if they wore all ‘translated 4 once, to disappear beneath the sites of mere enorneither the stréots hol the census, nor any

mous piers that aré to

suppore the

most

other gadgd_ that measures commonplace enormous weight of the Babel-like pile;
mortals, would give indication of loss. Tt the bulls and bears ate hard at their sole
i$ »oiy remarkable here. The absence of a business of cheating one another in Wall

the truth of #he Christian religion, and died
an infidel;

that,‘‘while he was by no means

free from a kind of belief in the supernatu-

ral, he rejected the great facts of Christian-

ity as wanting the support of authentic evidence ;” that,
¢ during all the
(ime
of his residence at Springtield and in Washington, he never let fall from his lips an ex-

all times an infidel.” From twenty-five to
thirty pages of evidence is produced in
proof of this Tast allegation.
But all this positive statement

as

to

Mr.

Lincoln's persistent and- final infidelity is
consradicted by the admissions of the book
itself. Holy adeitied that there did come

a time) ipl

Me, Liveoly’s life, at Spring.

field when he began to affiliate with Christian people, and to. give his personal presence and support to the church,
It is admitted that he did so'plausibly identify him-

self

with

“his

New

the

Christian

community

Salem _ associates -and

that

that only the doers care about.

‘Nay, and it is another cavious fact, as
the vernal season of . development shortens
in the eity, and our hot-weather. winters
lengthen and grow more utterly torpid, the

vulgar activity tends the opposite way, and
diffuses itself in a more equable and steady
routine throughout the twelve-month. When
I was a boy, we were at it in old Pearl

street, gefting out, packing and shipping
goads, from seven in the morning until
after midnight, in the fall and spring, and
metaphorically sucking our thumbs the rest ,

done |"

j

AVENING,

“4 As cold waters to a thirsty

gol, 80 is good news from

a

far country.”

The home mail came in an. hour ago. Thank
God

for bringing

us cheering

news

this

tired Saturday night! I have been feeling
almost ill all day, fearing’ that the fever
might come again to rack my, head but

self—an = explanation . that fastens
upon
Mur. Lincoln the very chargeof hypocrisy

against which he professes to defend him.
He accounts for. t is, not by supposing that

there was any sincerity about’ it, but'by

{hese years

deceiving

playiug

the

the artant hypocrite ;

Christian

community

sufficiently proved, I think, that New

York

If I go through
is a busy place in August.
the catalogue of the higher things, I can as
easily prove the opposite proposition.
Churches where you could not get a seat on
a step, as Dv. Hall's, now offer

your choice

of vacant seats, Even Beecher's is roomy,
and most others are hearly empty. Nothing
that, I know of in the religions world of New
York now holds its own except the Fulton

but infu qq

just

receivedy

have

oronght

Beart

and

strength to us iy ** We will mot give up
the Mission! We shall net give you up!
We shall not; refuse oi neglect to ye-iiforee
you!

We

shall

not. eompel

yourselves to death.

All

von

thepe

to

work

is of me

you may safely count on. as” Mying, breathing, praying nd faboring

for

oar Foreign

it is a very easy matpastor of the First

Chu’ ch of Springfield, Mr. Lircoln

did avow his belief in the divine authority and
inspiration of the Scriptures. Itwasmy honorte
place
ove

before Mr, Lincoln SrEuments designed te
the divine authority and inspiration of. the

eriptures, acco
nied by' the arguments of infidel objectors in
their own language. To the ar- .
iments on both sides Mr. Lincoly gave a most
atiert, impartial and searching investigation.

bears on

John T.

Stuart, and Col. Jas, H. Matheny,

Mr. Stuart

utterly repudiates, both as to

language and sentiment,
letter shows:

as the following

SPRINGFIELD, Dec. 17th, 1872.

REV.J. A. REED :
DEAR SIR—My attention has been

called to a

Statement in relation to the religious opinions of
Mr. Lineoln, purporting to have been made by
me, and published in Lamon’s Life of Lincoln.
The language of that ‘statement is not mine; it

was not written. by me, and I didnot see it until

it was in print,
I was once interviewed on the subject of Mr.
Lineoln’s religious opinions, and doubtless said
that Mr. Lincoln was in the earlier part of his
‘life an infidel.
I could not have sa'd that ** Dr.
Smith tried to convert Lincoln’ from infidelity
80 late as 1858, and couldn’ do it.” In relation,
to that point, 1 stated, in the same conversation,
some facts which are omitted in that statement,
and which I will briefly repeat:
That Eddie, a
child of Mr. Lincoln, died in 1848 or 1849, and
that he and his wife were in deep grief on that
account; that Dr. Smith, then pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church, of Springfield, at the
suggestion of a lady friend «f theirs, called upon

Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln, and that first visit resalted

in

great

intimacy

and

friendship

betwesn

them, lasting till the death of Mr. Lincoln, and

that Dr. Smith claimed that after th's investiga.
tion Mr, Lincoln had changed
his opini
d

becomea belieyer in the truth of the Christian
religion ; that Mr. Lincoln and myself never con-

versed upon that subject, acd I had no personal
knowledge as to his alleged change of opinion. I
stuted, however, that it was certainly true, that
up to that time Mr. Lincoln had mever regularly attended any place of religious worship, but
that af er that time he rented a pew in the First
Presbyterina Church, and. with his family con-

the Hon. Ninian W. Edwards,
the brother-in-law
of Mr. Lincola, has, withiu a few dys, informed
me: that when Mr. Lincoln commenced attending
the First Presbyterian Church, he admittedto

him that

his views

had

undergone

the change

claimed by Dr. Smith,
°
I would fue her say that Dr. Smitly was 2 man
of very great ability. and on theological and me:sphysical subjects hid few stiperiors and mot
any equals.
:
Trathfu'ness was 4 prominent trait in Mr, Ligcilw’s charaeter, and ic would ve impossible for
| any intimate friend of hs to believe that he ever
auned to deceive, either by his words or his co _duct,
Yours traly,

Joux

T. Stuart.

:

say, given over his own
:

SPRINGFIELD, D.c. 16th, 1872,

REY. J. A. REED:

:

:

DEAR Sir+The language dttributed to meé in
Lamon’s beok is mot, from my pen.
1 did not
write it, and it does nof_ express my sentiments
of Mr. Lincol’s énti:e life 4nd’ character.
It is

ferent class of men, and investigating the subject,

wheedling it for political purposes; playing
the role of a gospel hearer in the sanctuary,

and a hall fellow well mat with profane fellows of the baser sort in the private sanctum

of infidelity or ¢¢ aggressive deism.”
Strangely enough, however, Col. Lamon
and his companion in authorship, not only

praise Me.-Lincoln’s greatness; hut laud his
singular ponscien tiousness and integrity of

motive almost to perfection.
Says Mr,
Herndon: *‘ He was justly entitled to thé

~8 pole dar; consvience, the faculty that
loves thé just and the right, was ‘the second

ing conscience. His greatreason told him
what was true and good, right and wrong,

just or unjust, and
his conscience echoed
back the dedision, ahd it was from this point
Ire spoke

His

and

‘weve

conscience. duled

Herndon’s letter
Lincoln”)

in

his fame

his

among us.

heart.” . (Sde

Carpenter's. ** Lifo | of

:

In confiri#fiion of this, Mr. Lamoh

been manipulated

to suit the purpose for

and | which it i8 wanted, and is either contradic-

great quality and forte of Mr. Lincoln's
character.” ‘‘ He had a deep, broad, liv-

work,

Presbyterian

favor of the divine authority and

inspiration

ter.

your

of

Sir, Tam with

due

respect

obedient

:

Smith became pastor. of the . First Pre-byterian
Church in this city, Mr. Lincoln said to me,
1
hayé beeli reading ‘a work of Dr. Smith on the
evidences of Christianity, and have Leard him
preach und converse on the subject, and I am
now conviaced of the truth of the Christiun religion,”
Yours
trul
3
urs
NW. EDWARDS.

ne

SPRINGFIELD, Jan. 6th, 1873.

REV. J. A. REED:
DEAR SIR—Not long after Dr. Smith came to
Springfield, and I think very near the time of his
son’s death, Mr. Lincoln said to me, that when

on a visit somewhere, he had seen and partially read 4 work of Dr. Smith on the evidesées of
Christianity, which had ‘led him to change his
views about the Chistian religion; that he
would like to get work to finish the

reading of it, and also'to Wake the acquaintance
of Dr. Smith,
I was an elder in Dr. Smith’s

church, and took Dr. Smith to Mr. Lincoln’s of-

fice and introduced him, and Dr. Smith gave
Mr. Lincoln a copy of his book,as I know, at

his own request,
Yours, &ec..

A
a
Tnos. Lewis.

-

[ next vefer to the testimony’ of Rev. Dr.
Gurley, Mr. Lincoln’s pastor at Washington city. In the funeral oration which
|’ Gurley delivered in Washington, be says:Dr.
‘‘Never shall I forget the emphatic and
deep emotion with which he said in this
very

a company

to

room,

of clergymen

who called to pay their respects to him in
days of our civil conflict:
the darker

¢ Gentlemen,

struggle rests

hopé of Success in this

my

founda-

immutable

on that

tion, the justness and the goodness of God
and when events are very threatening I still

hope that in some way all will be well in
the end, because our cause is just and God
will be on our side.’”
While sitting in-the study one day with
him, conversing on Mr. Liacoln’s character,
I asked him about:theTuthor of his infidelity then being circulated by Mr. Herndon.

He said, ““ 1 do not believe a word of it. It
could not have been true of him while here,

I bave
for

bad frequent

versations

with

and intimate con-

on the subject of the

him

Bible and the Chyistian religion, when he
could have had no motive to deceive me,
(an1.T considered him sound not only on
the trath of the Christian “religion but on
all its fundamental doctrines and teaching.”

The

following ‘extiact-I

add

also from

Mr. Brooks’s arucle in. Harper's Monthly of
July,

1865:

¢ He said

once,

*1

have

been

niany times driven to my knees by the overwhelming conviction that I had nowhere
-else to go.
My own wisdom, and that of
all about me, seemed insufficient )r that

Jday,"”

:

coln to be a sincere Christian.”
Mr. Herndon affirms’ that Mr.
did not believe in the

Lincoln

*¢ Christian dogma of

the forgiveness of sin;” he hélieved that
“God would not and could not forgive
sin.” He did not believe in forgiveness
through Christ, nor in fact in any doctrine
of forgiveness. In! reading Mr. Lincoln's
proclamations, however, we find that he
does very distinctly recognize the doctrine
of the forgiveness of &in on the part of
God, and very earnestly implores the people to seek the forgiveness of their sins.
Besides all this, we find Mr. Lincoln often

using the very language of the Sayiour, as
ving the sanction
of Diviné uushority to’ his own views and
opinions. ‘What a vemarkadle instance of
not only expressing but

he was a firm believer in the
Christian religion.
it in the solemn words that fell from his li
Yours truly,
are to believe Col, Lamon, he was an epemy
in his last inaugueal, as he stood ou the
JAS.
H.
MATHENY..
all the while at heart; apd while 3chding
steps of *he Capitol! Standing upon the
church, and supportmg the’ Gospel, at
It is unnecessary that: 1 oceupy more verge of:his grave, as he was that day, and
making Sabbath school ' speeches, and space with the vest of the lestimony, as addressing his last official words {o his
speeches before the Bible Society, hé was at there 13 Bone of it given pres the signature countrymen, his lips touched as vith the
Gos
3 heart i disbeliever of the truth and an an- of ailybody, -save that which is given over finger of inspiration, he said:
tagonist of the cause which he professed to the x ws 1 oy of W. H. Herndon.
All
‘» The Almighty has His own purposes.
be supporting,
In other words, he was all aside
‘from ¢Ris bears evidence of having If we shall suppose that Amerigan Slavery

killing us more than

precious gladness into all our J gone for
these benighted souls. Those *irring heartwords of President. Know con, fw = letter

Srr—Your letter of | He 20h Dec. was duly re-

ceived, I beg I- ave to say
ter to pro: e that while I

JAS. SMITH.
of Springfield, old and intimate friends of servant,
Mr. Lamon alludes to Dr. Smith as a
Mr: Lincoln: =
,
Hon. John T. Stuart is an: ex-member of gentleman of ¢¢ slender abilities for the
person.”
Congress, and was Mr. Lincoln’s first law conversion of se cistinguished a
Dasher —a gentleman of the highest stand- There are many residentsof Springfield,
ng and-ability in his profession, and of un- both ladies and gentlemen, who can testify
impeachable integrity. Mr. Lamon has at- to the contrary. I give one or two letters.
;
tributed to Mr. Stuart testimony
the most as a sample:
SPRINGFIELD, Dee, 24th, 1872.
disparaging and damaging to
Mr. Lincoln's
REV. JAS: A. REED:
:
character and opinions,—testimony which
RAR SIR—A short time after the Rev. Dr.

him of the presence of so much aggressive gentleman has~to
deistical company?
Why, by means of | signature (—
an explanation that kills ‘the accusation it-

appe’qtion, Honest Abo;” ** honesty ‘as

the mesee no
may as
having

Jan., 1807.

Mr. Carpenter, author of *¢ Six Months
mon attributes to Cole dns. H. Matheny; of |
But how «ods the biographer attempt to | Springfield, 111, an old acquaintance of Mr. in the White House,” whose in{imacy with
account for this admitted and observable Lincoln, an able lawyer, and of high, standMr. Lincoln gives importance to his testichange in Mr. Lincoln’s life, that relieved ing in the community.
Here is what this mony, says that ¢ ho believed Mr. Lin-

ren have faith enough in God to vote for six
new missionaries for India; why, it not
only takes out the dull ache, that has Lee.

steamboats and truins that ply to
tropolis ; and—well, ag I begin to.
chance of finishing the catalogue, I
well suspend it. here as anywhere,

EAST CAINNO,
ECOTLAND, 24th
W. H, HERNDON, COTEAN i

and fell'aw: v from his side.”

tation that pour in and out by the largest

whatever deing~that you care about—while
there is just about as muclf ‘doing as ever,

swells and. surges

at

'1'' repeat,

gressive dei ts with whom he originally
. Similar testimony, to the extent of a page
united at Sringfield, gradually dispersed | or more of finely printed matter, Mr. La-

really mean to send us help, that the breth-

summer suburb

book, therefore,

the ag-

daily tides of fashion and gayety and osten-

Long Branch

new

"The

affirming that he was trying * to play a | a mere collection of sayings gathered. from prisharp game on the Christians of Spring- vate conversations that.were only true of Mr.
schoolmasters came in, shall I ever be per- field !” It was because ** he was a wily pol- Lincoln’s earlier life. I would not have allowed
such an article to be printed over my signgture as
mitted to go to the Santals, and live and | itician, and did not disdain to regulate his covering my opini n of Mr, Lincoln's life and rereligious
manifestations
with
reference
to
liglous sentiments.
While T do believe Mr, Linlaboxifor ther in their own country ? Ob,
his political interests ; and because, ¢ see- coin to have been an infidel in his former life,
may the Lord grant «it, and that soon. I
ing the immense and atgmenting
power of when his mind was as yet unformed, and his associations principally with rough and skeptical
longed for it throughout my course of study the churches, he aspired tor lead
the relig- ‘men,
yet I believe he was a very different man in
in Amdriea, and I. have waited and prayed
ious community, foreseeing that in ordeér to later life; aud that alter associating with a dif-

till the good time comes! - Aud, for grace,
should it never come, to say ‘‘ Thy will be

Rev. Dr. Smith,

its. own pages the best refutation’ of the the Scriptures was unanswerable, I could say
more on this subject, but as you are the
charge it makes against Mr: Lincoln, - But much
person addressed, for the present I decline. The
there is something to be said coneernin £ | assassin Booth, by his diabolical’ act, unwitting) y
the authenticity avd accuracy of the testi- gent the illustrious martyr to ory, honor and mfriend has
attempted to
mony by which the charge seems to be sup- mortality ; but his false
poste
h infamy branded
ported. The two gentlemen whose names send him down to
on his forehead, as 4 ay
0, notwithstanding
are most relied upon, and who stand first on all he suffered for K
’8 good, was dest=
the list of witnesses to establish the charge tute of those frelings' and afféctions without
these Bloglaphers have made, are the Hon. which there cai be no real excellency of charac-

times, during these four weeks, singe these

and Opén the way for me to go to the Santals !! «Oh, dor faith to hold on and hope on

uce the testimony.of

r. Lineoln’s pastor at Springfield :

parted company with him.

pression which remotely implied the slightast faith in Jesus Christ, as the Son of Gad | Stantly attended. the worship in that church unhe went to Washington as president.
This
and the Saviour of men ;” that ** he was at til
much I said at the time, and can now add that

with the

street ; the great

J

cussion in relation to the truth of the -Cheistian
have been in his earlier life, M¥.” Lamon
religion, and that Dr. Smith had furnished Mr.
persists in ‘asserting and attempting to- Lincoln with books ‘to read on that subject, and
prove-that he continued a confirmed skeptic jong piers one which bad been written by
to the last: that he was an unbeliever in himself, some time “previous, on infidelity ; and

now, thank God, I can hold on & fow weeks
longer, for that heavy; dead welght has
gone from the heart. To feel that the Board

few men and women leaves ‘ nobody in
town" ina moral sense, while, in a physical sense, the city is as full as ever; nothing

j

the endeavor to establish certain allegations continuing with Murs, ‘Lincoln. till the death of
injurious to the good name of that illustrions "Dr. Smith. I Stated that I had heard, at the time,
man. However skeptical Mr. Lincoln may that Dr. Smith and Mr. Lincoln had ‘much dis-

“way through the crowds, on foot or wheel, rattle and rumble along Park Row all night for it the eight years of my missionary life his political success he must not appear an
in India,, Surely the Lord will answer me, | enemy within their gates.” And, yet, if we
or to get across Broadway, as ever in the
long with the amazing aggregate press
work of their daily editions; the 7'imes

i Bl)

-| gressive deists

4

-

saddle upon him the vilest: liypocrisy
Abraham Lincoln filled so large a place They
langunge, he examined the a
*
and deceit,and make him, ‘act the liar's ments use a8hisa own
lawyer, who 18 anxidts to resch the
in ‘the hearts of the American people, he
att,” in order to send him down to. poster- truth, investigates Jestimonys
e result was the
:
was 80 much beloved and almost. revered, ‘ity an itfidel.
announcement by himself that Je argument in

school. I am not aware that
young men are thiuking of
but they both begged to come
and I was very glad to have

ever, that of Bible exercises, and

ity

admitted change in his life, when he began
tolein towa
the church, and the * ag-

Was Lincoln an Infidel?

35

and conscious integrity of motive that than he stood firmly and avowedly on the
veligion,
he ‘would ag
to, plead a bad side of the Christian
wise beforea
jury if he could Loisbly,
In proofof this statement, I first of all

phers go back on all this testimony of their
| own mouths whensthey come to Explain the

tianity were only apparent yieldings to the

have attended but one recitation daily, how-

p GE8Y

answer the call of ** M, M, H. H.” God bless hin
after page is thus taken to show
Lincoln’s singular conscientiousness
her, and ** Pilgrim ” for remembering us ! Mr,
Let us have a movement along the whole and honesty, his Jucapalility of ffocrisy or
deceit, as a lawyer, a ‘politician and a genline, from Maine to California ! PRAISE THE tleman.
(And yet these consistent Biogra,

former is Benjamin Randall, who came to
the Press from the Balasore Vernaculap
either of these
the ministry
into the class,
them. They

Number
-

‘Shift the respon
y' over 'dn ‘to ‘some
good cheer too, The sisters are going,to {other
lawyer, whose ‘conscience was not
work for the Mission! I hope scores will quite80 tender. -. iv
aril cudi

ghra, three of whom are stationed here, and | Bible, it is a wrong

one (Caleb) at Jellasore. Two
class are young men belonging
ing office, one the foreman and
compositor, The latter is the

4

I wantto esty

tive preacher, (Caleb Hodgdon, Dinanath claiming him as a believer, But if he did,
Mandal, Purna Chandra Basu and Jacob Mi- in his later years, believe in Christ and the

has been the case with.the three Santal
brethren. These Santals are our school inspectors. They are very fond of studying
the laggard outer walls, for which the cut the Bible, and it is a pleasant task to teach
ot
granite is behindhand ; the Seventh-avenue them,
During
this
tefin
of
study
our native
tunnel under the Harlem river is getting on
.in the bazar reguabout as usual; the Fourth-avenue above preachers have preached
the Grand Central Depot is disemboweled larly, both morning and evening, and have
for miles by the cut for depressing the tracks taken turns at supplying our two little
branch stations at Bhimpore and Banda#
of the Hudson River, Harlem & New Haven
banis,
, Every alternate Saturday two of
Railroads and restoring the avenue to public use; people are tumbling into thé half them have walked out there, one heing 20
guarded cunt by night, or narrowly escaping miles aud the other 22 miles distant from
Midnapore, and on Monday mornings they
it, and writing fierce denunciations

Vanderbilts to the papers;

:

Thanlose the blessed hope of truth.
a.

4DOVER, N. H., AUGUST
27, 1878,

goes

on to show that Mr. Lincoln scorned -every-

thing '1ikehypocrisy or deceit. In fact he
makesHs hero to be such a paragon of hon-

tory, or fails to cover the whole of Mr. Lincoln’s life,
to see, therefore,
We' ‘are enabled
inthe light of this revelation,of what
“ trustworthy miatetials ” this book is composed; how ‘much Mr. Lamgn's ‘' names
and dates und .authorifies, hy which he

strengthens his testimony,” are to be de-

is one of these offenses which, in the providence. of God, must. needs cope, but which,

having

continued

through

at We sage conclusion’

that. Mr.

*' was,

Lineglhy

in

his

habit ‘of

His appointed

me, Ho now wills to remove, and that
He gives.to both Northiand South this tervible war as the woe due to those by whom
the offense ‘came, shall

we discern

any de-

parture thetein from those Divine attributes

which the believers in a living God always

aseribe’te him?

If God will that war con-

pehded upon ; and what Yeason unsuspect- tine until every drop
g or sympathizing ¢évities and journalists. the lash shall be paid

have for arriving

IN

of blood drawn with

with another drawn

hy the sword, as was said three thousand
ars ago, so must it still be said, ‘ The

thought, heterodox in the extreme, 40 the Sudgments of the Lord are ‘true and rightclose of his fife, and’ a very different ‘thhn- edus altogether,””
:
And here 1
yould s¢late an incident
from wha" he was supposed to be.” Fe'ddss
not appear that Mr. Lincoln had everseen, which oceurrved on the 4th of March, 1861,
much less read, a work on the evidences of as told me by Mrs. Lincoln,
Said she:
Christianity (ill his interview with Rey. Dr. ¢ Mr. Lincoln wrote the conclusion of his
Smith in 1848. We bear of him as reading inaugural nddress
the morning it was delivPaine, Voltaire, and Theodore Parker, but ered. Helthen retired:to an adjoining room,
nothing on the other side.
. where, closeted with, Gog, he commended
But os Mr. Lincoln's mind was of too Lis country’s canse and. all, dear to him to
much greatness and, intellectual candor to God's providentjal, care, and came forth
remain a victim of a false theory in the from that retiremretit
ready for duty.”
presence of clear and sufficient intellectual
With such testimony I leave the later life
And
he
no
sooner,
in
the
prov-,
testimony.
. and religiong:seutiments of Abraham Linidence of God, was placed in possession of coln: to the dispassionate and charitable
the truth, and led teinvestigate for himself, judgment of a grateful people,

[4

amen

Aor

a

=
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Sabbath School Lesson
QUESTIONS

AND

NOTES

BY

Aug 81,

PROF . 3

A.

HOW E.

brouglit him to Jesus, the sick of
-~

POWER

TO

FORGIVE

SINS.

45 1-8.

QUESTIONS.
1. WwW hat place did Jesus leave? Te what plac ©
come?
Why is this place called Sis own city ”na
Where was if situated?
2. Who was brought to Jesus? The remark x of
~Jesus to him? ‘Whose fuith is here meant? Show
|
thal this man desiped forgiveness of sins.
8. What did the Scribes say? What is blasphemy?
Why did they think the words of Christ to

he blasphemous?

The

Butas

ine”

believing

healed, it is eVident

friends, ‘but eternal life

‘was nev-

er given by Christ, save as the fndisiddal per-

back to_that palsidied person tg
away.

They did Tot believe that he could forgive
sing. “To prove that the Son of Man) has

2.

4. What did Jesus know ? How ? "Who alone.
. has this power?
1 Chron. 28: 0. What did he

ask ¥
5. What further did Jesus say?! Show that
these two forms of expression. would mean the

be of good cheer; thy sins be forgiven thee.”

sied'by a word, than ‘to say something is
done which 10 offtlc could disprove, Then

whether this was

if thiaf Was done which they did seé, they
wight Know that the other was done though
beyond the realm of demonstration. When

It may with good

friends

(relatives

reason be questioned

the object. for which!the

flerhaps,)

‘of

this Sick

man brought him to Christ. "Their desire

heart
he! J

He sees a celestial Messen

a

Snr

throbbing hole length, so the visitor cam walk leiss
pod | | urely Sod examine in details wit Twain

pproaghing

sees a shadow:

falotly upon the edge of

has
over-nature;

snatched

wil his

Lhe sees a dark

a power that belongs to God,
These scribes and doctors, it
belie ed that J up puld, by a
disease had

isi
fon.

the sunj he

sonally belieyud
in him. Thus the daughter w power on’ ‘earth to forgive sins,” he had
of Jairus was restored on the faith of her fa- only to hell that helpless man, for they conther, thus Lazarus was raised ‘from the fessed that#’ fas mare difficult, before the
““Son, eyes of that ass of’ critics, to heal the palunishment for this ¢rime ? dead, thus the paralytic was cured.

Mark 14: 64. Levit, 24: 16.
What is added to
this account in other “places? Mark 2:7; Luke
2:

trol of Christ

were forgiven bas fifth 10
the Creator,
that be exercised Persony] faith in the Asi] is probably;
word, give
Temporal blessings, like healing of physi c
infirmities, were given through the faith of health that
was cured.

as well as his diseases

MATTHEW
FY

the palsy.
| f:

ox

will, but if so, the fact is Jost sight of in the | does
the invisible. If he
su, why
ageouit of their vonfidence in Jesus. His owns the supremady off
laws of the kingdom aof.
paralysis prevented him from doing more
tham to i,
on his bearers, in their good reasoning, It isa. copvinci
uld carry conv iction.
He that
Fer the faith of the for friends who It |
work.

cmon

.

rn

He may have been activé in de- | whether in obedieyce, ao his: Apecciith of
| of Christ.
or'nof. If} the v pte obeys,
sire, persevering in
i eourage, determined in | wereNa

ne

2.8. Defartuet

:

the fli

@reep slowly,

Rs

‘the 1i

ealls=¢* ‘the upholstering of every apart
ment. The walls of each room @re deco:

rated with entirely Siren rNgliP, fu

great, these

elaborate

frescoes,

bra

| ceived

with joy “his discharge from

of the Lamb”

hé might

henceforth bear the

May bis God &

join those who

wietor's palm.

-and guide the widow!

children.
and surviving
i

res
a
and—tendrils i
——
luminary, creeping slowly, slowly Bohai:
“J ELEWELLYN Davies,
thiecenter.
THe form of the young
are all composed of human bones! In the!
sways to and fro with exhiliration and
eter. of each apartment are beds of earth
Rev. Austin ‘Wheeler.
light; the deductions of astronomical sci- brought from Palestine. Here the Tomei
ence (arp proviug true thé rpropitedies of | of the monks are deposited at death,
"
Kepler are fulfilling.
a suitable time has elapsed they are exHis face becomes as rigid as marble his humed, and if the flesh has entirely decayed tin Wheeler died in Prescott, Minn., Feb.

HL Af other of the uehd ebb. Ret. Aus

eyes grow dim} a stidden’ darkness, iike an i away the bones are used, to Qunament. the’ 17,/1873,aged) 68 yeprsund § months, | His“ go

eclipse, sweeps across his brain; Rittenhey) sees Venus crowning the disk of the

apartment,

; he sinks back unconscious.
auth new converts a discoverer.

pyramids or other forms.
Some o!d monks, whose skin had shriyel-

life and’ a new. world open
feels the glorious, power
knows that he shall ere
other. Why should be not

A new

before him. He
of the one and
long possess the
rejoice ?
*

Homeward.

Skauls, thigh bones, &e:, which

do not fall into the design, ane piled up in.

sickness was short but very

painful, yet his

hope in Jesus was as an dnchor to his soul,
and he Said ké'nde,Jaftbrthib véidd

Bad near-

ly failed him, **.I hope for none more glori-

ed and dried upon the bones, were dressed ous than Jesus,” . He. looked for his disin the ordinary black garb of the priests| charge with an apparent desire * to depart
and be With Chis» Halden 08
and reclined upon a stack of thigh bones
or stood in a little alcove highly
| ed with bone frescoing.

One

who

ornament-

has seen these sipauge sights

He' ws: boroi Gilead,"
Mot, "but his’ parents soon removed te Shelburne, N: H.,

where he lived a number of years.

totes se A rs
i
a

He was

tir!
converted in his 22nd year, and joined the
was his restoration to health. They knew Jesus (said (to the sick of the. palsy arise, |
same
can never forget the expression of the faces,
BY
REV.
J.
M.
W.
FARNHAM.
F. Baptist church in 8. In 1828 ha" tvas
8. How did he cenyince them of Lis ability to that Christ could give him his natural vig- take up thy bed and go unto thine house, |
, the dried : and sunken eyes,~~the nose
forgive sins? Why doés Christ call himself the
Re
—
married
to Miss Cyrene Beaver, whe shared
or, but did not know that he could forgive he said that, which would show whether he |
Son of man? Why would this prove his power
| wasted away and the teeth grinning through
NAPLES TO ROME.
his
sorrows
Ad Joys for nearly forty-four
to forgive? Who alone. can forgive sins? ; Who
sins. Christ now gives to men who were hag divine power or not, he said that which |
shriveled lips,
then is Christ?
Part of our last day at Naples we spent
years.
wie
immediately
done,
The
man
*
arose
wondering
at
his
power
over,
najure,
a
fur7. What did thé man do? How was he healed?
Its chief attractions ave
He was licensed at the age of 26,.and orHow much time is necessary for us to obtain ther insight iuto bis character.” He bids and departed to his house. ? “The Son of in the museum.
Moses.—No, 2.
healing?
collections from Iierculameum and Pomfined the following year. He moved from’
Man,”
one
of
the
favorite
designations,
of
them
rise
from
the
sight
of
his
works
to
a
8S.
What did the multitude do? What is meant
.—
8. {o, Otisfield, Me., in 1887, and subseby *‘ marveled”?
In what sense and what way
pereéption of his nature. He had healed thé Lord because 50 suggestive of his na- pei
|
In
the
preceding
article we. have seen quently resided and labored in the towns of
did they glorify God? What power had been
Jp
Neaving
this:
city
we
ride
for
the
first
ture, ** has power," therefore, on earth, to’
given unto men? Did the multitude really per- multitudes of sick persons, now he would
how God in his providence prepared Moses
He has power, then, iin heav- ‘time over a European Railway. The sta- | for the great work for which he was de- Hebron, Gardiner, Minot and Canton. He
ceive the real character and claims of Christ? win the faith of men in his power to heal forgive sins.
“tion
in
Na
aples
is
a
large
and
beautiful
BuildDid they make the highest and best use of the
also preached in many other places.
en, to. forgive sins. By bis ascension he
miracle?
1#it enough for us to confess and ad-d the maladies of the soul.
In this and those that follow
ing. The waiting room is frescoed and | signed.
He came to M'nn. in May, 1862, and soon
has
uot
Tost
it.
He
can
forgive
sins.
He
mire the power and ‘wisdom that appear in God’s
This man was a sinner, it may bey a sinwe will notice some. remarkable incidents organized a chureh, it being the only F. B.
dealings? # What else is needed?
ner overtaken with the palsy as a judgment can forgive now, as quickly as he healed paved with alternate blocks of black and | in his life.
white marble, and handsomely furnished.
church within fifty miles; he kept working,
on his vices. The Jews seem
{o have the palsied who, while Jesus was saying
The
Railway system is very perfect through- | His preservation from the wrath eof the and in about four years he had the great
+
arise,”
felt
the
return
of
health,
and
put
NOTES AND
HINTS.
thought deformity or inherited physical de-|
out Europe. There are separate waiting- king was truly wonderful, but Josephus
The miracle of . Jesus which saved a man fect to be in consequence of sin. - They ask, the period to the language of tae Lord by rooms for first, second and third class pas- || relates an interesting ivcident in his early joy of aiding in organizing a Q. M., and he
also aided in the organizing of all the Y.
in one instance, ‘* who did sin, this man or instantly springing from his bed.
but destroyed a herd of Swine so moved
The deer between these rooms | childhood, which we "do not. find in the Bible, M's in the Minn. Southern Y. M.
/
8, The throng around and in the lfouse sengers.
with consternation the sordid inhabitants of his parents, that he was born blind ?” John
dnd fhe cars are locked till just before | Thermuthis, the daughter of Pharaoh, havHe
was
a
safe
counselor
and
good
preachheard
the
discourse
of
Jesus,
saw
how
he
9:2.
That
this
man
was
desirous
of
parGadara, one of the cities of Decapolis, that
the train starts, and the passengers show- | | ing adopted him as her son, carried bim to,
théy besought their Heavenly Guest ‘“to de- don all the analogy of Scriptural teaching read the secret thoughts of the scribes, list- ing their tickets are directed to the part | her father, saying, 1 have brought up a child er, ‘enforcing both with an exemplary
life, He was a strong temperance man,
ened
to
his
vindication
of
his
language
to
_ part out of their coasts, ” and leave their un- in other places plainly shows. It is a princiwho is of a diving form, and of a generous using neither tea’ nor coffée, in which he
of
the
train
they
are
to
occupy.
The
the
sick
man,
felt
the
force
of
his
argufortunate unhealed, if so they could save ple, a prévalent, unchanging law of the
guard then takes them in charge and seats mind; and as I received him from the boun- was joined by bis ‘wife and daughters. He
their swine from harm. O miserable spirit kingdom of God to forgive sins only on the ment, looked while he staked all his claims
ty of the river, in a wonderful manuer, baptized 281 persoms. Three children, two
on his restoration of the par- them in a ‘particular compartment. The
-of worldliness that banishes Jesus for gross- request of the sinful soul. Pardon does not to their belief
I
thought proper to adopt him as_my son,
Hence this paralytic must alytic, trembled as they heard him cry, car is divided by partitions across it, into and the heir-of thy kingdom.” She put him brothers, other relatives, and many- friends,
est things how «often has it afflicted com- come by proxy.
small
rooms
with
a
door
on
each
side.
mourn his departure, and a church is deft
munities dince it instigated the Gadarenes have hungered for the healing which Jesus ** arise, take up thy bed and go unto thine
There are two seats across the car on each in her father’s hands, who caressed him, and without a pastor, and a field without a lato their ‘base exchange! Any heart that gave him. Who knows that his ‘sickness house,” shouted and - glorified God as they
put his crown upon his head, but Moses
had not brought him to reflection and peni- made way for the restored man to pass with side of this little room, with. windows at threw it to the ground, and trod upon it borer. . Who will eonte to take his place?
welcomes the love of money to the fréédom
each
end.
The
room
accommodates
eight
S.A. STOW.
It is often the case that, when God his couch into the street, to. go to his‘own
and authority of its halls, must beseech, will tence.
with his feet, which seemed to predict evil]
for they could or ten persons, being upholstered, according
takes the hardened sinner to his room and home. They ‘‘ marveled,”
compel Christ to desert its apartments.
concerning the throne of Egypt.
Dut the
in weakness, pain, disease, not disbelieve the evidence of their senses, to the class of the ear.” Of course half of sacred scribe made a violent attempt to kill
1. At the request of men benumbed with | shuts him gp
devotion to things. of this life Jesus took conscience grows louder than ‘the voice of and yet could not but be confounded by {he passengers ride backwards.
him, saying, ** this, O king! this child is
This
arrangement
however
facilitates
-ship and passed over to ‘‘ his. own city,” trade, ox of pleasure, or ambition, and pen- what was demonstrated, both before eyes
whe of whom t;od foretold, if we kill him we
What is it that inspires man with al¥ the
They glorified God, entering and leaving the car and is shall be in no danger; he himself affords an
-that is, to Capernaum, called *‘ his own itence is invited into that room with for- and understanding.
nobler
feelings of the mind, and urges into
city,” not because it" was his by affection giveness in its train. The sins of this man publicly praised him who had given ¢* such more economical of space. Arrived at the attestation of the same thing, hy his trampaction
the
faculties of his intellect,by which
station
you
surrender
“your
ticket
as
you
power
unto
men.”
This
was
one
of
the
reand faith,but because to it he removed from were blotted out before he rose from his
ling upon thy government, and treading up- the moral universe is moved? What is it that
pass
to
the
waiting
room
or
street.
The
marks
they
used
in
the
act
of
glorifying
bed,
before
the
dispute
with
the
skeptics
Nazareth. Matt. 4: 135 Mark 2:1.
Here
on thy diadem. Take him, therefore, out rouses the dormant powers of the human
Jesus passed his manhood until he entered concluded, just then as Jesus said “‘thy sins God. They meant that it~ was true that ears contain no stoves, but in cold weath- of the way, and deliver the Egyptians from
mind, and brings out—its latent energies to
on his public ministry.
It was a favored are forgiven thee.” Peace came to the soul God bad given unto Jesus, a man, the Son ' er cans of hot water are placed near the the fear they are in about him; and deprive
teil upon the enterprises of the great, the
traveler's
feet.
It
is
one
hundred
and
of
Man,
power
to
heal
and
to
save
from
of
the
palsied
before
restoration
of
physical
city, favored by the miraclés, teachings, and
the Hebrews of the hope they ave of being | good and the philanthropic? And what is
presence of Jesus. Yet he pronounced his strength. How interesting his mental his- guilt, and that the benefits of this power forty miles from Naples fo Rome. The road encouraged by
Lim.”
But Thermuthis | it that raises men above the low and base
woe upon it, for it trifled with its great op- tory between this and the mext address of would be used of him for the welfare of gives you a fair specimen of the scenery of snatched him away and saved his life, Jomankind. Learn from this lesson that the Southern Italy. There are no isolated farm sephus says that God himsell inclined the propensities of the brute to the communion
portunities, and wasted the distin guished fa- Christ to him.
and fellowship of angels and the spirits of
houses, but the inhabitants are
clustered
vors of God.
3. Christ was holding conversation, at connection between spiritual and bodily
king to save him, and‘ he was educated just men
made
perfect?
It .is hope.
together
in
little
villages
so
compaet
as
to
health is intimate,so that the gospel aiming
with great care.”
2. Not long after his arrival in Caperna- the time of the introduction of the pulsied
Man is a creature of anticipation, his food
remind you of slices of a dense city cut off |=
to
securg
the
one;
inevitably
tends
to
proFrom this time the Hebrews cherished is foturity, his life is hope. It is the main
am, it was * noised abroad that he was in to his ‘presence, with the Tearned men. of
and stuck upon the hill-sides at convenient:
great hope of good from him, but the Egyp- spring of human detion.. It goes out into the
the house,” and * staightway many were the nation. The doctors of the law, the mote the other; that the Son of Man is the
distances.
tians were jealous of what might result
gataered fogether.” Mark 2:1. The mys- Pharisees, the scribes were discussing the Saviour of the world because he has power
They are likely thus huddled together from his preservation. Various plots for world,and at its approach all thé multiform
teryof his character had an effect on the teachings of the Old Testament with him. on earth to forgive sins; that the power of
wheels of intellect are, set in motion.
Tt
for mutual protection against robbers. It
his assassination were formed, but they all wields the woodman’s ax, and before it the
people to send them, in wonder, to gaze Hewas showing to them the truth of the Jesus to forgive is for our immediate en- was half past eight in the evening when
and listen where he was.
¢ The power of kingdom of God. The scribes, who made riching ; that ail who know of Jesus having we reached Rome. Aswe rode through the failed. When he fled from Egypt to Midian, towering pines.and the sturdy oaks are laid
‘the Lord,” ever * present” with him * to manuscripts and ‘copies of the law, who power to forgive sins and willing to use ir, streets to the Hotel de Globe it was hard an incident occurred that shows the chival- low, the barren wastes become fruitful fields,
heal,” increased their curiosity to witness taught the people the meaning of its utter- should come, at once, to him,press through to realize we were indeed in the Rome of ry and courage of the man. He could not the wilderness and desert places bud and
see the weak and helpless oppressed. He blossom as the rose, and the dark, dreary
ances, who were moral instructors of the all opposing influences, climb over all hinall that he did.
drances, and present themselves at his feet. which we had heard and read so much and came to one of the wells used by the shepJews,
and
who
were
supposed
to
know
forest is converted into a populous and hap‘While he was hemmed in by ho crowd
‘There were many paralytics in Caperna- so longed to see, and we never realized herds to water their flocks, saw the daughpy city. It arouses the seaman from his
around the house and in it; a man sick of what it was and what it was not right for
it
much
better
during
the
whole
week
we
um, some in the crowd about the house
ters
of
Jethro
draw
water
for
their
father's
a
man
to
do,
said
to
themselves,
“this
man
fearful slumbers, and instead of creeping,
the palsy was brought by his friends to be
spent there. The seven hills’ are slight elewhere Jesus was, but only this one man
flock, and other shepherds came and drove trembling along the shore, he catches its
presented to Jesus as a subject of his pity blasphemeth.” They dared not come into was healed, and we see why.
vations,
hard
to
make
out
with
the
aid
of
So is it now
them away. This aroused his spirit, and promising impulses; spreading his canvass
and mercy, whom one word of Christ's collision with the wisdom of Jesus, hence, in obtaining forgiveness of sins, and we a guide book when seen from the top of the
he drove back the men, and assisted the to the gale, guided hy the star of hope and
they
did
not
speak
what
they
thought:
~They
would restore to blessed life. The throng
capitol.
may learn the reason.
maidens in their work.
Jethro received heaven, he visits every land, and enriches
‘“
reasoned,”
as
Luke
describes:
it,
but
it
shut them quite away from Jesus,and made
You look in vain for the grandeur of
him
into
his
family,
where
he spent forty himself with the production of every clime.
was
unuttered
reasoning.
It
is
blasphemy
inaccessible every ordinary way of approach
broad avenues and stately palaces. Rome
years, concerning which we know but
According to the hope will be the amount
to the house. In that crowd was many a for man to attempt to forgive sins,—blasis a city of narrow, filthy streets. There
little. He married the daughtgr of Jethro,
Feeble man who would not yield for any phemy because it is detracting from the
are but two streets in the whole city that ‘was employed as a shepherd, and here re- of energy put forth in action. Newton
price his chance of reaching the great glory of God in order to give the glory to |would never have risen to that pinnacle of
have side-walks, and anywhere else these
ceived his commission to bring out the peo‘Physician. Therefore they bore the sick of man; because he, a man, assumes the atfame which he occupied, had he always rewould be considered darrow, mean looking
“The Joy of Thy Salvation.” streets. Any one undertaking to walk in ple of God from Egyptian bondage. His tained the hope of a schoolboy. The hope
the palsy to the roof of the house where Je- tributes of God in this respect, and so desituation and employment were favorable to
sas was, took down the railipg- over the grades God to a level with men. BlaspheBY HEZEKIAH
BUTTERWORTH.y
the streets does so at the risk of falling on +an intimate communion with God, which en- will govern the effort. The man who hopes
edge of the “ court,” rolled back the awn- my consists in aiming at some robbery of
sr
ts
the rough pavement of voleanic rock, slip- abled him in subsequent life to endure hard- for but little will do but little. With what
power then ought sin to be battled by that
dmg that was its only protection from the God, and how can one attempl a greater
¢* Since I found the Lord I have been as pery with filth, or being run over by carts ness as a good Loldier of Christ.
man who hopes and believes. All sin will
san, and lowered dawn the poor, helpless fraud on the rights and holiness of God, happy. as an angel,” said a young Enand carriages. The shops are dark,nuatiractW—n.
ultimately be destroyed. The man who beman on his couch, into..the very presence than by putting himgelf in the place of. God glish lady of rank, a friend of the Count- ive places, with no light except what enters
and
claiming
equal
ability
with
him?
Only
lieves God will punish transgression and
of the Lord, who occupied the court asa
at
the
doors.
ess of Huntingdon. She had had every
make an end of sin, ean meet and conquer
Rev. John Walden.
place of instruction for the people.- The God .can forgive sins, since sin is against worldy advantageto make her happy be- | The palaces are often situated upon
the enemy on his own ground. He ean go
details of the way in which this poor man the divine law, is a violation of relations, fore she found the Lord ; rank, riches, socie- these narrow, filthy streets and from the
Rey. John Walden died May'20, 1873, in forth to the engagement with high hopes,
was brought to Christ are found in the ac- important,sacred relations which the sinner ty, culture and personal charms, all were outside look more likea prison than anyWilling, N. Y., in the 61st year of his age. and the full assurance that he will retarn
‘count by Mark and Luke. Matthew stops sustains to God. Sin makes us disobedient hers, but she was unsatisfied. The years thing else.
The con- children of God, rebellious subjects of God, would glide by, and set the silver crown of
“with the, statement of the fact,
"We spent a week riding every day from |, Our departed brother was the subject of bearing the trophies of victory. This bright
struction of eastern dwellings needs to be enemies of God. Hence sinainjures God, age on her brow at last, even though for- one point to another to see as much as pos- early religious impressions, and in his star of hope pilots the Christian beyond the
considered, in order to .read intelligently and only God can forgive. The apostles tune continued prodigal, and then the sible of its wonders. We lingered long youthful days experienced, at times; deep dark valley and shadow of death ‘te those
the words of Mark or Luke, for if our idea could not pardon. They never said ¢ we things of garth would. dissolve and fade, in St. Peter's, and visited it several times, conyigtions in regard to the welfare of his happier climes, where men will be deliverhavé power oun earth to forgive.” They did
_climbing to the ball under the cross 438 feet soul. His parents, however, were strong ed from the thralldom of sin and misery, to
of a house is taken from those of a modern
not remit as Jesus did, He spake for him- and forever vanish away.
“description, we can not understand how self, gnd as having the power -in himself. | The joy of conversion is not an unnatural from the pavement. We saw all the most adherents of the old Calvinistio school ; and partake of the unfading gloriesof heayen.
noted churches, the Santa Scala, thé yel- the only consolation: offered the boy, in his It leads us forward tothe time when the
a sick man could be raised to the roof, or
It was not blasphemy for Christ to forgive one; religion reveals a new life to the soul,
the roof be lroken “upin the manner re- sins. . It would have been blasphemy in the of which the convert had but Tittle concep- low Tiber sud Tarpelui rock, the forum, anxiety, was the assurance that if destined | darkness of error and superstition and igworded.
| tion before. = It is a discovery made to his Ithe palace of the Cwsars, the baths and to be saved he wonld, if not, his own en- yorance shall be’ dispelled by | the glorious
apostles, or in any man.
light of the Sun of Righteonsness.
;..
the catacombs, the palace of Victor Imman- ‘deavors could avail nothing.
spiritual vision.
‘The dwelling bouse of the east is usnally
4. Jesus perceived their thoughts, heard
At
the
age
of
fifteen,
while;
attending
vel
and
the
Vatican,
numerous
galleries
of
;
New
discoveries
of
science
have
been
Then let the Christian cling to this hope
~a building of one story, with a flat roof;and their anuttered reasonings, read the secrets |
paintings and ' other works of ‘art, &e. Methodist meetings, be was converted, and while crossing’
the’ tempestuous sea, ‘and it
so constructed as to inelose with. the inte- of their souls as if emblazoned on the skies. followed by overpowering joy. Columbus
will shelter him from thé sterms of tempturior walls of the structure ‘an open space He * knew what was in man.” He knew ‘wa thrilled with rapture as indications of Though we gave to each and all more time soon united with that church,
His conversion was. clear and powerful. tion. - It will make him humble! in prosperlan'd began to appear in the Sargasso sea. than most tourists, we felt that'a week was
«called * the court.” The ground of this ‘“ all things.”
Their thoughts were ¢ evil”
wourt was paved and often contained fount- beeause they considered him who had, in Sea-weeds came drifting across the track of too little time to'spend in Rome, and: envy So great was his joy that he immediately ity, and resigned in adversity, happy in
started out that night to tell some relatives life, and trimphant iw desth. | It will atiall
ips, flowers and other objects of orna- every net, word, breath, shown loyalty to the ships; land birds of beautiful plumage those who cou stay as long as they wish!
living at a distance of géveral miles. This times give him peace like a river, which’
circled
around
the
masts;
the
air
became
,
The
catacombs
we
visited
‘are
oh
‘the
ment and attraction.» The roof of .this yard God capable of an ‘outrage on ‘thé honor of
was the sky, but protection from the sun God; “evil,” too, because they were so mild and fragrant; **it wanted but the song Apian way a mile or two outside . the eity was the beginning of a life of usefulness in the world can never impart; till bis hopes
eling that shall be changed to glad fruition, when
. In a grassy field, among “beautiful the service of his Master.
and from storms was had by a cloth awn- unbelieving, so fond of darkness, so afraid of ‘the nightingale to make it like the month hi
of
April
in
Andalusia.”
All
the
October
s of roses in full bloom, you descend into there was a special work for him to do, he misery, wretcheduness and woe shall be. foring. This was the roof that was ** broken
of ‘the light, so willing not to know, so
up,” as Mark says. Along the edge of ‘the ready to misunderstand the nature of our night before the shadows lifted on the new hy i by means of a narrow ‘stairway. at once obeyed the call. Though but a boy, gotten, when tears shall he wiped from all
world, the pulses of the Spaniards throbbed The guide with lighted torch leads the and having had no ‘educational advantages, faces, and sorrow and sighing flee away,
xoof overlooking this inclosure a balustrade Lord.
.
“i
with expectant joy. In the gold of the sun- way, and takes you by a narrow passage yet with all the fervency of a soul filled when death, that last enemy, shall be dewas built; and this is the *‘ tiling” of which
5.
¢¢
For
whether
is
easier
to
say
thy
sins
rise Columbus fell upon the’ earth and kissed many feet, under ground, through the most with the love of God, and in the power of stroyed, and the ‘vast universe of mankind
Luke makes mention. The roof , of the
be forgiven thee, or to say arise and walk P” it. Tears of joy streamed from his eyes when: intricate
ndings, till the great fear was the Spirit, he began to proclaim the story shall be gathered around the sapphire
house was much used as a place of resort
faint or die and we never find of the cross. In this way he labored suc- throne of the King eternal. This hope to.
by the occupants, The Bible makes fre- Jesus does not ask which is * easier” to do, the banner of Castile was unrolled in the that he ml
hut which’ for a person to claim power to breeze. Te Deums rose with the morning
the soul is what the foundation-stone is to out ‘way Ouf. Upon each side as you walk cessfully for years in the M. E. church.
wuent reference to this custom. Matt. 24:
do. Itis easier to say * thy sins be for- songs of the birds. A: mew world had re- along are the cavities once occupied by
About thirty-five years ago, he removed the builder, both lasting and strong; what
17; Acts 10:9; 1 Samuel 9:25. The houses
given thee,” than to say, “ paralytic, arise warded the prayers and toils’ nd struggles coffins. There
numerous inscriptions from Otdégo Co., the home of his early life, the anchor is to the ship, both sure and
ofa city were "usually connected so that one
in health, and go thy way ;” for in the for- of the great adventurer?! °°
on marble markibg
thése spots, and here to Alleghany Co., then a newly ' settled sfoadfast. Tt is such’a hope that gives a
could -walk from roof to roof, for a Jong
We are told that Galilée {vas filled with and there little rooms fitted up as chap- region? Whilé here, some seventeen years mah detion. Let him'know that he is an
Mfistatice. The men that brought this para- mer ease no ene knows whether thé" words
have been spoken well or not. Forgive:
ago, he united with the Freewill Baptist heir of immortal glory, that he is to be de"dgtic to the Saviour may have gained ac- ness can not be disproved. But we can ¢ incredible delight,” when he first raised els, &ec.
church,
in which connection he did efficient livered from sin and the power of the grave,
the
newly
constructed
telescope
to
the}heavIn the Church of Capuchin is a celebratwoss 10 the roof of some neighboring dwell“ing, and then have carried their friend to demonstrate the worth of the latter speech, ens, and saw what no human eye had ever ed picture of. St. Michael Vanquishing labor, preaching and organizing societies.
to join the ransomed union of the Lord in
It brings immediate ridicule and deserved before seen.
j
Satan.
We did not stop to look at it Tong, ‘As a preacher he was energetic and de- that bright world where life, peace and joy
the balustrade around the edge of the court
contempt, if ¢¢ arise and. walk” be said,
voted. His labors were blessed in promoting are eternal, and his heart will be filled with
On the 8d of June, 1797, long before the but intimated our desire to see the yaults
here Jesus was.
while the sick of the palsy remains as af- first glimmering ¢f day, there might have below. “The attendint’ monk nodded as- revivals and wilining souls to the Saviour.
gratitude, aud tise to nieet his Saviour as
It was the faith of these four men, not flicted, helpless, paralyzed as before. In
For nearlya year previous to his death his gure as the elements seek an equilibrium.
been
seen
in.a
little
Pennsylvanian
village,
a
sent
and
motioned
us
to
go
round
outside.
attractthat
himself
invalid
the
of
“ithe faith
the minds of the scribes it was more diffi- ung man at his telescope, in pensive si- He descended and admitted us through failing health prevented his engaging in the Although the Christian’ may mingle with
ed the notice of ' Jesus. ** Seeing their cult fo say *¢ arise and walk,”
;
active duties of the ministry. =
lence and trembling anxiety awaiting Aue a side dooi to a most horrible spegtacle.
otirth and its scenes, ‘yet his eye gazes far
the
unto
faith,” says bod vétse yf “¢he said
6,
7.
"To
eonvinee
thém
that
words
speak| breaking of dawn. = ©
g' gushing
Daring his illness his faith was strong in beyond, to another lifs, itis
Along: the eastern side of the lower story
" They were the conspicsick of the
'ining
of
things
beyond
their
sight
spake.of
hope
and’
flows;
The
sunlight
shoots
up
over
the
far,
blue
of
the
church
extended
an
immense
hall
God, and his mind peaceful. Many were fountain ‘tnceasingly
aos actors in, th s, out ‘The sick man;
Heavthings
actually
done,
he
speaks
of
things
that
gain
dnd’
on
press
hills,
clear
and
golden.
The
young
man
divided
into:
kix
compartments.’
These
the
words
of
cheer
he
spoke,
expressive
of
to
him
‘spires
in
their
hands,
They
deter:
|
Was
:
J! LHensry.
amined to bring
him into the very predoude which they could witness, and know intently watches the brightening of day, his open .on A broad avenue tuntiing the a ich experience in divine things. He re- enly home,
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church militant, that, “W ashed in the blood
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Lord. 'Those who expect to sing in heaven
had better practice here,
:
Hu

|

Oh, how happy
the dead must be,
The dead who are safé in heaven,~
No more sorrow nor pain to see,

|

Never again
to grieve the Lordy
Never again to
die;

Nor starve for fs

1

oin in the prayers of the

look or word

Never to toss, on a restless bed,
The hours of night away,
frame, or a

Always to bathe.in that living air,

dwell in their own, own place,

Prepared by Him who has brought them there,

And to see Him face to face.

vineyard.
Friend ! have you found

your plage Pore

Rey.

;

T. L, Cuyler.

!

nized

** He led fhem out as far as to Bethany.”

them on

this memorable journey, out along the 'gide
street, and throigh the deep-vaulted gate,
over the broken, rugged path, along the
bare hillside, down to where Kedron ripples over its bed of sand and pebbles, across

the brook, nearly dry now, as if in sympa-

thy with the Saviour’s ‘ebbing sorrow.
Here we are in the funeral valley of
Jehoshaphat, and we come hither hy that

a Duty.

ro

olives, with trunks

of

girth,and roots of widely twisted
that shut out the sky. ‘There are

manners?

Such man-

as

being

agreeable

manners as take

away

to men.

Such

rudeness, and

remit

to the brute ereation all coarseness. There
are a great many who feel that good manners
are effeminate, They have a feeling that
rude bluntness is a great deal more manly
than good manners. It is a great deal more
beastly. But whén men are crowded in.
communities, the art of living together is
no small. art: How to difhinish friction;
how. to promote ease of intereourse; how
to make every part of a man’s life contrib

ute to the welfare and
around him; how

satisfaction of those

to keep

down offensive

pride; howto banish the raspings of self-

of the temple's

ishness

from the intercourse’ of men ; how

tomove among men inspired by various
ang conflictive motives, and yet not have

it is fitting, too, that the

ners.

Conqueror

should

Be

this

of Gethsemape.

Now

i
beneath

worn among
the rocks,
the forest thin e, and

climb

=

land

no

man

should

And in

plead inability.

There may be, a peasantry

in other couns

tries, there may be a class in foreign lands,

still l:this is the

Garden

collisions—this is the fanctioa of good manIt is not effentinate to be refined.

pass it on his way to his triumph, for here
is fiercest baptism overtook him, and the
lightnings of a more than mortal anger

his soul,

who have no opportunities;

the

there

may

be

those “whose foils so continuous, whose

sometimes
sometimes

opportunities for knowing what constitutes

edness of Jerusalem as it lay stretched in

norance is so gross, that they are excusable ;
but this: is not: the case: with * any within
the sgund of my veice.
That a man is a mechanic, is no ‘reason

up the sparse hillside. Rest here, for the
Saviour did so as he gazed’ upon the fated
and devoted city,
in the tendegpess of
bis roused human soul, weptover the wick-

the trodden pathway is in the midst of
it. There are huge blocks of granite, studded with cldsters of gay but profitless ‘wild
flowers, with only here and'there a patch of
ood, ground, like jan oasis in ‘the desert.
Ve have climbed the ridge, and looking
over, just at your feet are the Mupretending
houses of the village of Bethany. Travel
‘tell

us,

.while

‘superstition

has

good manners are

so

it, J he should not be

its unconsciousness before him. Let us go
on along the stony path, through the cornfield which might have furnished the illus. trations for the parable of the sower, for

ers

been

few,

a

aud

whose ig-

perfect gentleman.

I affirm for every American citizen the
right to be'hot simply a man, but a goodmannered man. 1 have séen ‘men ‘at thd
anvil who were as perfect gentlemen as

men of books or men of society.
I know
no reason why a man who tans hides should

aman

who

digs

works in

it the

metals

and woods,

a

‘man

who

builds, should not be ‘a perfect gentleman.
There is nothing in mechanical oceupations
which is incompatible with the
highest
.

.

rejected.

the laws of

‘Every man

politeness.

It is the expression

It ‘promotes
memorable morning.“ Hé led them outas’ of good-will ‘and kindness.
far as to Bethany." |" And'was it mot right both heauty in the man: who possesses it;
that be should do so? The signifiestion of and happiness in.those who ave: abont him.
Bethany, as perhaps many of you will res It is a religious duty, and should be a part:
member, is ** the house of sorrow.”

It is. a

beautifu) illdétratiol; I think, alike

of the

tenderness and of tie’ éompleteness lof the

Saviour's triumph, thaton his way “to his
highest exaltagion he should pass by the
place of his fiercest agony, and that from
the humiliation and the bitterness ‘of thé
house of weepfiig, Fe ‘should go straight fp
to the house ndtmade with hands,’ eternpl
in the heavens) Brethreny
iif it be allowablé—and surely he will not, forbid us te
illustrate the less by the grealer—many a

time since then men have passed through
Gethsemane, (nd Fave attained an elévition

the *darkened

house of sorrow.
as.in.his mercy so
ennobled shag spiel dvi o0sedl depres-iny

and contracting, that-his discipline for usefulness has been full often a disciphué! of
Those whom

he has on many.

oc-

casions signally owned, he has on wany
other occasions gigndlly fried ; and il they
have in any sense (I speak it Foverentiy) received gifts for men, they have toiled to
get them vp new Calvarys of suffering and
of shame.
Brethren, most of us have been
strung to sympathy by another's suffering;

most of us have been strung to hravery and
submissionby our own. I call upon you
this'morning
to adore with me that won+
drous

grace which sustained our Redeemer

through his trial to bis triumph, and which,
in those for whom he Jeft a pattern, hus
made sorrows to become
elements of
strength—has taken thors, not out 'of ‘the

path of life=that were an unworthy way of

deliverance—but has done better thar’ that
—has

taken

into his

thorns

people’s

heart's dee
straight road

has

woven

has made

them

the

and bitterest Bethany a
to the Saviour’s highest and

wealthiest heaven.

far as to

and

crown;

** He led them

outs

Beghany."—Punshon. |

Lees

What our ¢hatrclies most

need

the baptism of théIHoly Ghost)
velopment of the 'members.

to

$0 much

is

is the 'de-

thrown on the ministry that some of us can

hardly catch a spare hour for our.own fam
ily and fireside, The Spurgeons and John
Has and Guthviés ‘are being ground to
death by overwork: - A city pastor. is ‘often
expected to prepare three sermons ov lect
ures, to visit the flock, to sce the sick, to
bury the dead, and to act on a doZen commiittees, and to make two or three specches

all'in a single week! The church becomes
Dr. Tyng's church, or Mr. Beecher’sichurch,

or. Dr. Croshy's church, or some other man’s

church — instead

of

being

chureh, with some gifted man
seer and pastor.’

|

Now I love,
to ‘work

the

pedple's

‘as its over1%

exceedingly;

but,

not. one whit more than 1 love to see my

congregation work.
flock

And no man in my

has any more right to tart his spirit:

ual work ever to me, than he has a right'to

send me to market for him. He needs, his
work ag much as I need mine,
iteg
A Christian who is keen for work will

soon find hi¥'place.” If he is *“ apt to teach,”
he “or she will

sehool class,

son

hand, every Sunday,

is

gather

and will;

spattering on

the

be, there,

Sabbath

Bible

in

evep though the rain

‘the

payements.

Com-

hita,

bird

Leviehdy

ty

WU

rd

better for me than you

bavé done already,”
+ How

Bo 8” answered he.

{1

oail

¢ I' do

doth

0%

ING

was

Bouton, Chien

‘not

one agent’s

profit on

noble gir, enter the chapel.

por 1d

‘1 should)

Z

Se ED
088
do

-

devoutly, be was so deeply impressed that.

EO

a ME

NEW

done me alveady.”—From the German,

The

==>

against us, his heart is yearning over us
with
unspeakable
tenderness.
When:
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stages of democratic training is the sense of walls of deiese.
ment.
These Books are now ready lor sale and de«
do
right
everywhere,
and
‘he’
shall
protect,
Saviour
“go
‘often’
dropped
the
warning,
livery.
TREATISE.
personal sovereignty; the feeling that we
Prize Series.
direct, and save you at.the end.
The New Treatise, just revised by orden
stand on as high ground us “anybody: else. Wateh.—=Lutheran Observer.
Andy Luttrell,
$8
Under
momnarchical jnstitutions men are
Shining Hours,
of the General Conference, can now be had:
Master and Pupil,
taught to revere the
great; and glorious in
Expectation in God.
“
That's’
Me!”
on
application, for 25 cents for each copy.
ay Bell
government. The feeling of reverence doos:,
Sabrina Hackett,
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, of
~
Auné Mattie,
not prevail to any great extent among us.
se
—
s
be
4
Light from the Cross,
,
Sitting down in the Orphanage grounds
The less we expect from this world, the
4 cents each for two or more copies = Or-.
I discern a great Jack in this respect. ChilContradictions
; or, High Life in Edgerton,
better for us, . The )ess we expect (rom our
dren, now-a-days.are brought up to be pert: upon ‘ope ‘of the' seats, we were hur
ders are solicited
Rainy Day Series.
to be saucy, te be almost without restrain. with one of the trustees, when a little 'fel- fellowmen, whether of spiritual help or of
A Ramy Day at School,
’
5
They are brought up fo have very little re- low, we should think about. eight years of inspiring example, the smaller will ‘be our
Birtitday Present,
by
gard either for their parents or for their su- age, left the other hots who were playing disappointment.» Fle that leans or his 'own
New Year,
1
7
Fireside Angel
a3
ihicerately
uptoy us. i strength leans ona broken reed. We. ate
periors.
And, although there are a
great around us, and came
§:
Rainy
Day at Home,
75
always
going to something stronger, purer,
many; Christian hanseuglds (where; child |] fades fire upon us’

speettul.

Work for Every Christian:
Pad

of religious training.

which was to make children modest and re-

Laci

———————

}

afflict willingly Mi

.

is hound to observe

7

andy taking 'a liking’ to the man, he: asked
him,in parting, whether hee mid do any-

it is

the manners of
d sobe thought that they are
which may be aecepted or

¥

e also
to pray; and from that mo- +
ment he became 4 new man. I thank you
for “it. And that'is why I said you can’
never do me a greater favor than you have

sinful. ‘When, therefore, parents and guard- | The. master-passions are never, wholly,
would inspire the young eradicated from the soul. , The, noots, of

ians and teachers
with
a desire/for
ciety, it is not. to
accomplishments

and on which he led his disciples on ‘that

trouble...

~~.

of ‘the Weeping prophet : * He

i

Not only is the violation of good manners

mains indisputable as having been trodden
by the Saviour. “If at any time you feel
quite sure you have frodden in the very
footstepsof Jesus, it is; in the way along
which we have just endefivored to lead you,

in

of it.—0C. 8. Robinson.

all our trials as love-tokens,

‘soil, a man ‘who

inexcusable on ordinary. grounds, but

this footway from Jerusalem to Bethany re-

triumph, ' even

rest, any of you should seem to.come short

275
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their'unbelief.” Let us, therefore, fear, last; man seotnfully, to himself,
and he glided in
a promise being left us of entering into bis after you; But. when he saw you pray so

kindness only are they sent. God does not
I'know no reason wh y | afflict willingly.’ He sees the *“ needs be,”

not be a gentleman.

courtesy,

busy, of course, in and about Jerusalem,
while controversy. wages as tothe sites connected with the Ravionr's death and burial,

-of holy

and.

There is strong consolation in these words

w

Fight through this slumbering valley.
It is
urely fitting
that.theve should be a strange
horror of silence about this spot, Yes; and

scourged

the purpose

;

ners as the usages of society have recog-

——

Dear friends, let us accompany

—

What, then, are

AS far as to Bethany.

glimpses

.

Men often speak of good manners as ‘an
accomplishment. T speak of them as a duty.

— Watchman & Reflector.

only struggling

br

(Good Manners

Oh, that to me ’twere given,
Away, away to my Lord to flee,
And my
dead, who are safe in heaven.

enormous
branelies

not enter

Not Willingly.

Ob, but wish it were so with me!

clumpof melancholy

they should

There can be no mistaking

prayer-meeting.

tion-box'is passed. Every one whom Jesus
saves has a place assigned to him in the

ng: head,

And a heart too sick AB achin

————

Now that they said

he oldest, the’ timidest, the least
d sénse of this history ; for the apostle, away
can do surely as much ay this. ' Every one,’ over in the New-Testament, remarks: ** So
could not ‘enter in’ hectuse of
too, can give something when the contribu« we sée they

As the weary days go by.

With aching

them that, they oh have trusted Him,
and he would ave bo. rue them on,

in;'no ‘one bat Josha ‘and Caleb should
and
Traet distribution is golheioo much ott ever set foot in ‘the land of covenant
of fashion: It is a heavenly honored agency promise, Those who had said they were
for doing good. Every one who has some | golog to ‘die in the desert might die in the
spare time and tongue and pious tact, can
esert, and Ho would wait for.
them to do
go out with a bundle of tracts to the abodes it. “Say unto them, as traly as I live,” saith
the Lord, “* as yé 'have spoken in mine éars
of ignorance and irreligion.
Those who can not exhort or teach in a so will F.do to you.” And then He' comSunday school, or
distribute tracts can at manded that
the entire nation should start
least Jive for Jesus at home, and come, and back down toward the Red Sea again,

;

And all their sins forgiven!

MORNING STAR

deemed child of Christ sings from duty,
and cansecrates the gifts of music to the

The. Happy. Dead.
i

iin
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Selections.

To

-

"THE
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aoa

tience gave out. He was angered against
the whole of them. He made Moses tell

wd

‘Ina town

:

1

TR

Gm—

ot

h

OH

:

of Bavaria there was a little,

timbledown chifeh’ building, ‘where the
duke, as often @s He camy that way, used to
po.ingnd pray. If; on @oming outi of ; the

ih gontina

to grow, and with what care

it was watched and tended. ‘t Your plant
flourishes nicely : you will soan have straw-

betries ‘upon {t.9 4 Ol, “sir,” replied the’

quity.,
oseph FP. .
SON;
D. Dy LL Ds
one Tor Tomo.
rice, iH Wil i! sent prepaid bY:
post, on receipl. of puicefiny
BOLLE
Wn

s
a
i
t
s
I
k
r
Tob Wo
:

.R. BUREINGAME,

woman, ¢it 18 not for the sake of) the fruit!
that I prize it; but I am too poor to keep
chapel, he happened,to et any.of the any living creature, and it is a great compeasantsin the field, he loved to converse fortto me to have that living plant; for I,
know it’ ¢an'only live'by the power of God’:
i
;
rm hath in ‘a fiiendly way.
BUSINESS CARDS, &e.,
and as I see it live and grow from day to
One day he met an old mun with whom
done
tn the best manner, at this Office.
day,
it
tells
me
that
God
is
near.”
he fell into conversation on various“things ;
0

|,

Portable Steam. Engines,

SHAFTING,

AHN

gale

Hot

flo VE:

ok

rs roots

ed

"lof every description,
(fw
figod
ody
ait hb
tg

Mill Work,ql alf Kinds of Saw Mill Machinery, (both
Circular and Upright. Iron and Brass
ometers
t146

and Gas

Works.

;

Castings,Gas.

4
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God, *“ for he satisfieth the longing hou),
and filleth the hungry soul with goodness.”
bid

a

hg

Not
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WE DNESDAY,

GEORGE 7. DAY, Bditor,

business, remittances of money, &c.,
dressed
to the Publisher.

should

be

Along, in

Sinning.

"It was bad encugh that we should have
our Credit Mobilier>frauds and back-pay
swindle. It doesn't mitigate the evil, that

a. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor,
rere Ena ne
&a-All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on

Canada
8 in the midst of a quite” dinttar

ad-

piece of business, but at the same’

time her

wrangle may serve to' point a denial that
we have long wanted te make.

Heart Towards God.

Ii. can be readily recalled how thé great
kingdoms and ‘theif petty dependencies

——

Who can find a more significant preposi-

wagged

their

heads at us

last winter, and

I
their plesonce among us. aw vill probably colonize themselves in one of the newer states, very likely Kamsas, where they
can thrive unhindered by any pérsecuting

one of the Boston public school vuildings;
and has attracted wide attention.
It isa
significant matter.
Who
shall say that

==

the men of he i
are mightier than’ the
principle for which they had stiuggled, he
yet hoped that the children who succeeded

which

and blessing. It was towards Jernsalem
that Daniel opened his windows, that his
prayers might go out both towards the
throne of God &nd towards the palace of the

hi

the

‘fixing

of

thoughts

acknowl-

one of the prophets was too faint to lift his
voice, yet he eould look towards the ‘* holy
place,” and evea that act brought the bless-

ing. And so a host of cases might be cited,
which would show

how

God’s'

people an-

ciently worshiped towards his dwellingplace, if they would put themselves in the
way of that flood of blessings that was

continually Gomaing froplhis throne,
The preposition has Jost none of its force

wimste ) Neense; JlngRS

minltiply in

of, hnguarided

‘tho BreWMREbE ¥
Swindlers

hho

td

s™unfair, almost wean) iii’ them to
- it. But they did, and tried to fortify
their statements by referring to our sad con-

dition. ** See what grand opportunities for
cheating ‘their systems’ Sffers,” they “said.
«See bow their statesmen coawl in the dirt,

But the brutes also receive

these.

The riches of his grace, the sense of his
transcending love, the mighty conviction of

bis mercy

and his truth, that feeling of

safety in his care that can not be expressed,
and those sentiments of ‘praise that the
tongue is too feeble to utter, and words too
mean to bear,—all this experience can come

only to him who fixes his heart towards
the great Father, and so, experiences the
divine kindling of the sacred flame.
Christian enjoyment is not born of earth.
Its source is heaven,’and it is only thence

that the heart ean draw its best inspiration.
But how can this. be doneif the thoughts
and feelings are allowed to remain in an iudifferent state, concerned

more.

with

earth

than’ with Leaven; or seeking temporal
pleasure to the exclusion of higher joys? Tt
would

seem that

no

one

can

have

expe-

“"gienced that sense of trust and safety, that
~~

of satisfied longings, that fullness of

jeet, the prevailing

General Van Buren

‘one seems

to be that

is an honest, but ‘the

worst persecuted, mamwofthe day; and also,

perhaps, (he most indisoreet.

The affair is

looked upon by many.as growing out of a
personal quarrel: between Minister Jay anid
Gen, Van Buren, the latter gentleman claim

ing that he can show unmistakably that Mr,

Jay has tried in ‘every possible Way to hing

and fF théir great official’ poekets With the der and embarrass

people’s, money.
By Saint George's cross,
the British lion' would eat up any subject ‘of
the Queen that attempted that thing!”

But here is Canada, we should say, doing

quite as badly. Her * Lords” and * Sirs,”
ostensibly to; promote the | interests of the
in the years since. The heart anust be to- | Canada-Pacific Railway, have Semingly got
£
wards God to get his blessiogsi To be sure, | their bands
uite as fap-into -the- public
his sun and rain and the host of similar | money Bags - ver our Senators and Repbenefits come alike upon the good and the reseutatives did. . The gravest charges are

bad.

As varied as ave the, opinions on the gub-

made; the highest officials are implicatéd

the virtuous few are crying loudly for redress; but Parliament has adjourned, and
thus far they get ohly-the promise of an inYestigatith Evidently, noxious weeds are
t confined ‘to’ Républican soil,—unless,
ifdeed, it can be shown that the feds blew

across our northern boundary.
Republicanism isn’t responsible for all the
evils ander it. “We can not see that it logi-

cally tends to litense and ‘corruption.

him; Certainly, some
of the charges against the chief commisgioner are ridiculous in the extreme, an

important’ one
slouched

being

hat and

that,

‘‘ he

wore

a

rode in the horse-cars.”

that

calm

and

sacred mood

heart, unless it be turned towards

his

shin-

ing face, But we can not shut the door of
our room and imprison the light that before

bad flooded it.

The shape of darkness at

once throws its mantle over all. Neither
can the heart be kept light and zlad by a
casual experience of God's love. Its windows must be ‘kept open, like Daniel's of

old, and its thoughts centered in the great
Presence, if it would know abiding joy.
How many seekers after rest this present
summer, by beach and cliff, and mountain
aud strean, oppressed by heaf and fatigue,
have rejoiced in the cooling breeze that
eame like a breath of gladness to invigorate
and cheer.. How they have turned their
faces towards it, that they might take it fall
and free on the bare brow. It is so with
the sincere Christian seeker.
He turns his

heart towards his God.

He fixes his face

‘Those. are some of the charges.

to be traced to a common

The

the

result.

What

did

the system of government in either case
have to do with it?
We are not alone, then, in perpetrating
stupendous public swindles. And that is
the worst of it. Which only illustrates the
unwelcome fact, that it is a very difficult
matter to find among public men now-adays those who will manage great trusts
honestly. If it isn’t a municipal fraud it is
a national one, and it is no

sooner

hushed

in one country than it is re-enacted in anZionward, that he may catch the full breeze { other. Who can explain it? Are there
coming from His holy mountain.
| moral epidemics, —or
immoral,
as you
The early Greek sailors on the Jgean | please,—that answer. to the cholera and
sea'had no compass. But on the Acropolis, similar pests among the godless and unat Athens, there was a system of burnished clean?
shields, and by turning these skillfully to the
There is a better side, to be sure. But
sun its rays could be caught and thrown far we didn’t sit down to look at that, this
over the water, to

guide

the

sailors home.

How many are going down all about us in
the sea of sin, The darkness of” woe, envelops them. But God has set his people
to be thes light of the world.” And yet,
how shall fhe heart emit this light, Wnless it
be fixed towards the Sun of Righteousness,
to catchbays and fling them dub fowards

time.

Public service, both here and abroad,

has of late received a shoek that it will take

clean and respectable men a long time to
forget. And, until they forget it, they will
be likely to keep clear of it. That is evi-

dently bad for the public service, but we
bardly see how it car be immediately helped.
We have suffered ourselves to be wheedled
and deceived by impudent office-seekers un-

til they have it pretty much their,own way,
and we must probably suffer the conseir | quences for a while. It seems that we have

baie
own faalt g
)
There arardoubtiess hurler
and unsatisfactory state, chiefly

a "ool

because the

hearts of the

ménfbers have

of eet she,’

ciently fixed

towards God.

Trivial matters

may occupy, their minds to the exclugion of
those great and eternal interests that Ged

means ghaf Bis ebhrelies should promoere.

company in our wretchedness, but one must
be misérable indeed to derive any comfort
from that consideration.
Sr

Awarding
The

summer

the Prizes,

a siiccess.

It hus evidently surpitsed, both

in the completeness of its arrangements and
the fullness of its departments, either of the
English or either of thé ' French 'mational

education.
men

It has given

a chance

to

women as well as

exhibit their

wares, and

also an opportunity to show ‘their skill in
manipulating various useful machines
and
instruments. It has furnished an oppertunity for the interchange of mumerous na-

The world and its business claim their attention. Their hearts are towards mammon

practically ended, and the lucky exHibitors
have got their prizes. America is among
and not towards God, and feebleness and | the fortunate countries. Medals and div
death are the resulc. The city that should | plomas and certificates of excellence have
be set on the hill has become a mere trad- beett numerous. Our machine department
ing-post om the plwins, and mischief and had ‘been especially full. It has altracted
the inspection and excited the wonder of
' deceit abide in it.
.
The perfection of the Christian life is the old world. Agricultural implements,
found only a8 the heart fs kept thus fixed sewing machines, and all the various kinds
towards its God." Whether it ‘be the indi- of industrial and labor-saving apparatus
vidual or the church; it has never approach- have. been without successful rivals, Sova
od towards the state divinely desi
ed for eral grand medals of honor, the highest
it until it has'set jsself like p flint Zone rd]. prizes offered, have come not only to pri‘ . For lack of this very steadfastness, how bar- vate citizens of America but to the United
ren of its proper resultsis a great part of States, for the display of ‘cotton and prodChristian, service, And what a great loss uct§; ‘to, the Smithsonian Institute, for

the: wouldbe Chistian’ Wimdelf’ sustains.

Verily, one joy like what he might experience would often Surpass. the meager cols

lectjon that

tion experience.

mikes SE i shied ChrisWhat folly to be content

with brass while jewels are

all about us.

~ Ob, that men. would fix the heart towards

specimens

and methods;

to the national

bureau of education ; and also to several
states And cities.
What we may Justly feel the most pride

over:

“ adi:
Massaeht

(high co

aL

endat

aid hy

t jon e wil}
ke itn

1| steamers.

seem to many to

arrangements, to note

the défects, and

re-

If it was, it has

failed, for

financially
the

been render-

Moreover, let us be grate-

fal that, among the hosts of Germans and
Irish who are crowding into that portion of

now

i

—_——

religious

Events of the Week.
ip
AT

SEA.

the pioneers of a great company that is
about to locate itself in.this country.
This is not an insignificant report. These
Mennonites have an interesting history,

and seem ‘to be a class of people that we
would never repent of welcoming:

have ‘already a large body of them

We
inthe

They are Baptists by proféssion, or, more

form of-Russian worship, and especially not

in Maine

last week,

visiting Brunswick,

in motion, then

in- attempting

board

erushed

have

been

to

to get

death.

determined to seek homes in ‘this new
world.
They arean agricultural poeple. and fool
1 this will doubtless come the chief benefit of

among us, as well as" Miroishing an expres- --

sion of due appreciation of the noble offers
of our Boston friends,

and

Professor

Douglass

H.

A proposition for such a school at Haver-

hill was entertained, and plans for a suit of
buildings

were

devised, and

were

on the

ety having voted to raise at oncé seventyfive thousand dollars,
The buildings and

appurtenances

posed would have been no more

pro-

than bare-

ly respectable in a location quite in sight of
Andover, and not very distant from Newton, to say nothing of other places in the

vicinity where there were dnstitutes of a
higher grade. And yet
I was told at the
time bf an intelligent gentleman, who was

one of the most interested of the friends of
the enterprise in Haverhill, himself being a

building contractor, that to carry out that
plan- in
grounds,

buildings, furniture,
grading
and other necessary incidentals,

would have consumed every dollar of that
subscription. Now then, suppose the income of our educational funds should have
been devoted to the aid of students as now,

and that necessity must be provided

| this, or in some

for in

other way, where

should

| we have been? It costs something to run
| schools now-a-days. During the last year,

on

Wolves have appeared in great numbers,
for the first time for .many years,~among
the settlements of Labrador, near the straits
of Belle Isle, and have entirely broken up
one settlement. They killed and devour-

nd land

rapid firing on them,

Government defenses.
lent resting place,

="

ELA

which accidents of thi: ‘kind are ‘unayoids

i

1 0. ma

Denominational News and Notes

able, but, we must say that there seems little
occasion for them ordinarilys «It is no easy
matter to board a moving ‘train. Novices,

* Mission Parcels.
ay 4}

at least, rarely have any business to make

POPULAR

week.

and among the Islands, has given us fresh

CorrECTION.

keép their places

The

number

of

cels intended

we need notkeep

for the Foreign

This is an important Association.

It

Jad meeting valuable papers on various
scientific subjects’ were read; there were
discussions, and thie sesstori ‘was generally
interesting. The Assoéiation has lost by
death the past year, Professor J. B. Perry,
Dr. H. €. Perkins, Professor J. H. Coffin,

«qu!

A SPEECH,

+ Jeff Davis addressed the Setithern Histor-

and had it known what, was to follow i
suvrender
it would have been free to-day.

He still had hope! for

W.

Mission

as we have been | should be sent, is 69 West St., and
as stated last week.

SCIENCE,

JEFF DAVIS MAKES

E.

retarning to them, Page's store, in Néw! York, to which par-

comprises in its membership the first scien-

the South; because

whatever the men might be he never yet
had seen a reconstructed woman, and while

increased

scenery,

vigor.

with

the

The

ocean

impregnable,

old rocks, witnesses to the goodness”
permanency of God’s authority and government over all his works.

Fort Popham is said to be the oldest set-

if not id
ed three men and one woman of a party,
July 1, and the same night attacked the- New England. It commands the entrance
tent of Capt. Charles Murray, an English- to the Kennebec river, and would be forman on a hunting tour on the coast, and midable if completed and properly manned.
were driven off with great difficulty by the At present it is of little consequence in our

acts are grossly not to'say eriminally careless. There may be
s of nécessity, in

doing,

rest.

breezes and

- Such

to bear arms in war, seems to be the main: ical Convention at White Sulphur Springs,
source of this haish order. They exalt the | Ky., on the 18th, He said that the South
dictates.of conscience above any 10yal man-. had been more cheafed than conquered,
date, and therefore announce themselves as

tinued interest in the subject of education

petition to Mayor Medill asking protection subject, I confess, and figures are ugly
Sill they
from the disturbance of their Sabbath, be- things to bandle - sometimes.
represent
stern
realities,
and
enter
largely
gioning on Friday and ending on Saturday
into
the
necessities
of
all
forms
of
human
evening, by prohibiting the carrying on
of trade in the vicinityof their places of life and enterprise. And should they not
worship. No action has yet been taken be honored in the present, they will surely
on their petition; but manifestly it can not come back to plague us in the future. But
be granted. It is impossible that'the State enough for this article.—J. ¥.
should undertake to enforce quiet on more
Special Correspondence. i
than one day in the week; and that must
be that day which the great majority of
Parker's HEAD, ME., Ave. 20, 1878.
the citizens wish to observe as a day of | . A week or more at this place, at Popham,

Bath, Rockland, Bangor, &c.
by boat to Bangor the party was
and obliged to spend the night
table island. From Bangor the

one hundred and fitty thousand in America.
It is understood to be Russia's intolerance
of their religion that drives this body of Mark Fisher, Dr. John Torrey, Miss S. L.
Mennonites to this country. Some time ago
latchley, Professor W. 8, Sullivan, Judge
the Russian government gave them ten
T.B. Butler, ColonelJ. W. Foster, Isaac
years in which to emigrate or Russianize
Ferris, J. 0. Noyes and Dr. G. A. Maack:
themselves. Their determinatioh’ not to’

adopt the Greek religion, which, is the usual

hemisphere,

RETALIATION.

THE PRESIDENTS TOUR.
President Grant continued his journeyings

tifle gentlemen of the couritry, and is honally opposedto oaths, to war; and to caps’ bxably recognized in Europe. Af its Portital punishment, They generally obsérve
the ordinance of feet-washing, and forbid
their members to be married to any except
believers. They already humber nearly

instruction in the college,purely on denominational grounds, thereby
evincing a con-

very point of being carried into effect, the
executive committee of the Edueation Soci-

southern

plication for re-instatemeunt.

properly, Anabaptists, it being a distinct.
The "Amérjcan’ Assodiation for thé Ad-'
ive feature of the doctrines of Menno, their,
| vaeétent, of Science held its twenty-secfounder, that infant: baptism was invalid.
ond annual meeting, in Portland, Me., last

tist custor, In that sprinkling Is their formal method of baptism. They are also forms

It has also been suggés a, that “at least
twenty-five thousand dollars of this: #mount
be secured in some form and by. some
means, to aid in the support of theological

Reports ‘from’ the Pawnee Reservation, | the college here paid for theological instrucNeb., say that the Pawnees are preparing tion nearly five thousand dollars. And
for war with the Sioux, in. retaliation for even at- that, an important department of
the recent attack on them. They are said instruetion in the schools was most generto'have about 600 warriors’ among
them- ously supplied by a' competent professor
selves, and have invited the Otoes,
Omuhas, free of charge. And even more, it is safe
Yanctons, and Poncas to join them, nearly to say, that no theological school in New
all of whom have accepted the invitation England was, run so cheaply. Five thouand at last accounts were either at of on sand dollars!’ That's equal to the interest
week. The companies were in camp near their way to the Pawnee Reservation. The of an endowment of some seventy thousand
the city, and the exercises consisted of
Pawnees expect to muster 1,600 warriors, dollars.
Tm
2
drill-practice, review by Gov. Perbam, and and propose to prosecute a relentless war
Now
these
considerations
may dot seem
inspection by General Chamberlain, There
against the Sioux.
to
be
of
much
weight
to
some.
But to me
was a large gathering. The city was full of
they are quite worthy of serious thought.
THE JEW'S SUNDAY.
strangers,-and the muster passed off sucThe Jews of Chicago have addressed a It is taking rather a practic view of the
cessfully.

United States.
Many hundreds, fleeing the attempt. Let travelers
from the’ persecution that everywhere at- on the train, leaying and
tended them in Europe, came to this eoun-, only at proper times, and
try as early as 1683, and accepted of . Wm. adding to the fatal results
Penn's invifation to settle in Pennsylvania.

leaving fifty thousand dollars fo be prov ided for from all other soure

the

bureau, and have made an ineffectual ap-

The trans-Atlantic steamer Alabama collided with the barque Abeona at sea, Aug.
4, immediately sinking the latter vessel, all
on board, excepting three of the crew, being
lost. There seems to be no blame attached
to the Alabama, the collision having occurred from a wrong order given by the
mate of the Abeona.
MAINE STATE MUSTER.
The first muster of the newly organized
Maine militia was held in Portland last

On the way
Austrians are probably out. But that is
befogged,
only for the present, It will be very reon a hospimarkabie if in ten or twenty years they have
party went
not got more than the amplest returns, in
{othe
White
Mountains,
via
Portland
and
the stimulated industry and the products of
mechanical skill that will succeed in their| North Conway, and thence the President and
own country. These prizes are trifling evi- family proceeded to Saratoga, via Burlingdences of success." America might bring ton, Vt., Ticonderoga, and Lake George.
home a shipload of them, and still have It is stated that His Exceliency was to celcome poorly out of the Exposition. Her ebrate his silver wedding at Long Branch,
real and lasting success will depend upon last Friday.
CARELESS TRAVELERS.
the future use she makes of the summer's
opportunities and suggestions.
The account of several violent deaths has
oo
come under our notice during the past
week, caused mainly by the carelessness of
An-Qutcome of Intolerance.
the victims. In three different cases young
|
—te—
i
men have alighted from trains at stations,
A recent New York despatch announces looked carelessly around till the train was

that ‘nineteen families of Mennonites had
just arrived in that city from Russia, being

to

demands of other Lenevolent enterprises,
then consider for a moment what it would
cost us to secure an equal amount of theologieal instruction in an independent school.

Cooper and other attorneys, who were
concerned in frands on the Choctaw and
Chickasaw Indians, in the matter of their
back annuities and other dues from the
government.
The attorneys involved in
the transaction were some time since debarred from practice : before the Indian

le

DISASTER

ah aftémpt

half ‘of the latter sum in Boston,

Yokohama, Nagasaki, Shanghai and near
the Siberian border. Each | party will contain ‘astronomers and photographers, with
complete equipment and apparatus for obtaining perfect observations and a record
of the transit. Professor Harkness will have
charge of the parties and observations in

suit to be brought against

and then a

company with strongly cherished
convictions.

The posts in the southern hem-

INDIAN DEFRAUDERS TO BE PUNISHED.
The department of the interior, in accordance with the recommendations of Representative Sbank’s recent report, has ordered

and still continue to exer-

the country, there comes

others will

a million of miles.

cise their simple and thrifty habits,no harm
can gome of it.

while

Newcomb of those in the northérn. The
objectof the observations, for which Congress has appropriated $150,000, is to: determine more accurately the distance between the earth and sun, and the professors at the head of the expedition expect
to be able to settle the distance within balf

ed independent and hardy by the trials they
have undergone, and if’ they remain simi-

larly disposed,

Eight

proposes to make

raise one

If this amount of twenty-five, or even fifisphere will be on ‘the Kerguelan ‘Islands,
Auckland and Van Diemen's land, In ty thousand dollars seenis a large sum to
the northern the stations will be located at grapple with, in view of the present urgent

such stringent

tion, and whose natures hive

1874.

probably proceed, to their stations. by mail

or emigrate, still when

although it may

tional courtesies; and the influence of these

They differ, however, from the regular Bap-

is past, the Exposition is

their accommodation,

efforts of Mr. Van Buren the coming win- doubtless locate is sadly in need of the reter to oust Minister Jay from his position, ‘ligious influence that they will be likely
for he is not the man to quietly endure rea) to carry there. Put fifty or eighty thousund
or imaginary wrongs.
of such people as these in there,whose conThe Exposition itself may be safely called victions have been strengthened by persecu-

public servants who were in 4 sense charged port the chief excellences of management.
with building these two roa 5,—the Union- 4 They have attended to their business, and
Pacific and the Canada:Pag¢ific,—found in we may -hope to reap the benefits in three
the ‘job a splendid opportunity, though by years.
:
outrageous means, to make money. Their _ The whole affair ‘has helped to place its
integrity failed them. They made the trial, kind in a better light before the public. It
risking the consequences of detection, wasn't intended as a money-making scheme.
failed, and we have

to, conform

8,

leave New York next spring
ina naval
vessel ' specially prepared and fitted for

It is 'gite evident that the Czar would
prefer that they remain in his own domains,

and family spite, took this means to humil-, Prd

They

source.

for years among us,chieflyiii Pennsylvania,
wang more than we shall get by this newly
proposed immigt ation. They have been
industrious, thrifty, peaceable, Should we
expect, anything less from thase, about to
follow from Russia P
ily

for although be gave them.

occur “Dev.

observatory

spatched, four to statigns in the southern
hemisphere and the others to the northern.
Those going south of the ' equator will

these new comers ? Besides, we have had

orders

will

naval

parties of five persons eadlt will ba de-

fate. and punish a fellow-man, he has cer- | operate in needless directions, was ‘hardly
tainly sueceeded, for General Van Buren appreciated, if the Emperor supposed he
has been most, bumiliatingly treated by his was to ‘conquer them by an alternative.
country. The sequel will ‘doubtless be the
That pottion of the West Where they will

will doubtless not be lost on the future generous behavior
of the world.
Baren
of the &pirit, that some of fixing the niind were especially ntunerpus last winter, eon- | Schwarz may be classed among the world’s
on God, and being in a measure swayed by ing like ice-storms or the croakings of
benefactors.
the wonderful mexital Condition that is thus night-owls, from our English cousins. PerIt has had ts defects. What human prodinduced, md then be content to let.the haps they were sincere: But what do they
uct hasn't? But these have been carefully
heart shift for its own enjoyment.
With | say now that their own keel is getting
observed, and will deubtless be avoided in
what exultant joy Daniel exclaimed, ** My “worm-eaten ? Certainly, since the abuses
fature efforts of the kind, just as this avoided:
heart is fixed; © God, my hearts fixed : 1 are so simiiar they must allow them to be
some of the faults in the French and En-'
will sing and give praise.” Song and praise similarly explained. If they. insist, that
glish exhibitions. - Our own proposed great
may also leap like brooks from our hearts Oakes Ames and his swindle were the fruit
centennial fair in 1876 may get the benefits
if we will but keep them fixed towards God. of Republicanism in our case, how shall we
of some of these improvements.
We have
How can light penetrate a closed place? explain this nice little game of the Ministry
been fortunate enough to have a commission |
No more can God's presence illuminate the in theirs? Fhe corfapt streams are doubtless
there, especially instructed to observe the
ambition, and

require. Why

then should political or
legal difficulties be
feared on account of “similar tenets among

tleman

TRANSIT OF VENUS.

The officials of the

they applied for permission to do the latter
An interesting charge to be sure! But if it they had the greatest difficulty in obtaining
be true that our Minister, out of personal ;
The strength of their, fidelity to con-

Tis exhibitions. It has called together the prodbasis, it may be said, is that of personal ucts of a world#vide inddstry. It has’
fidelity, and the History of ‘the world shows
stimulated research and invention. It has
that that is a sandy Soft of basis. Its 8pirit helped the cause of a wide and impartial
is that of individual freedom, and there are
complaints enough that that usually runs
to duplicity and excess. Its boasted source
of strength is really its weakness, for political grubs are ever gnawing at its vitals,
like the borer concealed in the ship's keel,
and pretty soon both grub and borer work
a ‘common woe.

which our laws of ig

tie

not 59,
Cou.

da

and

been one, and very properly, but it would
be a gross impeachment both of the character and intelligence of , our pgople to sup-

nine-tenths of our success at the Exposition,
them would grow up to maintain and per- pose for a moments, that an «xpectation
both in the machinery and other products ukase. There are enough untilled but fei- petuate them and redeem all that had been was
raised and relied upon, that we are to
thut we were able .to exhibit, had, not its, tile acrves:there to furnish them all a home
Tost. Rather significant language this, but, bave furnished to hand educated men for
source directly in these public school builds. Having survived the oppression and persist- it will, not be Holy: to greatly disturb
any- the various walks of fe among us, and esings? - The mind is there stimmlated' and ent persecution that have everywhere fol: body.
pecially a duly educated ministry, without
trained to ‘action. It is stored’ with ma: lowed them inthe old wotld ,they can hard- | At the same convention Semmes, formerfurther expense to the denomination.
‘terigl, and by and by the results are seen in ly do otherwise than spread theissely 8 rap- ly commander of the Alabama, made a
Now, how does the matter: stand at the
just these products of skill and, industry that, idly in this broad land, where they will not specch in self-defense, in which he main- present
moment?
As 1 understand it,
have beem so plentiful at. the Exposition. be. galled by ‘the hamperings of useless’ tained that the’ Alabawna’ had! ‘warrants for
thus : Mr. Bates offers, and the-offer has
The Jookers-on did well in ‘paying the trib-- laws.
| all ‘she did, and that her conduct was fully been largely made publi¢, to add"
another
ute” of cutitisity to this Ameridin and’ patIt is, donbtless, premature as well as need-, justified by the precedent. ofthe United bundred thousa
nd
‘dollar
to
s
the:
‘colleg
e
ticularly New England product, =
less to apprehend difficulty, from any palate States during ‘the Revolution andy the war funds, provided an
equal amount, shall be
1t is fortunate that we haye come off well, which they hold. We haved: manag
of 1812
raised from other sources. Another genin the matter of priges, for certainly the dis: thrive with the Quakers among us, F He

proportion to thee number

his

forever towards the Lord, as he

king, whose law forbade him to pray. When

:

1678, ar
-

edges, that secnred for him the richest peace

temple,

=

2%

have ‘nearly’ completed the plan’ of operhtion for observing the trunsit ‘of Venus,

was also the Psalmist’s worship towards the

i

AUGUST

nudged each other significantly under the
ribs, as they sagely remarked the logical grace brought on us by:our' Cbmimnission(iey ire strong allfes 6f a certain phase of
outcome of ‘Republi
+ You seed,” ‘rd needed some such offset)’ The affair’
our prosperity. But they are opposed to
they saids - *“ It’ tends to eomnyibion; free- st letlve its Stain on the Amétican name.
oaths, to war, and ta several other things
doy

tion than this?
1t was Solomon's prayer
towards the holy place that God heard.
kt

|

——

THE MORNING STAR,

oh Morning
Ting Star.

"The

ere i
a

The Bates
es Proposition.
THE

SITUATION,

T assume that it is the general expectation and intention, that the present arrange.
ment for furnishing the denomination edst
with ' facilities for college ‘and theological

tled point on the coast of Maine,

But it is an

excel-

Long Island, opposite the For(, has finy
interesting geological formations. One of
its minerals is quite exténsively used in the

| ‘manufacture of crockery ware, being
shipped to Philadelphia "and Etirope for
this purposé.

An

Tndian skeleton

a few

years since was exhumed from the earth, at
a depth of some seven feet, which measur-

ed eight feet in length,

with various

war

implements by its side. | Hew long it had
been buried no one could ‘determine, ‘but
| surely there were * giants in those ddys.”

A family of Spinnys seem to have been
about the first settlers on the Island, haying
still a ~numerghs posterity, persons of
much intelligence and

moral

worth,

and

mostly connected with ‘the Freewill Bapeducation, is to remain essentially undis- tists. Some of them are far advanced in
turbed for an indefinite | period of time to years, but well remember the early - Chriscome, 1 know. that that arrangement was tian habits of the patents, especially in atupproved, or at least nequiesced in; with a tending religious services on the Sabbath,
somewhat remarkable nd pleasing unan- which were held four miles away, but habimity. ‘Indeed, the chief if not the only {tually reached on foot, at the extreme: age
objections raised against it,at the time of its of 85 atid 90 years. Industry, prudence,

consummation,

Were

raised

by

myself:

| Those objections ‘were based wholly on the
apprehension

that

serious

embarrassment

would result from’ it, not only to the col-

lege proper, but to the theological school
itself, wnless some such plan for the increase of | the college funds as is now in
contemplation, should be devised and ear-

ried into effect.

Those fears in a measure

tenfperance, physical ‘vitality, and incor.
ruptible integrity of ¢haracter, distinguished the men and woe

The people

of those times,

of this. whole

mostly engaged in fishing,

region ‘are

Large

ties of shad, hake, salmon and

quantis

lobsters are

annually taken and sold at paying prices,
In some localities, cranberry raising is becoming a very important aud (lucrative .

realized in a fuller ' degree; should the pres-

business. We were shown several very
productive beds, one of, which, containing

-ent condition’ of things remain.
Different motives doubtless impelled that

just one acre by measures yielded: last year
one hundred barrels, and sold at $10.26

unanimity of, téeling and action. Possibly
the.consideration of economy might have

dollars a year from

have

already been. realized, and

are to be

per

barrel. Several
[]

realize
bheix

a thousand ™

cranber: y heds.

en
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school-
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SEE

the hi) igion of the Masses, or Times —C. F,
their first and | persons who willso worthily represent jour | ing to be a disabled Episcopal clergyman from | for
Fenner, Wns is % Afro ( with all ihe Fulyes]

ented persons had received
v

in Putin

ecponsinié

Li
re

the session; et

populution of the United States,

logked

satisfaction, as 1

special

life ;

valuable lessons in

v

also | school,

here

when

they return to their homes

family,” in whom for, generations, “ gould

sion work, how soon should we, xegeive the

aid so much needech

t

earth, the devil bad never found.

Bro. ro, Milliken
n and and family, settted over
Mi
«our church at Parker's Head, axe doing an |,
excellent york for Christ. . They ave much,
loved by the, chureh, , and “highly

esteemed

Thompson

collecting

money - in

swindler.
prov 4o be
Williamstown, and
.
a
proves.
YY Ujsauto Sh
Cannon
the
of
hall
;
|
meeting
A throniged

WOR
Yi,
congr
weekly prayer mectings had been constant:|
Jy sustained, by Christian women, for sey- Four friends far away but know and feel
Also a ‘sinless | the importance of this ‘school and misenty-five years or more
be found no guile;" one spot at least on

been

has’

of '' Andover,
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hip.

Wo!
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Mr.

Virginia, and the father of Rev.
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Special Notices. ol

of the same mixture

{obtained.

Tif MOTH PATCHES, PARCELS!

urday,
he Batt A lock, Pogtegned. toSat

‘And TAN, use PERRYS

their dijigonaty apd. o Aa

We. feel very

much,

spective fields of Christian labor. Many
very aged and devoted fathers and mothers
in Israel will fromr this 509% sqon pages beyond the flood.
i
A SADBATH AT W., WATERY IE, MB y
Nearly twenty-five ' years have passed
Two

years previous,

fo¥

we

came

quaintance, and hardly knew

what to do."

The Lord opened the way,
friends and acquaintances

many warm
were made.

humble

lips.

WEST

the

12 acres of grass,

annulled. Now,

There was in the

party

Baptist,

tian,

quite

shouldered

Maine

The occasion was pleasant and

agreeCom.

A. K.

Moulton

Unlike

his

mepeing

de

for

at8 2, P, M., Sept. b, 1873.

. W. THOMPSON,

Clerk.

a good degree or pteadfastness. Business meeti
harmonious.
Cor. Mess. to sister Q. M’s as

the two

American

Episcopal

churches.

of Boston,

over-

' above, eight out of. ton repovered,

°

WINCHESTER QUARTERLY MEETING,
The Winchester Q..M, met on: the 16th
There

Va.

witness the interest in Sabbath school work.
Several of the young Christians, who have
attended the ‘Normal,
School at Harper's
Ferry, are teachers in the Sunday school at
‘Winchester, <The same is true at Berryville

all other places.
night,

three

persons

knelt

prayer. / The church js PEOSROFIDG

rt

of Rev. B. Kirk, ,
ASPECTS OF THE CAUSE,

for

have

under

|

for)

Perhaps there has-been no other time in

prises the whole State, has atleast one

Our, statistics will

show, for the year ending with the first,
Sabbath in May, 1873, between eighty and

ninety added by. baptism. . These

Since,
include all the conversions.
several others have been baptized.

do not
May,

REVIVAL:

A revival is now fn profress at Charles.

town. Four were recently converted, ten
or twelve are still inquirers, and, as above
stated, three, at thé tlose of the Q. M., were
at the ** mourner’s seat, \in Winchester.
{7

STORER

NORMAL

SCHOOL. |

While at Ww, I learned ‘that siostor the
old students there are’ to’ return next fall,

into

brought

not successful

in

ie per

fr
pChontor, on the
Wu. WALKER, Clerk.

QM. will hold its next session
i
Indianait s church, Sot. 51.
A. Z.
MITCHELL, Clerk,

MONROE, N.Y

‘with the

WHEELOCK Q. M. Brethren and friends areesJroiaally invited to attend the next session of this Q,
uth Barton, Aug. 29. Itis a new church,
and 3 a small community, but there will be open
doors and welcoming words for all who come.

F. RANDALL.

. M.

ENOSBURG
the church at

will hold its next session with

arnham, Sept. 19---21.

R. J. RUSSELL, Clerk,

ME. CENTRAL¥. M. will meet

ME. F. B.

with the

HOME M18SIONARY

reference

to

SOCIETY.

the work of

be made on Wednesday,

North St.

Thesday, Se
H. BOWEN,

of its

great

Address-

this Society will

at 2 o’clock, P. M., Sept. 3,

in the North St. church, Bath.

W. H. BOWEN, Clerk.

The

Company,on

CHARLES

Post

The

15th inst.,

defeated

every

Sewing

W.

Office Addresses.

Q. M. Reports for Register not

N.
New

H. Y.

yet sent in.’

M.

Durham, Wentworth.

ME. CEN. Y. M.
Farmington, Waterville.
PENOBSCOT Y. M.
Wellington.
ST. LAWRENCE Y. M, -

for

to

ing

over

four

cent,

ounces, one

or,

three

cents a

Printing Establishment.
The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Printin
Establishment are hereby notified that the. annua)
at their
meeting of said corporation will be held
17, at
room in Dover; N. H., on Wednesday, Sept:
11 o'clock, A. M.; at which une Sod Bince ie busitablishmen

HesSof to bs

w

e transacte
I. D, STEWART,

Sve,

it

RAILROAD
1873.

7.30 A. M. train from Boston leaves Doyer
Junction at 10.10 A.
8.30 A. M. train from Boston wh Dover
land at 10.45 A. Mm.
12.30 P. M. train from Boston leaves Dover
land at 3.00 P.M.
3.30 p. M. train from Boston leaves Dover
land at 6.17 p. M.
5.00 p. M. train from Boston

leaves

for 8. B.

for Port-

Dover for Port-

4.57,5.22, 7.45, P.M

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R, R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1873,
for

Alton

A. M.

Leave Boston,
*
Dover,
¢“
Gonie,

©

Rochester,

“

Farmington,’

“

Alton

|

830
*1050
IL

3.00
*6.25
645

9.45

1133"

7.08

saws

11

1153

PPPOE

]

Mrains

‘Leave Alton Bay,
1
Alton,
i
New Durham,
¢
Farmington,
“
Rochester,
¢“
Gonic,

A.
6.35
6.40 9.35
648
9.42
7.0211 9.55
7.20 012
7.25
10.1

+

tient take two (or more) teaspoonfuls instead of one.

4.10
We invite the attention of the public to this well
400
tested and unrivaled family medicine.
422
The PAIN-KILLER is sold by all the Druggists
48)
i
4.58 *| and Dealers in Family Medicines. B~ Price, 25 and
4.58 50 and $1.
FERRY DAVIS & SON,
Ar.
Dover
7.45 10.35
5,15
Manufacturers and Propfietors, 136 High street,
¢
Bosto n,
8.00
140
.. Trains stop, but at times not prociesly fixed.
Providence, R. I. 111 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, O.

Stages leave
and Saturdays
Sandwich and
., Leave Alton

4134

CONNECTIONS.

Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
for Tuftonborough, Moultonborough,
Center Sandwich.
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays

for Laconia.

; | RETURNING,— Leave

Laconia

for

Alton,

Mondays,

in

Ivison, Blakeman,

connect

In Gilford, Aug.8, by Rev. 8. C. Kimball, Mr.
Charles W. Piper and Miss LauraA. Witham, all
of G.

In Raudelp hy My Aug. 3 Dy
by Rev.J. H. Cox, Mr.
Silas sro
and Miss
=
Wheetley, both of
Brookfield, Vt. In Brooxfield, yJuly 22, Mr. Horace
Burroughs, of Lowell, Mass., and Mrs, Toure Eva
Willis, of B.
In Hillsdale, Mich., aa 15, by Wait
R. Wood-

Marshall

These are

Miss EmilyJ.

a

of the Foreign

Dowst, of Altengtows, and Miss Alma L. Olmstead,
of Potsdam, N.
In Lewiston, Me. , Aug. 11, MR. FRANK SANDS
and Misa. Lizzi L. BUTLER, daughter of Prof. Jo

utler

AN
I PERSONAL.

SO. Y. M,

“JOWA NORTHERN Y. M.

TARRANT’S

KAN SAS Lr
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Cherokee.

We

shall

numbers,

Solpriing
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be
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to

senda sample set of the

Word-Book Series, comprising the
WORD ANALYSIS,
WORD-BOOK andd WORD-P~PRIMER, if desired for examination with a view to introduction, on receipt of
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EXPRESS,

Rev J B Merrill; Newfield, Me.

Mission Society.

ductal

by

him

Courier
nearly

for thirty-two

says, and

every

the

Editor

in

years

past

an

4 of imitators, but no rival. A youn ore
pad n a few months, makes amends for a lifetime’s
ahsence of educational opporjtics, aad the rates
of tuition’ are 80 reasonable as to be within the
roachof almost every one. Thexe are no classes;
each student receives individual instruction, pros
gresses according to capacity, and can commence
at any time.
ies have an entirely
separate de.
partment. Af the present time Mr, Comer Bas more
applications for lis students as clerks, etc., than he
can fill. The College is open every ‘business day
throughout the year, from 9 to 2 o’lock; evenings,
from 7 to 9, between October and April, Catalogues
and ciroulars containing full information, with list
of Mr, coping. published works on Penmanship
Book-keep!
‘Navigation, etc. may be haq free at
the College, 533 Washington Street, corner of West
be sent, posh «paid, People
Street, or on request w
who have much writing to do wi 1 thank us”for in:
{| forming them that Mr. Comer has received a full
supply

of his
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man A receipt of 25 cents. P
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Gray’s Botanies,
Spencerian Co y=Boeks,
Bryant & Stratton’s pookaKooping,
Wilson’s Histeries
Swinton’s Histories
Fasqueliels French Course,
hury’s German Course,

New England,
most of whom have had friends attend
the institution: To those desiring practical’ business
preparation
we
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‘Cheney—T | COMER’S COMMERCIAL COLLEGE as the best nati.
tition of jhe kind in the country.
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Series of Text-books is noted

and the beauty and substa:

Kerl’s
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AN Amp Bout, Waton enk28
% Brown—a#.A

THE

Educational Series.

Sanders’ Union Readers,
The New Graded Readers,
Swinton’s
Word-book Series,
Robitsanls Mathematies,

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

statement is

F. B. Woman’s

four

which are:

aki——

#
"Not convpetel with YM.
South River (Iowa), St, Francis (Mo.,) Shelby
Liss
Asso. Ill.
ROU

Geo
Rev
**
A A

The

STEPS, will be sent by mail,
for examination, on re-.
‘ceipt of 75 cents.
SWINTONS
WORD
PRIMER.
(Be*
ig the completing hook of the WORD»BOOK SERIES.)
eginner’s b
in Oral and Written Spelling. 96
pages. Price 20 cents

study, from, the simplest Primer to the most advanced Mathematical’ and Scientific work. Among

Suffer from indigestion,
All the drastic drugs decline.
‘What you need beyond all question,
Is that' remedy Saline.
TARRANT’S wonderful APERIENT,
Duplicate of Seltaer Spring—
Tonic, Alterative, Cathartic—
Pure, refreshing, comforting.

Root River, Turkey Valley.

eS

Fourth Reader, 240.
“70
Fifth Reader,
- 336
“
“1.00 «
*,*These hooks should certainly be examined in.
all cases where a change of
ders is contemplated. For this purpose 41 sha be pleased.to send a
sample set on receipt of
LOOMIS’ ily po J
IN MUSIC.
Boek Four.
(Being
the completing beok of the
Series.) It is admirably
adapted as a school singing
book, and can be used indep:pends
of any series.
stiff, ornamental cover, 216 pages
ce 60 cents.

This justly popular
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34 pages. Price 25 ets.
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Apple River, McHenry, Waupun.
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First Reader, Second Reader, Third Reader,
-
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STANDARD TEXT BOOKS.

Y. M.
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THE NEW GRADED HER
A
new Series, fully and handsomely
ted, surpassin,
all others in pri
Sein
of ‘man
Tanuhciure,
gradation and cheapness, completein & books,vi

out charge.

ILLINOIS Y. M.
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Tur & C1.

138 & 140 GRAND

Full announcements of: the. aboue, together with
many other new and recent publications, will be found

Calhoun & North Branch, Cass &
Berrien, Steuben & Brauch.

MINN.

BOOKS

BY

in
THE EDUCATIONAL REPORTER for September,
which will be sent to teachers and educationists with-

IND. Y.M.
re
Switzerland.
NORTHERN IND. Y. M.
La Grange.
MICH. Y. M.
Honicain, Oceana, Oxford, River Raisin.

8t. Croix.

Eng,

50 cents.

Shiloh.

Prairie

SCHOOL
PUBLISHED

Wednes-

season to

877 St. Paul street, Montreal.
17 Southampton Row, London,

NEW

OHIO RIVER Y.M

ST. JOSEPH’S VALLEY

N. B.—De sure and get the genuine article; and it
is recommended by those who have used the PainKiller for the cholera, that in extreme cases the pa-

for Ddyer,

In Milton, Aug. 13, by Rev. J. F. Joy, Mr. George
H. Chamberlin, of New Durham, and Miss Fannie
M. Hersom, daughter of Mr. Ira Hersom, of LebanonyMe.
In Epsom, Aug. 17,by Rev.J. Baker, Mr. John

PENN. Y.M.
Lawrence, Westmoreland.
CEN. OHIO Y. M.
Marion, Richland & Licking.

few hours.

7.35

ul Trains from Boston and Portand.

Phillips, both of H.

CEN.N.Y.Y. M.

and cramp ‘continue, repeat | hé dose every fifteen
minutes. In this way the dreadful scourge may be
checked, and the patient relieved in the course of a

7.31

119.00

beds

with the Pain-Killer, clear. Should the diarrhea

6.50

| (BE

(31

“

*Or on VAL

P.M.

ode
9.00
9.20

9.25

¢ : New Durham,

Arr. Alton Ba

Those using Pain-. Killer 8should strictly observe
the following directions:
At the commencement of the disease, take a tea
spoonful of Pain-Killer, in sugar and water, and
then bathe freely acrods the stomach and bowels

Bay.

;

1

we received it. We resorted to the ‘‘ Pain-Killer2 .
using it as directed for cholera. A list was kept of
all to whom the “ Pain-Killer” was given, and our
native assistants assure us that eight out of every
ten te whom ‘it was prescribed ‘recovered. It has,
100, been very useful in various other diseases. It
has proved an incalculable blessing te multitudes of
poor people throughout all this regien. Oar native
preachers are never willing to go out on their excursions without a supply
of the “ Pain-Killer.” It gives
them favor in the eyes of the peeple, and access to
families and localities by whom otherwise they
would be very indifferently received. Believe me,
dear sirs, Svalefully yours, ete. . J. M. JOHNSON,
Missionary in China,

for Port-

Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,

Trains

Ching,

tial. I believe hundreds of lives were saved, under
God, by it. The cholera appeared here soon after

for Port-

Dover for Great

Falls at 745 P.M.
6.00 P, M. train from Bozton leaves
land at' 8.10P. M.

1

Dear Sirs :—I ought to have acknowledged long
ago the box of Pain-Killer you had the goodness to
send us last year. Its coming was most providen-

Mission re-inforcement.

Otsego, Whitestown.

Tan

quarter or twelye cents a year; overor ounces and
not over eight ounces, douhle "this rate, and se on.
On 50 Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents, paya
ble quarterly or yearly in advance, at the office where
if
received.

MAINE

ARRANGEMENT,

worth, Mr. AlbertJ.

Lawrence.

RAYNOR.

LEssox PAPERS. The price of the 8S. 8. Lesson
h per month; o¥ 73 cents
Papers will be one cent
rE hundred.
ostage =—In packages to one address, not weigh-

pam phistys

MARRIED

Rev. E. ‘Harding, Calais, Me.
t* Geo. Brown, Box 5, Bath, Me.

Machine

Notices and Appointments.
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with trains for Boston and Portland. Leave Gonic
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Sith Bax:
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obtaining any
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TiIt on erent as over to 4
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Trains leave for Alton Bay.
10.45 £. M., and 3.00, 6.25, ye

Other Amer-

Pacific Railroad Company

Internal, y (see

forgive years.
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Lk
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setiry, Grout Oolio, and Sea Sigxaens,
| an d exten
1% Chronic Rheumat
, Sore:T
i nl exten
ores, pPraing, Bruises, &o. Donsot,
10 Park Place, New York.
)
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between the Missouri River and the Yellowstone, a
distance of 205 miles, through the country which the
expedition has just now passed; or rather the located line is some 30 miles north of the route pursued
by Stanley, avoiding the bad lands through which
he passed, and traversing a rolling prairie region,
well watered: and covered with the rich buffalo,
grass, which affords the finest pasturage. The success attained by the Engineers of the Company in
flnding so good a line through what has been regarded as one of the most difficult sections of the
whole route, must afford satistaction to all interested in this great National thoroughfare,

hundred

found difficult to stistain the Lutheran church
there, nnd their edifice has been. ofered ‘to the
{
colored Baptists for $12,000, ,
Liverpool
leave
will
Hall:
"The Rev. Newman
ou the 28d inst. for New York, He. will make
atour of the United States before returning to
England.
[The Rev. Theobald, Buter, of the Society | of
up
Jesuits in Amerjea, is now. in Treland looking
be

train

W Crosby—S8O. Currier—PK

86 ‘mally Germans have left Norwich that it is

to

were

Co., the

ern

Clerk.

next session
112. oe who expect

nant—W H Cutter—A Deering.

Dr. Shelton of Buffalo, who supplied the pulpit of St. Paul’s ‘¢hiurch at Bridgeport, Connecticut, Aug. 8, is ninety years old, and still vigorous. 'Who ean beat that?

hen.”

the

com-

tobacco, while only about £4,000 is gathered
religious purposes.

& Hamlin

The “Centaur Liniment,” “ Quaker Bitters,” and
“ Vegetine,” advertised in #nother column of this
paper, are for sale by Wm. H. Vickery, wholesale
and ‘retail druggist, Central street, Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail will be promptly filled and faithfully
6mi8
R=
executed.

and fifty thousand Catholics,
. Within one year past, about seventy thousand
dollars have been applied for the Catholics of

candidates for the priesthood,

Organ

Mason

The beautiful engravings of birds in Avilude cost
hundreds of dollars, and the fine and instructive descriptions many weeks of lubor. ‘Every family
ought to have it. For sale by all booksellers and
toy dealers, or sent post-paid, on receipt of seventyfive cents, by West & Lee, Worcester, Mass.
« An ‘excellent additich to our home amusements.”
— Christian Union,
2634

Albany to parish schools in that city.
the history of the mission when so much real
The Baptist churches of Chicago contain 5, 322
‘prosperity has been enjoyed as at the presmembers, 6f which the First church has 1 1028,
ent. Five pastors, besides she superintend- the Second 1,217, the Olivet 581, and the Union
ent’ of the Mission, are very successfully Park 431.
ti
'
|
leading their churches; while . others, in
Tn the Istadil of Gueroney with a population
preaching, Sabbath school (work, 8g. are; of less than 80,000 they spend £14,000 « yer on

helping on the cause,

awarded

ing the best Sewing Machine.” »

‘many

which

all nations, was

be

rainsiéave

ears will please notify the clerk,
meet such at Spencerport, on the

arrival of the noon
day of the meeting.

ed the Grand Brize at the Vienna Exposition for be-

the building, and alightih¥“upon the open Bible,
rematuéd thore till the benediction was pro,
nounced.
Iowa,

reed organs of all classes and from

manufactured in the World, and carried off the first
Grand Prize at the Vienaa Exposition:
VIENNA, Austria, Aug. 15, 1873.
To W.G. WILSON, President Wilson Sewing Machine Company, Cleveland, Ohio:
‘The Wilson Shuttle Sewing Machine was award-

even forbearance virtueless,
While Rev. ¥.- Culver way preaching in the
Methodist church at)
Lebangn, on Sunday. last,

The ‘diocese of Dubuque,

*to come by the
and teams. will

es with

Fair, the grand medal,
of highest excellence in

SEAS

cannol be ane lied ott
take

{ood

World is Dr.

6.50 7.55 10.58 A. M.

iid

At the Vienna World’s
which was the recognition

overwhelmingly

in his

flew

Loudon church, Sept. 9—11. A tax of two ¢
mémber is due:
8.C. RIMS

The following Cable Dispatch from Vienna will
convey the glad intelligence to the world that the
“ World Renowned W1L8ON Sewing Machine,” has
not only taken all of the highest Awards at Fairs
and Expositions in the United States, but that it has

will not be: surprised, tliag Rev. Newman Hall
appears in| the divorce court, He bas been
sorely tried, by his wife’s capricious and uncertain temper, which le endured till adultery on

service,

constipaiion, know

rr

a long residence

| family and ‘among the Chinese, and have found it a
most excellent medicine, In the summer of 1862 and
1868, while residing in §
ai, I found it an almost
certain cure for Cholera, if used in time. Indeed,
using it in a great many instances, I do not remember failing in a single case. For three years I have
{
been residing in this place, more than fifty miles
from a physician, and have been obliged often to
fall upon my own resources in cases of sickness.
The Chinese come to us in gréat numbers for medicine and advice. Though without medical know]ledge ourselves, the few simple rémedies we can command are so much in advance even of their physicians, that we have almost daily applications. We
allow them to come, because it brings us in contact
with them, and opens a door of usefulness.
In
diarrheea, colic, vomiting, cholera, coughs, efc.,
your PAIN-KILLER has been my chief medicine.
Yours, very truly,
T, P, CRAWFORD,
Tungehow, China.

|» BELKNAP Q. M. will hold its next session With the

A GRAND VICTORY OVER EVERY
COMPETITOR IN THE WORLD.

been denied actesy to the churchrbuilt by them,
and also denounéed in most” disgusting formula¥ies (rom the pulpit by thé priest.

a dove, near the close of the

Pleasant

NELSON,

fox

{oh

session

Lid

¥. Baptist church, in Bath, w
10 o’clock, A. M.

will be burning.

less injurious description than to tell them that
there is no chance for them in this world.”
The Episcopal Bishop of Wisconsin advises

Very mimy, persons will regret, though

J

advertises for contracts to grade and bridge the line

was a full attendance and special interest iny
all the exercises. ; It was, encouraging to her part with a man ‘tidmed Richardson’ made’

.Sabbath

"Dear Sirs :—During

| have used your valuable Pain-Killer,
both iwmy own

Fes ody Er

Greatest Pain Reliever in the

every minite nati} velief was

Apply hot applicatigns to the extremities.

ra, and took the medicine faithfully in the way stated

Moth pa Freekle1.

wisi

out in Dakota, before those of the construction corps

‘ there is a chance for them in the next world is a

who

|

?

Q. M. Will hold its next

at Quinttown, in Oxford, Sept.5 Sa

camp-fires ‘of the Stanley Expedition will hardly die

shadowing and saving power.
diocese to postpone matrimonial entanglements
What can be more gratifying than a “until they become 'fully ‘established, and have
Sabbath spent in an old pastorate, well assurance of competent salaries.
There is trouble among the Catholics at Portscultivated and bearing -much fruit tq, the
glory of God, or. mere sad Jand sickening mouth, N. H., a suit in equity having been
brought against the priest and Bishop Bacon of
Ahan the opposite ?
"J.8. B.

-and 17th inst., at Winchester,

WENTWORTH

VEGETINE purifies the blood, sehorates and invigorates the whole system. Its medical properties are
Alterative, Tonic, Solvent and Diuretic.

mn

‘ to tell men that

Portland, by members of the church,

of overcoming

to the
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characteristic energy, taken another important step

Rev.

work

Dr. Plerées

ANOTHER

addressed the kame J

young ministefs proposing to take

purpose

The Northern

heresy, no doubt; but it is a heresy of a much

ere

the

ican makers
medal.

school last winter.

The Independent says that

Cathartios,

well-known American manufacturers.

Phillips Brooks, D. D., the distinguished Episco-

pal clergyman

other

to their sorrow that the secondary effect of all such
medicines has been “ to render a bad matter worse.”
These Pellets produce such a secondary tonic effect
upon the bowels as to bring about a permanent
healthy action- Hence their great value, taken in
small doses daily for a length of time, in habitual
constipation and in Piles, attended and produced, as
they generally are, by torpor of the liver and costiveness. Sold by Druggists at » cents a vial. 693

PROSPECT Q: Mi~Held its June session with
the Brooks church, Most of thé churches report

the

‘Shenandoah Mission
Mis
items.

Co. sommencing Thursday, Sent } Ala

ROCHESTER,
Q. M, Ww
with the Parma aburen\ Sop

Purgative Pellets do not, after their operation, have
a secondary tendency to render the bowels more
costive, This is an impertant improvement, as all
who have ever taken many pills or other cathartics

were represented by deli te and letter.
Next session with the Lincklean church, come

The Holy Spirit honors such as hon-

themselves and the Son, with

Nova $6oTiA Y. M. of Free BaptistsGeb

There are in the state 1848 church organi-

85,627 sittings.

McDoxotvGr Q. M.—Held its last session with

dustry and patience, in co-operation with
long.

Unitarian’

tarian, with 98,306 sittings; 97 Universalist, with

the Willettch
May 30y=June 1. An excellent sessionwa
w
enjo
njoyed. All the churches

church. The pastorhas a very strong hold
on the esteem and confidence of the public,
and affections of the church. His undivided attention and strength, with continued
in-

or

Catholic,

Universalist, Chris- | at the Frée Baptist church, Session ' Hill,

with 268,314 sittings; 107 Episcopal, with 46,285
sittings ; 297 Methodist, with 117,325 sittings; 196
Roman Catholic, with 130,415 sittings; 180 Uni-

ows vile Montville,
Isaac Deering; Unit
The place has increased its population foll
Wm
TE Eile, lana
0. Grose. B}
ys
threefold and greatly enlarged its business
Next poi with 1st Monroe church, at Mon26
facilities. Axes and seythes are mantfact- roe Center, ’ Sept,
Fog
TX. ROBERTSON, Clerk.
ured , by the milion, and of excellent qualav
nod
ity. [Its water power is exceedingly valRELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.
able, and capable of sustaininga population
of several thousands. A High school, well
i Gemeral. |
graded and instructed, has lately been esDr. Pressensé proposes to foutid a school of
tablished, which, with other school privi- religious science in Paris, which ‘he regards as
leges, promises much for the education of one of the advanced posts of the grand conflict
the youth. The churches appear to have of Christianity against Tnfidelity.
excellent pastors, are well united,and doing
Harper’s Weekly has an illustration of the
not
a little for the cause of good morals, new Bible House at Constantinople. The buildand church growth. Bro. Wood has been ing is of stone, eighty feet by seventy-one, and
pastor of our church some three years. A four stories high, and presentsa fine appearance,
The cost of building and site was $66,920.24. Tt
good congregation and Sabbath school was completed and dedicated June 9, 1872.
habitually attend his ministry. A cold
Rev. 8. H. Tyng, D. D., of New York,is to dewater Temple of children ig kept growing, liver a course of lectures before the Boston
and interested in temperance,
by his School of Theology next fall. This is a very
patient and affectionate labors.
‘Five hap- pleasant indication of a growing inter-denomipy converts were, a few weeks since, bap- national interest and fellowship on the part of

scoresto Jesus

Roman

farming.
able.

Quarterly |Meetings,

them, and is not ashamed.

the brethren, will win

principal relig=

Christian,with 9,675 sittings ; 500 Congregational,

less

to

warded
once or be too late for insertion in this
report. Will not Heperinnndetia and pastors give
attention to the matter at once and
that these
reports are forwarded to we undersigned at Box
2817, New York.
E, W. PAGE, Cor. Sec.

their zations, 1764 church edifices, and 882,817 sittings, | ©

words that bave been personally and otherwise
expressed, in view of the deep affliction that has
befallen them.

early battles, and we modestly call ‘them
honorable; we think our Lord has seen

added

Methodist,

Congregational, Episcopal,

wish to express in these columns their grateful
| appreciation
of the numerous resolutions of
sympathy and esteem, and of the many helpful

four millions of

and

the

‘the church property being valued at $24,488,285,

Some of us wear sears obtained in those’

brother,

the census,

rakes like veterans and marched briskly into the

The family of the late Rev.

enslaved are forever ‘free, Now,
free
speech and thought are everywhere tolerated. Was it 50 twenty-five years ago?
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fous dénominations in Massachusetts rank in the
following order: Trinitarian Congregational,

of Rev.

Acknowledgments.

law is an established fact, in principle never

to be

friends

weeks ago, gathering in

fig

the

as the
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field
to show the men what they knew about’ Of these 286 are Baptist, with 139,085 sittings ; 81

of

‘Great changes are wrought in much
Now,

The

a delegation of ladies, who

~awith ‘“ works which follow them.”
years.

Com,

and

salvation

dlls the

| ander, and Dorner.

pretty good force, and cutting and housing about

sinners, in part at least, had gone home,
than twenty-five

i

CONCORD, Vr.

a practical way a few

The earnest workers, and willing burden:
bearers, and*wrestlers in prayer to God. for
and

On the 218t of June, Dr. H. A. W. Slower; for:
twenty-five years the highest church official in:

Geo. Wheeler in this plweé réthémbered him: in

Aarons and Timethys
were forever at
rest. Other pillars and ** livély stones”
had taken the place of departed worth.

the young preacher,

be

roughly.
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It is hoped ha wil avs Il hen

This is a prom-

Q. M. in that section,

dinatiop, the first baptism, the first battle
and victory, all followed in rapid succession, but in Christian order; now vividly
reproduced, ‘in occupying the Place After
an elapse of a quarter 'of a century.
We saw in the congregation, ‘which was
quite large, but few we formerly saw trith
uplifted eyes to receive the precious truth

from

This

12,

the Kingdom of Hanover,ceased from his labors,
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ising field of labor, and this church shows what| as the editor and chief author of a Commentary, “W hjtnore
on
the
New
Testament,
which
bears
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name.
The meeting will close with ti,o Lord's Suppe
well-directed Home Mission work may accom.
Bates, or.
This work is distinguished for great learning and
plish. Bro. Harding is located, as he says,about
A 5. ¥ ZyLL, See.
critical
‘accuracy.
It
can
not
be
said
that
Dr.
100 miles from any ‘othér ¥. B. church, and
Meyer was ‘‘ evangelical” in the English and
would be glad of such ministerial aid as would
S. 8. Reports,
chooseto offer itself in that vicinity. There American sense of that term ; but he was as revMbre
than
one-half
our Sunday school reports
erent toward the Word of God as Tholuck, Ne- for this year are stillof behind,
They must be forshould soon be gathered churches enough for a
It now, numbers twenty-eight.

Y.,

the

‘Episcopalians,

last March, fourteen being enrolled at that time.

to become the pastor
of the F. B. church ‘at
this place. ‘All was new; we had never
before been in Maine, and had not an ac-

The first sermon, the first convert,

Protestant

500,00; Methodists, 15 el Jo

furnishesus

thriving city from-which it seems that a vigorous’
church is growing up there. It was ‘organized

from

N.

11,500,000;

some account of the Free Baptist interest in this

Lewiston,

the Biblical school at’ Whitestown,

Rev. E. Harding

, 10,000,000; Baptists, 10 500,000 Presbyteri-
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Etiot & Storer’s Chemistry,
Pana’s Geology,
‘Silliman’s Phys. apd Chem.
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AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL SERIES OF SCHOOL
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Er

In some unguarded hour.
‘We may not know how earnestly
They struggled, or how well,
Until the hour of weakness came
And sadly thus they fell.

a

Deal gently with the erring!
Oh, do not him forget,

so-let us have supper, and then we will
haté'a pleasant] evening for Hooks and
work. Cull your sisters, Charlie.”
hab
“ Here we are,” -and two little misses
came bounding into the room, rubbing their

»

Thou hast in weakness trod.

Speak gently to the erring!
For is it not enbugh

hands with glee, as they

as
es ss
rag
——

That peace and innocence are gone,
_ Without your censure rough?

been sporting.
joying
of life
silent
won't

Be pr ai

And they who share a happier fate
Their chidings well may spare.
:

mp
er
She
hh

And sinful yet may be;
Deal gently with the erring one,
As God has dealt with thee.

Playing School.
A ne

Nice little schoolma’am, prim and fair,
Funniest noses, dimpled ebins—

|

Listen awhile! the school begins.

eu-

their evening meal, the children full
and spirits, the mother unusually
and thoughtful.
*¢ I hope this storm
last as long as the last one did,” sald

Day?

procee led

to

complete the duties of the ‘day.

had been spent. He was the son of a home
missionary, and, saddened and often full of
indignation at the neglect of the churches
by whom his parents were supported, and
| their consequent privations ‘aud hardships,
he early resolved that his future life should
be spent amid different scenes, and his boyish imagination built many a fairy castle

Maybe its Yleven—maybe more.
Johnny, don’t blow in your brother’s ear,

" Stop it! or I must interfere!
Say your tables—now begin;

“ Trustées” might come dropping in!
What would they ever say to us,
Finding school in such a fuss?
Baby Jennie, how is that?

D O G, dear, don’t spell cat!

when fame and fortune were to be his,

Terrible boy ! your face is red—

thus the declining years

Why will you stand upon yourhead?
Class in spelling, that will do;
Here's certificates for you.

and

of his parents

be

rendered peaceful and happy. = Through the

Sweet is the lesson you impart!
Sweet! and I learn it all by heart.
Six in a row on the doorstep there,
prim and fair—
Nice:little schoglma’am,
Free of this world and all its pain,
‘Would I could jein your school again!

York Mail.

3inthe Moon.”

he’ leit

with the full

upon

his Tife-work in the light of eternity, when
he felt in some degree the meaning ‘of the

As you ride fround With the fair; flF moon,
You 100k crooked and ugly and 01d;
But I guess.she likes you pretty well, 3 Yyid
Or she’d shake you Off in
| the cold.

HF

silted up the hopes, and. aspirations’ of
| years; bat’ when, at the: foot of the Crosshe
{ gave himself to spénd and be spent ‘for the’
& Master, his whole life-work, was changed.
What had previously seemed. so distasteful

Perbaps one time you lived down bere,

And Miss Moon, wanting fancy things,
Snatehed you up to her to get<hold of your avis
And then couldn’ uptie the strings!
And so yow’ve lived with her ever since,
And got used to her roving ways;
But I think, old mah, you will carry your pack’

To the very end of your days!

appeared ito be

| Tonged to Bll.

‘“ man

in

the

And the constant fear of a fall.
And I think that we folks that live down here,
And don’t try to get so high,
Are happier far, for we’re never afraid
Of fallingby and by!

re Shristian Union,

The Sanily Circle.
81oul:

BY 1oLAY
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Reed
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The hott winter AGREIOD wab
and the storm,

waning,

which commenced

.in

the

very. sphere

he

almost every

kind,

and

contrasted

their

condition with that of those “by which hel
“© ig
fluence, his hei hs yoesuo
in the enthusiasmyof
:

and

in-

sacrifice to Carty i
so deeply in ness,

Don’t believe you are happy at all,
With your heavy pack and yotr crooked back,

No

pow

Well he'knety the WALES of,

the hardy pioneers of the western wildd;
and’ as he thought of the few Asolated
4 Churche s scattered amid these désolate re‘| gions, struggling amid disconragéments’ of

Perhaps you felt proud when you first wentup—
Felt grand to be living so high,
For sarely. not one in a thousand years
Can ride around in the sky!

Life Skcichpa

the

eafl§ morning, hdd Inéreased” in violence
till the soft fleecy flakes, falling at first so

enjoying the refinements

of that

while

life

she

was so well fittedto adorw, and ' particular-

ly when sitting in the tasteful, comfortable
church, filled with its well-dressed aaditors,

and contrasting, it with the rqugh

school-

houses in which her husband preached, an
unbidden wish would arise ii Amy's heart

that her lot had been cast in these pleasant
places. But the regret was short-lived.
“ Somebody

must

bear

these

trials,”

the

Tle yast prairies, extmiug

But when heh
7h TOA his courage failed, How dould he take her, the
petted child of fortune; fo. endure all the
hardships of a western missionary’s life ?

biting,

mantle;

while niot-'a

‘seand

“ Mother,”

said Minnie,

* when

is

my

new warm dress coming? this one is so old
and thin.”
«“ As soon ‘48 we can get it, dear; father
then

my

“ 0 “mother,” said little ‘Rose,

why

don’, the people serid us a box again? Oh,
what lots of pretty things we had.
the

I would

ones

I

do

mc
pay father a decent

re:

calls you,

his brow,

body,” she added laughingly, “ but I have
a brave spirit, and [ want to do something
for Him who has done, so ouch for me. Ob,

[ shall make a brave ‘missionary’s wife}
and the little woman drew her formi to: its

Christians talk, I'm sure I don’t want to be
one."
iin
‘ You must a
by what such pedplé

ry and have to be

fr]
on religion; my
niay

‘say.

All

son,
Chris-

far fis t

eel

their cold

disturbed’ the

stotim-

pporend by, these stingy

churches.”
MY 82
¢* Your father thought s$0 once, my. bey,
and I trust you'llichadge your mind as he

did. “Tt's' my highest ambition for my

som,

that. hc may follow the fete of “=
ti’
SELL

LY

AL

1

hg

terprise with charms to her ; and he feared

Filteen years had passed since the ‘young
couple, leaving favored, happy N. England,

gathering darkness, an expression of deep

What had those years done for Amy ? Had
Herbert's fears heen ' realized ? Let ms

scenes.

Shaughy

The

wenided their way towards the setting stn.
glance at her as shé. sits amid her. ttle
group on this

stormy op

arday

evening.

The fair young girl ha ecompe the eomely
‘The lys
efor on
fbi. eyes
subdue th cheeks were
here’ and’ there were artis | was sdihe hifi

“appointments of the room,

Tumble. werd E axiitsliols neat ; matron,

cles the hand of taste had fashioned, which,
lighted up by the bright five blazing on he

paler! than oFyora; but what the
Jost of. ¢

freshness,

was,

Jace

had

more than

hearth, gave aosy, homelike, aspect to the coiipensated’ by its ‘added Bwedthéss and
po i seh ole contemplate on sucha | dtrength. ” Affly had bornethi oldest well
9
wis
the lady, that she fhe disciphneof Tife had matured her grades;
ng of th e door, till a aya strengthetied her faith. “The, impular on gol foun,
of
and a boy- | sive git} who had left ‘bor pleasant home to

106 Sx claimed, —

ort

it's going to be

a dreadful

discriminating. «Now, the best way to keep

“ What

nunder

sun!

Why,

Tommy;

Tommy looked down for a moment puzzled, then it all came to him.
** Oh! dear, dear,” he gasped, ‘the
the eggs, Chub!” and he plunged his
into his pockets, and brought them
dred to the wrists in yellow.
*¢ OQ Chubby ! what skell 1 do, what

Ido?

eggs,
hand
forth

in

her pocket, and sorrow fully

exclaimed :
*¢ It’s all broke into lietté specks an’ flin-

tome elder folks) that what was so long,
and went up among the shadows, must lead
toa sort of heaven,’ and she thought she
would like to go; but might she not fall?

‘step into the “dntried future, a future fancy
decked in many a golden hue, was now a

hearts.

*“ The Elder 'Il, bee all right,” he

said ; ¢* but you'll have tobe patient; for it
will be some time’ before ‘Shey can teak the

and

she

almost

wanted

of his hobby-herse. : Aadif you want to
you need not present
ters! Nev’ mind, ‘Tommy, we'll wash off make him Ep
him with a guinea ; a five-cent whistle will
the potits, and en make ¢' Ruteakig
So they went out into the kitchei™and sat fill the bill,
down

on the

floor

with

a

Activity is the normal condition of children. They must be busy, and if, when
Johnuie reaches the jack+knife period,.
Le does not possess one, on some unfortu-

basin of water,

turned their pockets inside out, ‘and soaped
and soaped, and washed. and washed, and
squeezed and squeezed them, and then left
them hanging out to dry while they proChub began to fill the

and Tommy

sieve

with

flour,

But where

buta kuife in, some : sliape he m#se-hdve.

They rammaged butter-

You might as well try to raise a young calf

found the sugar.

were the raisins?

she gaye,

her

anxiety, Jn,

the long

jars, spice- -boxes, starch-buxes, sugar-boxes without milk, as to try to, make a boy
in vain, At last Tommy thought he had | happy without a kaife. and plenty of
seen his mother put

a brown paper parcel |

ered with

cov-

that pan.
in.

cobwebs, a last. year's hornet's

nest, the nest of a swallow froni which the

“Now,

Chub,

you

will be learnedin dug time, and as for the

He would just tip: it and peep

broken toys and things that go straying
around, that is better a thousand fold, than

+ Now, Chub, set awful ard, cot ir I

the

slip I'm a gomer.”

know all about this place.
lots and lots of funhere!™

there was a splash aad a crash and a
scream, and things went round and round ;
what, then there was a sterdMoide] and Pommy
| felt a strong hand pick—him up and shake

Tell you
**

“Tommy, #8" there’ dny héu nefsés
here?”

tip

Tots an’

and

|
‘of «iv!

and Chab was folded
mother-arms.
hie tn
Oat of the dress-folds

sobbed:

ures and

close mitwo
J
a ite woioe

|.

Home.

ni wl
i

Bane
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Matiggemenit-of’ Ohl Joh!

best, while Chub, with her hair full of hay |
and her little round mouth wide open, stood
An one

History
does ict welate Nis 2answdt, bu:

fact,

of all'the

human

face, and wenf, to mother's

drawer for 3"

*¢ gticking plaste. "Instead of a’ plaster
she found: papa’s: razor and shaving box,
which suggested a scheme tg Tomy.
“Chub, less have a shave!”
“Why, we an’ 't dot mo. whisters,
my

*
Tom-

| PL

“Fess play we have.”
‘1 say, Tommy,

a whister, and

play my

ey e-winK. was

play you. were thé" barb’

man,”

her cup of bliss was full even to the brim.

n't sharp enough vet!
rang.

“Tommy

Here the door-beil

flashed to the window.

that

wind. 1 have

heard persons say; that they gould pot pffurd

persons could put

sane

them, when those

meat and coffue-on theig,

aday.

tables three Limes

A smaller aceount at the butcher's,

and a larger one at.

the

book-store,

would

do wonders for the children.
Would you make them happy herealter,
as well as here, teach them obedience {0 God
through obedience to you. Teach them to
love Him, ‘through lave forall the beautiful
things he has ‘made. Strive to implant in
their natures a true pity for the anfortunate,
and charity for, the weaknesses of humanity.
Thus will they learn to follow: the footstepsof him who remembereth our infirmot
Jere
Ohniatian Unions

Bonnie Christie.
Two

boys

were in a school-room

alone

to the master's prohibition, exploded.

The

one boy deniéd ft; te’ bther” Bonnie Chtis-

Jed pig

‘and ‘that, ‘too, inthe faeeof the

‘that

stories, but

tie, would "neither ddmib’ nor dény it, and
was ‘severely ‘flogged for his obstinacy.
When the boys got alone again,
06 Wh didn your ddny rl asked the
rel d€lintaent,
ocertd
/
“ Beeio’ there wera only we two, and
9) oné of us’ nist have liédy said Bonnie.

1 sometimes think, are we so.
inconsiderate as in the management of our

children,

children’s

i togethers when some Mirgmworks, contrary

I'm not sure. but there are grown-up
Chubs: and Tommys.in this, world. who, get
forthe house, when they niet'the old gray shavéd and soiled!iand bitten, who' break,
gander in the yard.” He was yery ‘saucy, thieir'eggd and spill their milk, and ery over
stretehing forth his long neck and hissing at it; and then whAte pakeén” up in the Beauthem, which—was too much’ for' Tommy. tidal Arms and
al

good

taxt of geriptare cowesito my

ir all’ zé hive, I. ze,

drate bid spill! Pssall,
died dead?

“Tommy, did he bite P"

doubtful

in

oo.

wink, an’ ze eggs. an’ ze milk, an'—a0’ ze

with folded hands looking on, and said :

and |, companionship,

~H

"ie mamma

Instantly he and Gander were in hot pursuit’ of each other, dnd thie ease ended in a
fight, in Which pyor. Tom came off second

work

to lounge. around town and learn bad habNeither will Four, Sanghiers seek

him- | friends

was

an’ if fver I Seé

makes a fellow feel 56 large to have a coat- | it,"
i

other chap? worked there two or three
days, making the trap.
They climbed down the ladder and started

Let them have

to do, tego; and. takean imterest in all their
little plans, aud your boys willmot be apt

self; :and he saw the half-angry, balf-fright- | quarters.
for his
ened face of Bridget; and. milk, milk every- f * Whoso, neglectath,, to Oe
1 nevinfidel.”
an
than
wopse
is
bousg
Own
|
arm's
‘ut
‘him
where,
Bridget, holding
| er;go into, a house that is: destitute of picts
length ¢xpressed Herself:

¢ Arrah, mush indade,
lence, then thére arose like a {Guntain one
stream of screams, which, striking the rafi- | the likes to this at all, at

tail." So Chub took liold of his jacket, and
théy crépl caatiously up to the top of the

and unbaffihess

But when he | its.

drenched.

§ Sinkad his eyes open,he saw he

lots of !

and Pommiy’ beside it, and an instant

utes and. reading,

him like a poor little*wet “#panicl, and for a
1 moment he didn’t know byt he was ‘one, he |

fel- | felt so small

¢ Yes—sir-——ee, they’s one awful big
* ler, big nuff for you to get'in.”

seeds of discontent

that stray iuto many, Gamilies,
As the childeen grow older, de not fail
to, provide them with pleaty of good pict-

So she sat very hard indeed: Just then

keep a-holt of ma, I.

night

and fei that

string,

steadying himself with one hand and reach- | of cloth and paper on your best floor, just
ing with the other: . The raisins must be in as company is coming in, Habits of order

“ Where's the barb-shop ?”
watches and the unseen stipport of a fa
“Why, in the big tip-back chair in the
ther's love, she could not have. borne the parlor, of* course !”
/
fearful strain.
So they went into the parlor with a dipper
“i Father's come! father's come! O moth- of water, and, Chub lay back in the crimsoner, father’s come !”> apd rtrushing to the door,
velvet easy-chair while Tommy fastened the
the children were 8008, Jn; Deir father 8 | tidy under het'chin, Then he made what
farms.
’
!
1 pad | Chub called a ¢ nifficient Javer,” and whet' * Thank God!io
” ind ith ol ted his razor on the strop, and, lathered
burst’ of tears that surpyised the litgle ‘ones; Chub's eyebrowi-rivt to say eyes<-and then |
who did not understan | gach ‘tokens of Joy,
j
began to barb, But strange, the razor wasshe welcomed the wanderer,

will find her carving-

nate day, mamma

knife in the chip-yard, Now,he ought to
know better than to take the carving knife,

| ceéded to make the cake.

to cry.

There was just a dingy little window

roads.”

It was some time.” Jun aftor ii Gadsen
the hours going wearily by. For the sake
of her little ones, the mother sought to be
| hopeful ; but her step faltered as it had never before ; and had it, Aopbesd for the. vent

ruthlesscry, itis
you can
the ears

on the top shelf. ~ But how, get up there? | Dear mothers, do not; grumble about the
if she showld slip he bad hold of the rope! Nothing daunied, he brought a: chair’ und whittling], And if your house is not large
So, with implicit faith, she climbed, and told Chub to elimb tp and’ “$et hard.” enough tg allow the little girls a play-room,
‘Then he stepped up and rested one foot on | don’t take it too much to heart, if you ogeasluckily for her, did not lip.
But, after all, it wasn't one bit like the chair-back and the=other om the shelf,’ Hionally find a dolls. night-cap, and scraps

‘Diiting those three days “ouly” ofice

and sought, in his rough way, to cheer their”

sometimes

and

temder,

break in upon , their feelings very
a boy
Iy, If you: want to make
not. necessary. to cut off bis ears;
be guite suceessful by cutting off

Where's your egg?”

Chub felt

are very

children

shall

family, ‘none

'alé6 that there was 4 spice’ of romarde it’ was the solithde of the minister's mily they betook themselves to the house. Tlere have such claims upon us. ‘We too often
Amy's patave, which would invest this sen- broken. -'A farmer, in his anxiety fox them,’ | Chub found a Jong seratch or Tommy ’s forget that childliood and fouth ‘are’ periods
plowed Bis. ‘way through the deep drifts,

In one of idsé, isolated houses, /stood g)
lady gazing from ‘& window nto, the fast
anxiety resting on her face. She was stil
young; and
in her air and bearing was a
refinement hardly to be expected amid sach

brought notold suffering to many 4 house”

hardships they must encounter. He knew hold,

king 4s he careered violently along. Here the effect of the disappointment she ‘must
and there a tiny cloud of smoke, issuing” experience ; for too well he knew that every
from some humble dwelling, showed: that particle of romance would quickly fade bethere, was life ren amid these dreary fore the barren, unattractive real.’
ie

he may, he must be interrupted; and he
really Qoeés not know what to play with.

went

they is somefin on your panties all yellow!”

meow. By. this time Chub conld langh when
3 “~I"'Toimmy asked her. if she found ‘* lots and
1 should lots of'ég==" Then he told herhe and *“ an-

|

| father.”

full hight.

ed from. - drinking” out of the ink-bottle,
he gives up in despair, because touch what

all! There's me | |
Last wintér
| stavoh-hoxes an’ me buther-crocks an’ iyery- ||
ers,
descended
in
a
spray
of
echoes.
Tomos I was at grandfathers; and saw what
think ruint intively wid tae capers; of ye! |
my’s face first ‘broadened into a grin, then
rice times the people bad, if just provoked
lengthened in oucern, then grew quite And where did ye's be puttin! yer poor, |
me, to think how you and father had to get
‘mannish and superior as hie spoke down the wake Tittle sisther ?¥
along. Why mother; one day the minister
hole with authority :
or
k
Sure enough where Wjs ghé? “Torfimy
preached about supporting’ the’ missionalooked
up and saw, his mofher standing in
“1
say,
Chub,
shut
up!
You
a’int
hurt!
ries; and after meeting’ I flearl two men
the
door.
She walked directly upto a; Nile
Ill
be
down
quickey'n
a.
wink,”
and
he
talking about the, sermon. Que of them
bundle
in
the
corner—a fanny: little bund};
slipped,
down
dhedauk
hole:
night
beside
litsaid, he did wish his minister wouldnt beg
tle, sobbing Chu’.
with
a
‘milk-pan
turned over it. She reso much ; and the other ®sid, he shouldn't
‘Never:
you
mind,
Chubby.
You
just
moved
the
pan,
and
there was Chyb.. There"
give anything ; for charity begaw at: home,
and he guessed’ the’ missionaries” were as take a-holt of’ ray eoat:tail, an’ I'll have you wis Sohpething streaming down her cheeks
—it might have been fears, and it might
well off as he was. They were both’ 'mem- out qaicker'u nothing.”
Now , Tommy hadn't the least bit. of a have been—milk.
bers of the church, too. ' If that is the way
coatztail, but he liked to imagine he had; it | 4 My poor Jittle Chub1. Tell me all about

and

To. be sure, I am but. .a little

kitten is hurriedly dropped. By the time he
is once more called to order, and prohibit-

them from improper amusements and dangerous pastimes is to create: innocent
pleasures for them in safe places. If we
keep cutting and (trimming to prevent the
branches from running in the wrong direction, and train none of them in the right
direction, we ‘may at last have nothing
but a stunted shrub with ueither blossom
nor fruit. Besides all this; we forget that

“What had happened ? There was a hole, |

his mother,

and

stove;” and the

don’t put the kitten in'the

Uncle Bill hid

advice,

don't kick

papa’s hatto pieces!" The hatis put up,
but soon the cy comes: “Why, my son,

thing.

So they went to the barn, and tumbling

““ Au* did Zé hens cackle
“i think it
méanH
shame when my father work§ So hard, for eg—20
Froviugly.
XK
TONZHOE
¢ I can’t help it, mother.

severe

‘Presently he hears

«¢ Johnnie,

the’ expostulation,

Chub’s big eyes at last discovered some-’

over the hay, found just three eggs, one for
each of Tommy's pockets, and one for
Chub’s. ' This -aceomplished, Tommy pro- |
posed going up the ladder to the tip-top of
the barn. Chub had never been up that
mysterious ladder, and so bad. a fancy (like

hothe,* afd Chase!

him to be treated s0.%”"
“ Charlie!” excl: aimed

amuse himself with.

This sort of process is apt to be prolonged even after children have become more

huntin’: eggs P”
0h yes, Tommy, we'll go and see if the

led her along, saying:

soon;

not’ tell him’ what to do if he stays in the
house. ~ He looks aro
forund
something 10

away.
Alter this there, was a pause of several
minutes.

“ Why, Tommy, we's housekeepers,’
“ What, of jt? Can't bovckeapes goa

boots.”

money

that he must not go oat of doors, if you do

So Chub was caught up in "two arms, and
she told ber story, and then

oul an eyebrow, and gave Chub a hug, and

little girls shall have nice warm dresses and

some

smacked their lips over it, their enjoyment
would, like as hot; meet with rebuke, Our
injunctions begin too often with the old:
Mosaic, * Thou shalt not.” They should
Thou
be coupled, more frequently, with
mayest.” Tt is ‘hardly fairto tell Johnnie

What the

a wee, roly-poly mortal, with great brown
eyes, and the least round dot of a nose, in

birds had flown, and heaps of hay with
grasshoppers in it.
Tommy took the rope from her neck, and

is expecling

tians do not talk 59.
¢ »
““ But mother, & good wanydo.
after repeated failures, suecezded in; Jearnthink Christians would love: to do all the
ing its cause,
:
I
“For shame, Herbert,” she sdid, « for goB they can; and you know how they
shame, to distrust me thus. As though 1 have to keep begging in thé papers to get
I'm sure I'll never be a missionashould not he willing to. go where duty money.

Amy saw the cloud upon

Far better than she, could he realize ‘the’

silence save the’ wild" wall ‘of ' the

wilds: #1

You, Chub?

the razor, and washed ihe little face with-

heaven,

Three days the storm Do, D ie of those
Herbert was foexprossiuly refers; “be
| fearful stotins of the past ‘winter, which
i
the 'merey “of, stilt his mind was notat rest.

could reach, were.covered with

>

** What's that?
‘Dickens !”

some

exist-.

caine across an occasional’ sagar-plum, and

queer, Uncle

Bill thought.

would say. ‘It is our place, our home,
Luxuries I like; but my happiness is nat: "Tommy, however, was equal to this emerdependent on them. i
geney. ' He found ‘a long rope, tied one
The storm beat wildly against, the win- end of if around Chiab's neck, and went up,
dows; an d though the huge fireplace was the ladder, and told Chub to -*‘ climb,” and

cime the

looked queer—very

Tommy

sour that

like a great pile of

they were compelled to swallow ; and if they

Chub was just like her name,

Chub,—well

mike some flut-cike is

Sometimes,

gently, canie dowin Huge heaps and Were
blown hither and thither at
the winds. It was:

drummed his new boots against the wall,
while Chub gazed ut him and industriously
nibbled her two thumbs,
a
Tommy was a regular romping boy, just
a little sorry that his mother bad gone. And

lien's w cackling, and ‘we'll get ‘a egg an’

their eastern home.

| sacrifice of Calvary. | What were “fame or love them so much ir
(OFEUTE t5 RT HTH
aT Stang Tir ee ves want another “doliy,’ 50
| tibule of his being’ andi dddking into the
«If they would only
Syste e, the uncounted ages justbefore him? salary,
old
t'was not without a struggle’ that he

They say you have ticks op yout back,
But ou leok to me—now Lthinkof ity wr yes
Like a peddler with his paek.

poor -old

that eye

and

id crab-apples, pickles and persimmons, which

door a crack, and in that crack an eye, and

the floor and restlessly

ed

chilling air.

when

But the tithe cate when he looked

You're Al
To the

now,

hall, shut and bolted the door after her, and
returned to the sitting-room, where Tommy

upon

Vite = 8 papa

in the parlor ; but'if* you be nice, I tell you
what, it's lots and lots niver out in the other
room,”
But there was the parlor-door, and in the

children followed her through the
down

ence looked to them

“Nice! Don’t you think so? Why?"
* Mammy, said only take the nice folks

‘Never mind, Chub; mamma must go
and ‘see pbor sick aunty; but I do wish
Bridget had not’ gone!"

lay

parents were s6 bard

*“ Gone to see Auht Betty. y
“ And you ™
“ Me'n Chub's keepin’ house. 1 say, Use
cle Bill, be you fineé 2”

ingly :

The

hush,

“ Gone to 'Scogo.”
“Has? And mamma?”

So saying, she stooped and kissed two
sorry-looking little people ; adding, consol-

tears, was falling into good ground, and
would spring upand bear abundant: fruit.
Twice during these years had they . visit.

thé loosely built house,

and

I | before him,

old

and the weary missionary was often ¢heer-

ask her to share his lot; but love at length

consent of her parents, for Herbert Sinclair,
though poor, posséssed talents that would
enable him to shiné in any circle. He en«
tered immediately upon the stndy of the.
law, and bent all his energies to the task

Oh, ¥ wa in tb4
moon!™ |

But I pity you
moon 1”

“ How are you Tommy?

“* Now be very good children while. din
gone, and don’t light any matches,
and if
any nice people come, take them into the
parlor, but don’t let in any peddlers and
beggars. Now, will you remember P?

To her husband these things were espe~ fact, just such a chub as we all love to pinch
cially trying. Of a peculiarly sensitive and kiss, Chub wasn’t really her name;
temperament, he was often tempted to'seek she owned a magnificent one, made up of
some other sphere of action. But his love. those of various good aunties and grand-

overcame his seruples,

college they were betrothed

ia

from,

What troubled her most, was the sad indifference of the eastern churches. . Their
salary, meager as it was, was often for
months unpaid ; and when money was received, there was so much said concerning
the difficulty of collecting it, that it seemed
to lose half its value, °

kindness of a friend of his father, the means
of a thorough education were in his power,
and it was toward the close of "his course
in a'N. E. college that he met Amy Morris, filled with fits burning logs, the celd was
The only daughterof wealthy parents, at so intense if was almost impossible to be
first the young man.felt that’ he could not comfortable ; for through many a erevice of

Faces as pure as the morning sun,
Voices that ring with haraoless fun;

come

even amid the most uheongenial scenes.

ed by the conviction that the seed sown in

prairies where the early years of his life

Now, Miss Susan, what's twice four?

Oh, where did you
man?

an abiding guest in the huinblest home, and

+“ Oh ! only Uncle Bill; you keep
Chub,” and he went to the door.

tired

When Herbert Sinclair wooed Amy Morris for his bride, he had ne thought that
his lot would be cast on. those western

Classes in ’rithmetic come this way.

a

Soon the family were

faith, rose from the table and

Six ind Fow on the doorsteps there,

bt

their

she bad found light behind the darkest
cloud, and learned that happiness could be

House.

for his work, aud the urgent wants of the mothers. The big, true name was Catherstaying in the house.” *¢ Oh; it'won't,"’ ex- people around him, together with his wife's ine Harriet Unie Brentham. This was an
claimed little Rose; ¢* father is away, you cheerful courage, deterred him from this absurd title for such a mite, and Ungle Ned
| know, amd of course it: will clear ‘off so Jes} step.
sEks people, though rough and un- came to the rescue by taking the first letter
can come home. I shall ask Jesusto make cultired, were kind and hospitable.
What, of each name, and thus spelling Cavs!
| it stop snowing, and he hears little girl's little they could do for his’ support was
After Tommy's boots had drammed to his
prayers, don't he, mother?”
willingly done ; but the, most of them were heart’s content, he brought them down with
The mother smiled, and mentally resolv- poor,
struggling for a bare subsistence. 'a crash, saying:
ing to secure more of the child's simple They listened eagerly to the word of life;
‘* Chub, let's have some fun !”

With holy words und tones of love
From misery’s thorny track.
Forget not thou hast often sinned,

<A
Ee

from

Minnie, the elder girl; ¢ I did get so

Thou yet mayist lead them back

Ss
os.

shook

heads the fleecy flakes with whieh they had

1t sure must be a weary lot
That sin-cursed heart to bear,

Piilew

encountered.

safely

“ Yes, my boy, and I must do thie same,

He hath but stumbled in the path

The «Man

* he is doubtless

tice as he preaches.”

He is thy brother yet.
L
Heir of the self-same heritage !
Child of the self-same God!

were you absent, Mary

had

The life of a missionary’s wife had proved

depend upon him? he says he must pracs

However darkly stained by sin,

Speak kindly to.the erring?

she

Keephts

far different from her anticipations. Her
sheltered, and there is no reason why I associates were mostly rough, uncultivated
people. Privations of which she had never
should feel anxious
; but if the storm condreamed had often been hers to bear.
tinwes, it will be days before the roads are
But she wus, as she had said, a brave little
broken
s6 he can reach home. . 1. ean
help wishing he had not gone to-day,”
woman, with a buoyancy of spirits nothing
‘‘ But you kbow, mother, Tathér never could wholly subdue:
thal
lets anything but sickness keep him from
Sitting daily at the foot of the Cross, and
his appointments. The people can. always there learning lessons’ of faith and trust,

son's eager look;

—

Think gently of the erring!
We know not of the power
With which the dark temptation came,

Why

Disappointments

“ Yes, dear,” and turning from the window, she strove to smile as she met her

Charity.
J—

cheerful, happy woman,
¥
the sunlight of hor
home, the joy and support of her husband's
heart,

night; are you ‘troubled ‘about ‘father? he
must have reached his appointment long

why vot shy I did ive

lingendde™ you’ Said ‘Fou did’, and I
would spare the liar.”

"The boy's Newrt mstted,—Bonnie’s moral

ghlliitry sabaued hip,
When school

resatied, ‘the’ Joung rogue

of discipline, and hence We fall to’ symipa-

marched up fo’ the 8d desk.”
and said,
““ Plead sir, 1 can’v bear to be a liar, I

thizé with

let Off the squibs, anid burst into tears.

certainly

them

as we

should, and, 4s we

would were, we to put ourselves

The ‘master’s dye glisténed on the self

If wey who ave so anxious, accuser, ‘atid the anmeritéd

in their places,

‘panighment

“to avoid disagreeable tasks, would hut cons; bad inflicted oi’ his “sehoot-mat smote

he

his

laying useless burdens ‘on their shoulders.

consciéties) Before ‘the whole school, hand
in hand “with the |ealprit,
‘as if they paired
in the confession;
ithe master walked down

If we,

to where’ Christie isaty

sider how many sach are: imposerl upon
them, we should be more ‘caveful to avoid
who -are so impatient t of ‘restraint,’

would but consider how
find it

necessary

to

would

certainly

‘avoid

The very fact that,

i: ny’ chedks we

put. upon

thein,

we

unnecessary; ones.

children

have §¢ many

desires whieh it would be impropen ,, to
gratify, should make us the more anxious to

cand

aid with

tions
0
wad EYAL
* Bonnie, Bonnie, ld, lle! and

your pardon; we are bothto blame.”

emo-

I bog

The school was ished add stilt; #5 older schools

are

or

be, when

true and noble iz,

anything

AOR

still,
big tear
them in all Suweli u$ aré/irénlly in they might have, hon yb
nocent. It would be ‘well for usz and them, drop proudly, on his copyrhook, as. ho sat
if we’ were to be ws” acti¢e in orédting for epjoying the moral “tfumph ‘Which subdued
as well ag. the rest; and when for
them suifable pleasures &s 'wé ‘wd At pes himself
“|
the
want
of something else to say, he genstraining them {rom those that are not 4."
cried ¥¢Master Aforeveri® the glorious
“118 owiti ‘fo | his’ thotghtlesshdés dhd tly
shout of the, scholars led the man’s ayes

indulge

Migléch that life "to" ‘Some chitdrén looks

very dreary.
childhood !

I

with somthin

God

pity the child Without

made Kim

have

seen

the chair,

children
[30

Ag

whose

behind his

ibe He

le
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spectacles, which

he resumed
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Mr,

‘Publishing Criminal
News.
lt’
The

parade

of

e

5.

announced

that RR

uld

of divine

ebes, 3

Les

ol 19d

giidainw
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|

stand for seven

uaries published in the Morning , Star,

batelys
. ewough
to ' allow! a' man to witiu wi(l Shi
}
boat
110 y ri | adie wh
i
oN,
thus even,
in;
largest: and’ wickedest stand erect, made 0. boatds
set .on the inDEA
JOHN; GILBERT,
died of apoplexy: in
cities, if .our
children wer@!ixstrueted only, side with nails;so that the.oeeupant,
whichrt, Alleghany Co.; Ni XY.
, 1878,
aged
by their “own’ direct observation, they aver way he turns; must ‘come in. contact
n"o
n
e
8
€
would find ithe. prepondérance of example with the nails. On: the appointed day the
largely on the 8 e: of. honesty, eourtesy, would:besconsidered - devotee = entered the tristan’ A8BO engin being with: 0; BAD,
I ig Mmeix dogrine of ook Bhibgs the
and kindness.’ They would breathe "the cage, The four sides were sealed up, the Nol ont
a
som church organization
for years.
atmosphere-made
for. themby their..homes hoards being %0, Sgol that, only his feet, Hel length, in the Winter ofPIS ound ng

¢rime
.in the public

interest,

as it would need to do, but

brass.

)

This is not to show

life as itis, | from giving help to loose

families, #11

having professed ‘the faith

would have

repeated

that devoted

man

came

his

She

”

imith the

}

ana

and

united

with

'WeSleyan

churveh,

and

upon

‘

DEA. PHILIP

ARNOLD

+

edness of every township, state,and coun‘together, to retry on earth has trooped
he has plenty
mind the new sioner that
:

:

of company.

The world might be a hundred times as
bad as it is, and the atmosphere of our
a great deal purer
homes be nevertheless
for such newspapers, But
if it were mot
it out ?
how can we feneé
What excuse, now, will fair-minded

offer

pays them in mon-

admit, it

We

wrong?

men

enormous

in this

share

their

for

re are multitudes of people who
ey.
have it.
like that sortef reading, and will
And the papers that would not furnish it
would lose largely in one e¢lass of subscribers. Perhaps they would never make up
their pecuniary loss out of wiser and better
readers, for the passionate and unreflecting
make up the larger class of men. still,
daily newspapers that succeed at all have
large profit, and can wll afford, for conscientious reasons, to have their income a little dimished. Now, we raise this issue in

those papers
the sharpest terms. Are
which perpetually cry out against venality
‘in public men willing to forego their own
profitable merchandise in moral corrup-

1ty-

n

.

of the
graduated in co

“Twenty

acade

each

home

4

EE

5

)

ers had been
, or about

others had received an
, and the remainder had

aught’ at a—plain.schooi or at

Ji!

-six signers,

had §
the institutions
ain, while sojourningin that
ha gomething to lose if the
result im failure to them.

twenty-five

of Great Britcountry. All
struggle. should
Many of then

were very wealthy, and, with very few exceptions, all ‘of them were blessed with a
competence.

= *°

.

Thirty-four of the signers were lawyers,
thirteen were planters or farmers, nine were

{
physicians, two were
merchants, five were
meghanics, oné was
a’ eler
n, ‘one a

mason, and one a surveyor.
The youngest:
member of Congress when the Declaration
was signed (Rutledge) was twenty-seven
years of age ;-the oldest
one (Dr.
Franklin)
was seventy.
Forty-two of the fifty-six
were between thirty and fifty years of age;
the average age of all was forty-three years
and ten months.
Not one of the

signers ever fell from the

high estate te which that great act had elevated him. Tt has heen well said that *¢ the
tion?
If a preacher should,
against his annals of the world can present no political
conscience, cater to his hearer’s
vices, body the lives of whose members, minutely
what would they say of him? That very traced, exnibit so much of the zeal of the
thing, we bid them

know,

the

best part of

patriot, dignified and chastened

lucky

moment,

her fuvors.

to force

her

to

by the vir-

low Jight iis, microscopic outline. , Nor do
of these little creatures lack a beauty of their

surrender

the seizing

which is triumph, the neglect of which is own. Their minute shields, of pure, transruin. ‘This is patieslariy, true on the field lucent. silex
are Slaborptely wrought
in
of battle. Nearly every

battle turns on ohe

miic (hepakdry.

faidroddopic’ uibol of.

force.

te attack a certain post snd Ekrenberg

speak ' of their

voracity,

ten minutes sooner than you can bring up a their
power of discharging eleetricity - at
sufficient
orting
forge,
you
are heaten, will, and their sporting about, exhibiting an

oven though BIT theordst of your plans be the intelligent ‘enjoymentof the life God has

most perfeet that can be
devised. At Arcola he saw that the battle was going against

him,

and

at

once called up

~ horsemen, gave them each
S
made a dashin

chute

a.

that

trumpet, and

the vic-

tory. So
ntecello he computed the
distaree of the: Austrian eavalry, saw. that
it would require a.quarter of an hour for
them to c®me up, and in those fifteen minutes executed

day.

a manceuver

that saved the

The reason, he said, why he beat the

Austrians,

was. that they did not know

value of five minutes.

given them. Man and his works perish,
but the monuments of the infusoria_are_ the

twenty-five flinty, 6ibs of the sea, the. glawt Bones of

won

‘At the

huge continents, heaped into mountainranges over which the granite and porplyry

~ battle of Rivoli the day seemed on the point
of being decided against him. He saw the

stony ‘seal

forever.

an

thrives in his little zone: the populous infusoria crowd every nook of éarth, from
the remote poles to the burning eqaatorial
belt. 2~Lippincott’s

the

celebrated

their

set

have

nds

Subject

few moments

was

ready

to renounce the

was the resultl—Prof. Mathews.

“corn,” and it seems he has kept

his

that

resolution,

an

when

a Of Yoatimoiiales
estimonials,

RE

vow,

our

troops gained possession of that seditious
city, I went there, planted the, corn with

an, LEH the froin A
apdiafhis
ogndid

dy han

dre

ff

wun?
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was ordainedan Elder. He was a man * full of
faith and the Holy Ghost,” and labored faithfully
three

years

since, when failing health compelled him, to desist, ‘He died May 8, 1873, in hope ‘of everlasting fife.
. Com.
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Drains,

Culverts,

and

smoother.
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universal

satis-

Messrs, D. Loraropr & Co., Boston, publish Books of Travel and Adventure, Popular Science, Practical and Instruetive Stories
in the most attractive literary and artistic
guises, Standard and Religious Works by
the best authors, and send their illustrated
catalogues free on application.
20tf

re-

clubs

have given

faction as furnishing an elevated literature
for the Family and Sunday School,
29tf

at

Messrs. D. Lorarop & Co. keep at their

uni-

Bibles, American and imported, to be found
in the eountry; also of choice Books for

address

or I.

the

and

Principal

W. SANBORN,

at

Secretary,

at

and fill orders for American and Foreign
books promptly at the lowest prices. 29tf

31

ACADEMY.
ME.

the instruction of

fd.

kets

Assistant.

.

G. W. FLINT, A. Bi; Principal.
Miss SARAH

MRS.

C. GILMAN,

of Instrumental
[Music.
I, G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music,
The course of studies in this sohcdl embraces

M. E. FLINT,

Teacher

everything necessary to fit one for college or a prac-

tical business life.
:
fi
For beauty of scenery, healthfulness and comfort,
this location is unsurpassed. It is free from those
Places of resort conducive to idleness and pernicious
0 morals, common to large villages and cities.

Common

YET

Town
Well

and

and

a joint

which

They have

Pipe

&c.,

no

can be cut at any time. and branch in two.

ir. SBE
hae had téii"years experience
fauturing
Cement Drain Pipes.

"+

on Cocheco Street or Lk
H.
to. Box 597, Dover, N.

at No. 68 Daniel St., Portsmouth, N. H,

Also

war-

Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and
3
ranted,

Academies,
HAMPTON

with eight

Principal,

Four terms of

Six regular courses for both sexes.

i

TE

$450

-

OY
5.50

-

6.00
8.00

ten weeks each.

CALENDAR:

“NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
L.G. JORDAN, A.M., Principal, with three Assist
ants.
The special work of this school is to fit students for
both

sexes.

The

school

being composed of only one department, a thoroughness m doing their workis secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithtully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra an
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamafion, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school so near
the College

and Theological

School,

affords

class of Bates College.
Tuition £3.50 to
$5.00.
Board $2.50 to $3.50.

can

be had

For farther particulars, apply to the Prineipal,

or

wishing

to board

OF

Furnishes College,
Preparatory, Nortnal, Acadenjdcal and Ladies’
ull, course of study. Terms, 10
weeks,
Fall term commences Aug. 21, 1873.
Winter term commences Nov. 6, 1873.

Spring term commences Feb, 5, 1874.

Summer term commences April 23, 1874.
KINGSBURY BATCHELDKR, A. B., Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.
X
Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German and
«

A. FORBES, Teacher in Normal

De-

partment,

Miss
LINDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French,
Miss ELLA €. HURD. Teacher of Music.
’
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Teacher.
)
;
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
he price of board, in clubs,

$2.00 per week.

Ladies’

clubs

men’s are formed:

commence

varies

at

the

trom $1.60

as well

INSTITUTE,

TERM, of ‘14 weeks, will commence

AGRICULTURAL

PITTSFIELD, ME.

Half terms

to

as gentle-

}

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
For further particulars; address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
31
.
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

on

30

T

DR.

MOSES

E. SWEAT,

Sec'y.

11

ALONZ
aia

grounds ; 167 furnished rooms ;
en i 10.classical pupils;
1 hal). Special
advantages

Tess Opens Soptember 8, ' Rey
FLACK. A. M-@resident, Claveruck; N.Y.
tile

uo

Hysterics

Bitters.

Bilious, Remittant and Intermittant Fevers, so
prevalent 1b many parts of our country, completely
- eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just the article they stand in need of in their declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined,
No One can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
with an incurable disease,) after taking a few bottles
of the Quaker Bitters,

Sold by all Drnggists and, Dealers in
:
© | Medicines.
For sale by LOTHROPS & PINKHAM, wholesale

COLLEGE

and retail druggists,
Klin:
Square, Dover, N. H.
Orders by mail promptly and faithfully executed.

PENNSYLVANIA.

rhe

4

—

Ws
PREBAREDBY
(4
todnad wilh af deo
or
AGRICULTURAL
Dri HL. S., FLINT & Coy
\
SCIENTIFIC and
At their Great Medical Depot; 195 & 197 Broad Street,
Chaguost.
Providence, R. I,
;
6ml2
Tea Professors and Instructors. Not seftarian,but |
”
thoroughly Christian.
Location can not be surpassed in ‘healthfulness;
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences,
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding, Washing, Rent, Fue

and use of heavier Furniture.

near

SPLENDID SABBATH SCHODL BOOK !

N

For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Precepiéress,
Miss JANE W. HOYT, A, M., Agricultural
College
P. O., Center Co., Pa.
The Spring Session of the above mstitution, located

River of Life.
R

:

dred students are upon the roll, and others have sigtheir

intention

to

enter,”

Professors

Collier

and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution,

and

are much

encouraged

by the

results

ready achieved.

preciate,

COLLEGE,

PLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages.
For particular
information,

send for a Circular to
;
REV. W. COLGROVE, A, M., President.

As

River

our

unequaled

= *

Its Success

WHITESTOWN

in

Church

Book, the ‘‘ AMERICAN TUNE BOCK”
—80 in this we
have drawn en
many well-known writers of Sabbath
School Music, the very best in the
country, to whose united ef:
forts we owe this new and
popular Sabbath
"School Book, edit.
ed by Messrs.
A
PERKINS

al-

1y48
VIRGINIA

>

Li fe

Melody
and
Beauty.
Abounding
in bright, taking, singablé music which the
Sabbath School children
and home boys
and girls will not
need much drilling to learn and ap-

pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hun-.
nified

Veril

a River Tot

iver

Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very

WEST

© Phe FALL TERM will commence Tuesday, Aug.
26, and continue eleven
yyeeks, under the continued
Principal, Mrs. Fxa Barker,
charge of J. LINSCOTT,
Teasher of Music, with gach other assistance as may
be needed.
rig
eth
For further information address DR. MOSES D.
SWEAT, or IVORY MARCH, North Parsonefield, Me,
10

‘all Serofular

Difficult Breathing, Pain.in the Lungs, 8ide and
Chest almost invariably cured by taking a few bottles of the Quaker Bitters.
Female Difficulties, so prevalént among American ladies, Yoid readily to this invaluable medicine,

.

PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.

dtf

Joints, and

cured or much relieved.

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
.
G. H. 4 RIC KER, Prin.
‘North - Scituate, Ri L, July 10, 1873.

INSTITUTE.

beginning and middle of the term.

Rheumatism, Swelled

Wednesday, Aug. 20, 1873.

E.C,
WIS, Sec, Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1874.

account of sickness.

most

eased immediately.

the Quaker

for those

LAPHAM
The FALL

Bummer Term begins Monday, April 27, 1874.
Summer Term closes Thursday,
July 2, 1874.

CLARA

the

Piles; one bottle has cured the most difficult case
when all other remedies failed.
Nervous Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache, &c.,

ACADEMY,

GEORGE C. PEAVEY, President.
WARREN FOSS, Secretary.
Center Strafford, N, H., July 17, 1¥73.
3w3l

acation two weeks.

Mathematics.

convince

uable medicine,
Bronchitis, Catarsh, Convulsions, and

Vacation one week,

Miss

bottle will

most obstinate case.

advan-

themselves.

August 25, 1873.

CENTRAL

one

orms expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the

OTIS T. MAXFIELD and a member of the senior

i Sprang Jer Desens Moniiay Heb. hat
‘
erm closes
ay, Apri
,
1874.

MAINE

it has no equal;
seeiical.

CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.
|. The Fall Term of ten weeks*will commence TuesYay Aug. 19. 1873, under the instructions of MR.

Rooms

Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 17, 1873.
Winter Term loses Friday, Jan. 23, 1874.

ySpmng

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invariably cure the following complaints :—
Dyspepsia, Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, and
Loss of
Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation
cured at once.
Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities
of the blood, bursting through the skin or otherwise,
gured readily by following the directions on the
e.
_ For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements

Afllictions removed or greatly relieved by this inval-

INSTIT UTION.

A. M.,

A. B. MESERVEY,

SATIS

tages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are imvaluable.
A.M. JONES, Sec.

&c.

associates,

-

The FALL TERM begins August 13, 1873.

AUSTIN
NEW

leis
Tiwi.

Those wishing to board themselves

College, and it is open for

in manu-

DENNIS SHEA & CO.

All orders at Factory
Mail promptly attended

+

Jiri

can obtain good rooms near the Academy.
ELIHU HAYES, Secretary.
West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.
32tf

Chimneys,
gives

. =

oA
witiiw]

=< 200
=
=
Useof Piano,
Good board can be obtained in-private families at
$3.00 per week.

City Sewers,

»

s“

Languages, =Instrumental Music (20 lessons),

INTRODUCED.

Curbing,

English,

‘Middle
Higher

trouble in transportation or laying, and the Cement

Pierce,

the time’ cate, griice
{

& Co., Boston,

The FALL TERM of this Institution will commence | .
Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,

they are better and cheaper than wood or brick, as
they will mot decay, but continually
grow harder

of this
aged 18 years, THe, ubjéct
made a phiglie profession of reli on, but

might fil her, but whe

meet

The original $500.00 Prize Stories (8 vols.

on

of the

*‘They

$12.00) aud The New $500.00 Prize Series
(18 vols. $16.75), published by D. LoTHROP

from the activifies and

LEBANON-

uly 18, 'CLAVERACK COLLEGE AND HUDSON
notice never
RIVER INSTITUTE
duping

in ' Smithfteld,

did of consumption,

midst

LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON,

Vacation two weeks.

N. Ju, June 6th, 1803, removed to CincinMay,
orl O., at the age of 14 years, an1was convertod at 8 Methodist camp meeting when about 16
years old, He mapried and removed to Ripley
0.5 Ind. at the ugeof 25, and a few years after
united with the Franklin F. Baptist choreh and
about

.

yandon Center. Vt., 1873.

Fall Term closes Friday, October 31, 1873.

JouN DoORsH was born in Pennsylvania, Sept.
23. 1800, und removed te Ripley Co., Ind., in
1832, In the year 1833 the Franklin ¥. Baptist
church was organized, Bro. Dorsh being one of
the first members.
From that time until his
death, which oceurred Oct. 11, 1872, he was one
of the leading members of the church. He died as

until

.

writes:

Public and Private Libraries,
for the Sunday
School, {or Presentation School Prizes, &c.,

DOVER

Fall Term begins Monday,

Howarp D.jintant son of Rev. John and
Qaripg Malvern, died in Biddeford, Me., August
10, ped 3 we ks. and 1 day. So, the beautiful
bud is plucked from the earth Eden, to bloom
in ‘the heavenly.
J. 8.

Christ

BEST

Railroad

ays,
3
y
y
NOAH PIERCE died in Lebanon, Me., Aug 12,
aged 71 years and 8 months.
J. F. Joy.

as 0 minister of

-

Dr. Lincoln

Volumes.

temptations which tend to divert the attention
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
Lyndon Center,
Tehdonville.

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.

has

OM.

the

HYATT, President.

Bible Warehouse and Bookstore, 38 and 40
Cornhill, Boston, the largest assortment of

For further particulars,

Manufacturéd of Hydraulic Cement, for

shared his joys and dorrows, also children and
other relatives and friends to mourn their loss.

and Tospecied

0

families; mm

is in

:
' Cor, THEO.

versally admired full scenery of Vermont. The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is But
ten minutes walk from the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all palis of the country, and

at the same time removed

Cement STONE Pipe,

mourn our loss, we weuld not recall him.
We
trust he has entered into the rest that remaineth
to the people of Goode He leaves a companion

beloved

Center; and

Orders are 31
!

parents and
guardians and the public, as eminently
Jualified to fit scholars for every honorable position
in
life.
TERMS:

justly

a century

-

0

inane

-

-

yi

‘LOCATION: ¥
The new, commodious building, ample in its arrangements,
recently erected for the use of thes
School, is situated ona gentle eminence in the village

cop-

somewhat protracted,
and during the last few

of

.

and others.
dols

The
present management take great pleasure in
presenting the Corps of Teachers to the attention of

weeks, very distressing, but his sufferings were
borne with such sweet resignation, that all felt
it a privilege to spend a few moments by his bedside. Only a few hours before he died, after a
season of great bodily distress, he looked up
with a calm smile, and said, “I know that my
Redeemer liveth.”
His wife, mother, brothers,

a, fourth

.

Anged from
nstruetions

the want of the day for books which in
struct and improve while they fascinate the
reader.”

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

Old Established Troy Bell Foundry

REUBEN BROCKWAY died in Foxcroft, Me.,
July 5, aged 87 years and 8 months. ‘A little
more than two years ago, Bro. Brockway, with
bis companion, gave his heart to Christ, and
from his conversion till his death nothing but
actual sickness could keep him away from the
meetings of the church, the conference being his
especial delight.
He was baptized by Bro. Tarbox, and was a member of the Dover and Foxcroft church,
His sickness (consumption) was

who for more than

Rev.

-

.

-

duced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in

Besiduay, N. ¥ Son

grandehildren.

we

-

-

.

-

8

Sixteen Elegant $1.50

Use of Piano or Organ (extra),
Instruction on Guitar,
.
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
Ba-Clergymen’s children and students relyin
theiv own exertions for an education, received a

TROY BELL S.

A very large coneourse of Jini attended his
funeral, whose weeping told
that our departed
brother lived respected and died lamented.
H. N. PLUMB.

him in terms of praise. -Although

.

-

*

to Sabbath Schools, es-

The $1000 Prize Series.

wr

wht]

Instruction on Piano or Orgdh,

per

Mass,

WATERS

hal

a
mi.

sreek,

French (extra),

tist church in that town, of which he remained
a worthy member until God ealled.
him to. his
heavenly home. His house was ever a home
for ministers: -He wus ‘much ‘aftached ‘to the
He leaves grerippled

apply to
4131

VI.

TUITION :

Higher English

Lafin and

XOossil-

HL, JARVES,

‘specimens

10 Devonshire

.

A

INSTITUTION.

Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, 4ssociate.
Miss
RY E. MOREY, Music.
Miss
ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

Be

KER, Secretary.

DEthe morals
Le e Chimie,
Classics, aadan Te
sh; coma aionl
1 over
Engineer. ln
and manners of Cadets. Yor in A

Faculty :

Primary Studies,
Common nif,

dy

600

Plan ration MILITA a) ACADEMY, Ches| tér, Pa.—(For Boarders only.) Session opens
We dnesday, September 10th, Location ele ated and
‘healthful ; Grounds ample; Buildings handsome and
commodious; Course of Studies extensive.
Thor-

:

CENTER,

1

Ye.

r

TEE

| made to: Sabbath. Schools
solicited. ,
’

1.50

CALENDAR :
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1373.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins ecember 2. 1873.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.

Es
p:
ress by
vb Tas
mail, giving
miei

R.

1.00

"1.50

J. 8. BROWN, A. B., Principal.

Rooke o8,f Bk Sadotk,BarthMo atainFlax, Lanner, ? Fo Hy
ton,

per termy

be had at reasonable

LITERARY

i 3

ly now, as th
ns have
d Testament fo the New,
has’ had an extensive sal

: he
cel

WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.

LYNDON

Conti
to manufacture tho
LLS (which have
lay near his hearts All things considered, proba TROY celebrated Do
an He world, and
which have been made at this establishment during
ably there bas never been a person conuected
making more
with our church, who has done more to promete, the pas
in the counits welfare than deacon Philip Arnold.
Very
try,
for
Churches,
Academies,
Plantations,
&c.,
deeply do
the church and soeiety feel their made of genuine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin.)
Roloss in the death of this good man.
He leaves
wara worthy
companion,
several children and
Large Tus
grandchildren, together with other relatives and: |
friends to mourn.
His funeral was largely atCAUTION.
Beware of parties cl
tended, and a discourse was delivered by the
manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose
writer.
G. W. WALLACE,
Foundry is »oT, and, NEVER has been located in
ALVIN CHASE died in Little Valley,” N. Y.,. TRAY, N.Y, said claims are intended to deceive the
publie.
52t5
July 27, 1878, aged 76 years. He moved into
Little Valley 58 years ago, from Massachusetts,
and commenced a pioneer life, He experienced
a hope in Christ’ 62 years ago, and was baptized
by Elder Limbocker, joining the Fréewill Bap-

four

:

CE

»AI'his ‘work is well

He

Catplogue apply to

LYNDON

10

IBERAL PRICES PAID ¥FOK GOOD

No TAINTER.

died in Apponaug,

and

a

$4 50

CR

Commentary
tht Gospels

Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1873.

————

come at bis house.
He was remarkable for his
attendance on all the meetings of the church.
He was at home and ever ready to work in the

panion, five children

ment for practice,

another

tion to all parties concerned. Dea. A. was highly social, warm-hearted and hospitable. , The
ministers of the gospel ever found’ cordial wel-

people of his choice.

Uaeor

Vocal Muti, twenty lessons,

Pe

hn

1440050

Be

French
and Music extra. 5

=

Hi

'‘Penmansh b, fifteen lessons,

| Fox

agle

Me

OCK~YY

4

EXTRA CHARGES.
{pstrumenial Music, twenty lessons, :

an

ML PETTENGILL

oo

LR

ends Ang:2l,

Scudonis may enter
scho l at. any time ofthe
erm, paying from such-time to the close of the terni
“Wt the regular rates.
Rin

yb

"

nad

3

)

1" "Northwood,N. IH. Aig 18, 18,
admin
n

.

Kinda, about:

) (Rooms for self-boarding may

oyknow
8
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ae

r Eng
(0

For further particulars address ie Principal, or

ExpENSES.
PoE

i

|i taDosrd And Rooms can bg ghtaine i at reasonable

Bi

Puition dnd ineiddntals; in advance;
JRosm rent, per term, from
$2.0 )
t do oard, per week, ¥ in rival té families

wi

GSA
¢ prove

11

Address essthethe

SEMINARY.

Primary Branches, - 1 «1

1874.

ds Noy,

ins June 2,/and

.

sale by Drugisiesy gon-

For
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SUN
or
¥ HAR
ber
believeshe gave
we
protracted wiekness
¥
That is not a genuine love which flour- my own hands. in owe of the, streets, - en- hour to the geviour and fount ey iprecion A Jurge
fears ‘that ‘Her ‘faith | in all
rosperity, but gaged a man to.attend to,it and cultivate ity LAt times she” éxpre
.ishes-only in sunshine and
withers on the day of adversity ab@stond.

jd

_

the

ELpEr Ezekiel F. STILES was born in Cape

the reporter
for we read that he lately told
of a Lancaster radical newspaper: * I did
not forget

!

6,

JLlnobsels

Term beging Aug, 29.

er Beroy

A

dispose. of 100 Pianos, Me.
ons and Or1842, He was elected deacon about eleven years
gans, of first-class Jakes, inclu
Waters’, at
for cash, or paré cash, and
since, which office he continued to fill until bis very low prices
balance
in
smallmonthly
installments.
New
3-octave
death.
He possessed more than common execumodern improvements, for
Pianes no
tive ability. He has’beén station agent at our first 3class
cash.
The.
Waters
Concerto
Parlor
village for more than thirty years, and has dis- 1 Organs
are the most: beautiful in style and
perfect
charged his duty with great fidelity and satisfactone ever made, Illustrated Catalogue mail .1y33

all,

for a Painter.

It seems that/Cameron, while he was Mn,
critical state of affairs, and instantly formed
his resolution. He dispatched a flag to the :Lincolu’s war iinjster (which, bY thoawa¥,
he
Austrian head-quatters, with proposals for was not very long), made a vow that
an armistice, ; ; agjeoh seized the precious would one day plaut.corn in the streets of
eneral Jalleck, we know,
moments, and, while amusing ‘the enemy Chavleston..
with mock® negotiations, re-arranged his recommended “salt,” but Cameron, bein
line of battle, changed his front, and in a of an agricultural and frugal nature, vowe

: farce of discussion for thestern arbitrament
of arms, . The *plendid victory of Rivoli

Fall

Street, Boston, 87° Pavk Row, New York, and 701
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, are our Agents for
procuring advertis@ments for our paper (nave mentioned) in the .above wcities, and anthorized to: contract for advertising at our lowest rates.
{ond

the, first Freewill Baptist church in Warwick
about 40 years ago. - He was received into the
Warwick Central church by letter, Nov. 12,

the good man dieth,

PP +o

3

A

Magazine:

ELT

wed a by all who
Shes
i] st. White pA 2A Aa Cure

to

CATS

or two rapid movements executed
amid the They are the chivalry of the. deep, the tiny
;
}
L. W, PARKER.
whirl of smoke and thunder of guns that knights with lance aud ‘cuirass, and oval |
~ jar the solid globe. It was at such moments bossy shield carved in quaint conceits and | HirAM PURMONT died of apoplexy in Enfield,
July, 4, 187 : hed 64. years. Bro. Purthat the
genius of Napoleon shone forth ormamental fashion... Nor must we despise N. H,, embraced
i
on 30 years since and united
with the highest luster. His mind acted like them when we reflect upon their power of mont
with the Grantham and
Enfield church, and rethe lightning, and never with more prompt- accretion,, The Gallionelle, invisible to the mained a worthy member until his sudden death.
ness and precision. than in moments of the naked eye, can, of their heraldic shields and He. was highly esteemed by all who knew bim,
is greatly missed in, his, family,’2May. they
:What con- flinty armor, make two'cabi¢! feet of
fusion and danger.
greatest ©
Bilin and
all be prepared to meet him in heaven at last, to
founded
only. stimulated him. He polishing slate in
four days.
Rg straining dwell
with him forever.
DAvIib MOODY,
ai- sea-water a webof ‘greenish ‘cloth of gold,
used to say that one of the principal
sites of a generalis an accurate calculation illuminated by their ‘play of self-generated
Euao, infant sot of Elihu Hayes, Esq., diéd
of time; for,if your adversary can bring a electrie light, has been collected.
Humboldt in New. Durham, July 22, aged 8 months: and 19

powerful

CBR

ch

| Sprini Poth Hogs Mar. 10, Ad ends May of 17:
a3

aphysicians,
ih and jaa)

A

————

Crises come,

u

rice, $1 per Bottle.

this community is saying of them. And tunes of ‘the man.”—Harper's Magazine.
the brunt of the charge does not fall upon
reporters and paragraphists, but upon their
"Ocean Beauties.
principals, the editors and proprietors, who
make profit out of their wares. Are dividends an offset to that honorable reprobaThe medusee of the Artic seas people the sisters; the church and a large circle of friends,
tion of their course in which their own con- ultramarine blue of the cold, pure seg realize keenly their great loss relieved, however,
sciences must join? Or can the respecta- with the vivid patches of living green thirty by the reflection that he lived and died a true
Christian ; that his home is on high. May we all
ble name of journalist cover over the mean- miles in diameter. These minute organisms be
prepared to meet him there.
ness that makes money at the cost of the are doubly curious from their power of asH. GRAVES,
people’s morals ?
tonishing production and the strange eleetric
JosEpH W. BROWN died in Nashua, N. H.,
fire they display. Minute as these micro- Aug. 8, 1873, aged 66 years and 8 months. Bro.
scopic creatures are, every motion and flash, Brown was born in Kensington, Mass., but for
Decision.
is the result of volition, and not ‘a mere more than twenty years has been a resident
Nashua, uniting with the F. B. church here
chemic or m2chanic phosphorescence. The ofmany
years ago and strietly adhering to its docIt has been truly said that the great moral Photocarss light a flashing cirrus, on being
trines to the last. He wasalways true to the
victories and defeats of the world often turn irritated, in. brilliant kindling sparks, ic- moment of his engagements, and was one of the
on minutes. Fortune is proverbially a fickle creasing in intensity until the whole organ- noblest of God’s works, an honest man, He was
in this city for many years, and his
jade, and there is nothing like promptness ism i3-illumina 12d, The living fire washes in business
of action,—the timing of things at the over its back, and pencils in greenish-yel- acquaintances were numerous and all speak of
Sn
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removal, with the-Methodist Episcopal ebhureh;
thus seekin a church relation wherever Proyidence cast
her lot. She was ever a devoted,
steadfast and working Christign. She died sud-

cage.
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ree Baptist

t if he knocks him down with The sum realized from this trick, we undera club and beats’ his brains out, half the stand, was about $5000,

children in’ the land whose: fathers take
newspapers will know of that horror before
the week is out; ‘as they. will of all. those
otber very little boys whe, anywhere ives
the sun, kill their companions with knives
or pistols, Thus the aominable
petspec- |
tive is foreshortened on every side; and |
all the wickedness the world ean furnish |
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opens.
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allow. “The home circle feel Geepiv their Toss,
but especially she who bis sh
with ‘him the:
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Jrospetity of his, chusieh an the denomination
ing for ‘them 41 his limited means would,

dred-fold mere {notice than belongs to it. the fifth day, the gold lock, which was, it
If a New England boy. had kindly fed his the expression be allowable, the key; of the
little playmate with
os, and had then position, was purebased for the round sum
brought him home with a hatfut of them, of one thousand Mexican dollars, and the
story.
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and sorrews of 50 years of earth life, and
on upon earth. For there is not a notable were bought off, he could be released; and joys
now waits with meek submission to be
permitoffense against life, property, or decency, of course it became a work of gréat merit to ¥'ted
to share with him the joys of the life beyond
committed on any continent and once told | buy a lock. Crowds flocked to the temple the river.
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in print, that is not sure to come out in| grounds, and the sale of the locks was not
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our New York papers at least in a para- slow.
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and teachers'nnd, associates,—an atmos- which were oo in,
sandals, could he
here still quite. vdifferént from that. of seen standing on tho nails; god then the
eaven ; bus. with ‘some of the vapors of sides were, fastened together with
a great
the pit shut out. “Adit is, we su
ent number of small padlocks, Of these pad:
their personal observation of life by a con- | locks, one was made of gold, two were
Arivance, calleda, néwspaper, which not made of silver, and the remainder were
exposes

glial

not patronize
it, mustaccompany them with cash.

of the virtue
of 4 well-ordered community.
-<he'wonld stand’ until all the Brevity is specially important. -Not more than a
God has provided that the séMfinterest even. lookswhich shut him in “were ‘bought off. single square can well be afforded:to any single’
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The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is a beautiful hip being pripiands
by a rich, productive, farming country. The village 0¢ Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inhabitants, ‘having no liquors or billiard saloons.
Th¢ school entérsupon its fifth year with increased

‘facilities for the socomplishment of ita work, Prif

bath school and in
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the sweet singers.
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can not be Doubted.

SEMINARY.

The 32nd Academical year of this institution
open August 256th.
:
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will
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e en giant is fully completéd, at an expense
of over $50,000; and the facilities of! a first class in.

stitution Are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates. ~ 8énd for Catalogue.
J
18, G ARDNER,

Whitestown,N. ¥., June £1873,

SEND

ORDERS
i

EARLY,
PRICE $30 per 100.

Sample copies 30 ots. each. ' Sent post-paid.
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Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.
eg

*

supervisors’ court.

with

escaped

‘The attorney

his life, but Price, one of the attacking party was

killed. A crowd of men have entered the town,
declaring that they will kill forty men for the
killing of Price.
An express train on the Great Western Rail-

way ran into an open draw Tuesday, and the
and

locomotive

haggage

and

express

several

There was

cars went into the Welland Canal.

and no

cars,

not room enough for the passenger

Roehefort’s fellow-conviets attempted to
him on the ship that was taking them fo
Caledonia,
Bombay despatehés report that floods fn
have swept away 3500 houses and caused
losg,of life, of which Qo
ceived.

estimate

has

lynch:
New

of the'most inexorable, and, from the nature of
incessant cares of the modern
materfamilias is the consideration of wherewithal and in what
r witbal the family shall be
clothed. To the great
the bur-

Agra
some

den of

been

re-.

he ger
pe a.

and
mm

=

h

of spring
i

and autumn has died into winter.

Lowenstein, who is charged with

anxious devotee of the sew

the murder

Catherine’s, Canada,

from

i

Mon-

pelled to bear, and

ying

Alabama on the night of August 4. She sank in
five minutes, and all on board, except three
seamen, were drowned.

Railroad, Thursday afternoon.

men.
The Carlists have re-entered the town of
Estella. The Eoglish government will demand
of the insurgents the delivery to the Spanish

that five-sixthsof all the labor performed ‘with

government of the frigates recently captured

women free from their bondage

The Texas Republican State Convention renominated Governor Davis,
There is. said to be no probability that the
President will pardon or commute the sentences

of the convicted Modocs.
‘
It is estimated that the Mennonites who arrived last week brought with them $340,000 in
gold ; one alone brought $140,000.

A second

in-

Three

columns

of Spanish

on the Chicago and Alton Railroad has brought
in a verdict placing the blame for the disaster
upon the conductor aud engineer of the eoal
train, and a mittimus has been issued for the
arrest of both.

by

A Madrid despatch says that the Carlists

utterly defeated in the battle
siege of Berga has been
are in full retreat.

near

raised

has

been

were

Berga.

and

the

elected

The

Carlists
president

of the council general of Corsica,

ture, died last week at

his

home

in

It is stated that the intermal

revenue

bureau

has decided to take no action for the relief of
sufferers by the destruction of beer by the constables of Mass,
A letter from thé Yellowstone “expedition reports that there is much ill feeling between the
infantry and cavalry, owing to the arrest of General Custar by General Stanley, and the compelling him to march one whole day in the rear

of his command.

No cause is assigned.

Rev. Dr. Newman, who was some months ago’
appointed inspector of consulates abroad, at a
salary of eight dollars a day and all traveling
expenses, continues to draw his salary of $900
per annum as chaplain of the United States
Senate.

The conduct of the officers of the Chicago

and

Alton Railroad is severely criticised. They are
charged with withholding from the friends of the

killed sod wounded

and the public,

latest possible moment,

until the

all information

of the

disaster; ind with being remiss in thar
gite early and proper attention tot
Two more of the wounded have

efforts to

Rares
aking

the Wholeaumber. of fatalities thus far eighteen,
sage of a law making

pilots

of

t

steamships subject ta.Adicesite
Goyer
%

to

re

fully eo

Mey

ey

‘with the.zesult
okeh

of

A reward is offered for the mi
onthe
~apd Adten B
mainly, fo
:

tema
in San

in providing

murder

case cost

Luura Fair

$11, 100.
Ex- President Taylor's
neglected and forgotten.

grave

Irving received about
literary labors, and no
equaled him.

$240,000 for his entire
American author bas

at

Louisville

is

“ Howard Glyndon” (Miss Laura C. Redden),
the deaf and dumb
writer, is at Whipple’s school
at Ledyard, learning the process of lip reading.
The total amount of tea consumed yearly in
the United States is about 50,000,000 pounds, of
which 20,000,000 is green tea of various descriptions, about 15,000,000 Oolong, and the remain-

we

asserting

preferences

(if, indeed,

our

seldom

think

we

been at

had before

the

fire

two thousand voters or about ten thousand residents. The same territory has now but fifty

voters, or about two hundred and fifty residents.
Yet the ward contains more business houses and
does more business than before the fire.
the

once

‘country of recent

fires, with-

out counting the great conflagrations of Chicago
and Boston, has been more than enough to provide every city in the nation with a sufficient and

efficient fire department.

impervious skin of the

pack

+

who Wis throwin trom a car

isco by*Sothern the actor, after hav-

of

have

Before anything more

An attempt to assassinate General Joe

roads have been planned and construéted in the
past two yedrs. The cost through a level country is about $10,000 a mile, including equipment
of rolling stock ;,while the broad gauge costs from
£35,000 to $40,000 per mile. *

Shelby

nextday she received da letter trom thisidentical

Mountains“ that

that two certain numbers would draw each $10,000 in the public library drawing, and so impressed was he that he came all the way to
Louisville to find the , tickets, which he succeeded in doing after a day’s search.
And he says

hizhest*peaks

in

United States have been named the Capitol

the

and

the White House, and the great range on the
upper Arkansas the National. as it is the longest

~range in the United Stated?

Beveral frame buildings near Louisville, Ky,
were set on fire Friday morning, and a uegro
family of six persems living .in ope of them was

burned to death.
A general uneasiness pervedes the
circles of New York. The gold market
ues strong, while stecks are low.
Benjamin Osborne, a wealthy white
Louisville, has' been fully committed
charge of murdering
a negro. A civil
been begun against Wim for $10,060

financial
contin-

widow.

er story

is of a Temmessece

man

who

dreamed

now that if he had even gotten his twenty dol
lars back he would have been better satisfied
than be is.

#1

The Marquis of Bute has been deeturing in
London on * The Shrines of the Holy Land.”

Bis said that tbe ancient gates of Conustantinople, which

endured

the attacks

of decay

for

man af more than 1100 years; ‘were made of cypress
on the wood.
suit has
How tigerd aré “trapped” fn"India fs described
by the by a writer in the London Times. Btrong posts

!

of d BéW @il

territory four miles

southwest of Titusville, Pd,, 1s dunotineed.”

One hundred and twenty-five buildings were

are fixed in the

groundso

as to form « eircle of

palisades ten or. twelve feet in diameter. An@ther larger circle is formed in the sameway
[Suite

hurned in ‘Belfast, Maine, Sunday afternoon,|b

Sets,

leaving
a spaee of a foot and a

9 the twa.

[I

the twesiteathboat Whar'ves, several stores

and

that it “gtands across ‘the space

between the eir-

The tiger comes and walks round the outa large aumber.of
wooden buildings are destroy-| eles;
€
oa.
ed. Soe loss is estimated to be halt a milion er cirele till he finds the entrance. He enters,
and walks round the space till he meets the open

Fema

ga ie

War, and they wil be hanged Oetober 3.
eam
{

“

YOREIGN.

deor, whieh he pushes back into its places

Lhe

gpaee is 00 narrow for him to turn round or exert his'great strength, and hé continues to walk
roand and round till morning, when be is easily
#illed,-and the bait extricated unhurt.

The

railway

ttain in which

labor enough to

to the recognition of the Carlists im Spain as
belligerents.
Itis now stated that the Carlist a suite of apartments. The Imperial family oc.
cupied three of them a& bedrooms, another sery.
army pumbers 26,600 men.

| ed for the suite, and three more for. the kitchen,
‘he tribesof the northern portion of Sumatra, store-reoms and’ servant®’ rooms. The saloon
heretofore tributary to the Dutch, bave joined: carriage is splendid, lined with crimson satin,
the Sultan of Acheen.
and painted outside with the Bussian arms, The
In the opinion: of Commander Wilson, who ghperial earriages are connected by means of

was sent$0 co-operate with Sir Bartle Frere in
the negotiations with the Sultan of Zanzibar, the
end of East African slavery is as fur off as ever,

ajr-tight passages, and the springs are formed of
steel and indig-rubber, so as to render all shoeks
inseasible.
The temperature of eaeh ‘carriage

notwithstanding the treaty effected.

eap be regulated by touching pegs

communicat~|

ing with a calorific apparatus.

the grand sa-

A land-slide sixty mfles fom Lima, Peru, has
Grn a river, and the water is likely to burst
and, sweeping everything before It,

‘to submerge the lower part of the city,
The lower

part of the

city of Quebee was

with destruction

Lumber-yards,

wharves

by fire, Tuesday,

and two

schooners

‘were destroyed before the flames were brought
under control. Great excitement prevailed.
The loss is estimated at from $150,000 to $200,000,
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The leaders of the left in the French Assembly

In

lobn fhere is combined the furniture of a drawing-room and u dinjpg-room, besides six work
tables, one for the Empress, one for her daugiter, and the other four for her ladies of honor,
Two locomotives draw the train, and a third mu.

chine sends heated air in tubes to the carriages.
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There is great excitement in Perryville, Ark.,
over an attempt to murder an attorney in the

A party of American engineers raised the
American flag on the highest peak of the Andes
on the 4th of July in snow knee-deep.

as Jamestown w ods Stink-weed, and yee of
Péru, makes a very pretty object, and is one
of the casiest things to skeletonize. If the seed”
pods'be taken before they turn yellow, and are
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The Cuban League met in New York, Wednesday evening, and elected Vice-President Wilson

Aural amd Domestic,

will protest against the suppression ofrepublic an
newspapers,
A vessel, supposed to be the Canadian revenue
cutter William Stairs, was lost bf York Pout,
July 6, with fourteen persons on board,
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